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Choreography
There's only so many rock concerts
you can go to until you feel you've seen
everything. And for someone who's
gotten used to live, visceral thrills,
the world of choreography opens up a
whole new world. When your only exposure is through pictures or videos,
it may seem a bit weird and cold, but
an artform that is mostly motion and
mostly taken in by the eyes can have a
very direct effect, and that's where the
concert comparison comes in—pieces
can be hypnotic, gut-wrenching, elating or soothing, take you to all kinds of

Words:
PARKER, SVEINBJÖRN & JOHN

THE GRAPEVINE PLAYLIST

einarIndra - Sometimes I’m Wrong
Murky late-night
electronic soul has
become a genre all
of its own thanks to
James Blake et al,
but einarIndra adds
a welcome flourish
to the moodiness.
Starting off with a
familiar slow, clicking
rhythm and washedout textures, it
climaxes nicely with
stabs, stuttering
beats and mashed up
brass shining through
the mist. JR

places. It shouldn't come as a total surprise then that the most talked about
cultural event last month was a choreography piece, Da Da Dans. The show
is a collaboration between Reykjavik
Dance Festival darlings Inga & Rósa,
electronic musician and Retro Stefson
member Hermigerfill, and The Icelandic Dance company. To this viewer the
show depicts the confusion and anger
of our age, in a humorous, compassionate way. But the beauty of choreography is that it differs for each person
what you take away from a show. SHP

Bang Gang - Dive
into the Deep Blue
Sea (ft. Esther Talia)
Barði from Bang
Gang usually keeps a
low profile here, but
he’s world-famous in
France, where he’s in
a band with that guy
from Air plus a bunch
of other projects.
He’s in town for a bit
though, doing music
for the theatre piece
Brot Úr Hjónabandi
at the City Theater.
This is the closing
song from the play.
Lovely. SP

Bjarki - Fresh Jive
Despite his breakout
club hit "I Wanna Go
Bang"—which has
2.4m plays on YouTube—and the release
of three mix-andmatch collections this
year on Nina Kraviz’s
Trip label, Bjarki
remains relatively obscure in his homeland.
"Fresh Jive" could
change that—it’s a
mischievous hi-tempo
track, slightly reminiscent of latter-day big
beat, with a great cut
‘n’ paste video. JR

Auður - 3D / Both
Eyes On You
23-year-old R&B star
Auður previewed his
debut album 'Alone'
at Airwaves this year
when he made it
available to stream,
Pokémon Go style,
at the Austurvöllur
square in Reykjavík.
4000 people apparently did so. For
everyone else, two
smooth and polished
tracks about love in
the age of internet are
now streaming for all,
via Soundcloud. JR

Iceland is, famously, a literary country.
Deprived of the means to create music
or art for centuries by colonial overlords
from Denmark, early Icelanders instead
took to channeling their imagination
into words. Thus, we have the Sagas (see
page 60), Eddas and skálds, a rich tapestry of monsters, magic and mythology (p. 62), Rímur—the chanted rhymes
that emerged in the 14th century and
survive to the present day—and, most
recently, a resurgence of rap.
The tradition of storytelling laid the
foundations of a rich literary culture.
Today, Icelanders publish more books
(per capita, of course) than any country in the world—five books a year per
1000 people, or roughly double that of
the aforementioned colonial overlords.
In 2011, Reykjavík became a UNESCOcertified City of Literature, and each
Christmas time, the publishing industry goes into a frenzy each year for the
“jólabokaflód”—the Christmas book
flood. Everyone gets a book or two for
Christmas, and word of mouth on the
best new titles is intense.
With that in mind, welcome to our
Christmas Literature Issue. From a beginners guide to Icelandic literature (p.
12), to interviews with outstanding Icelandic authors Sjón (p. 20) and Oddný
Eir (p. 26), to Vala Þóroddsdóttir’s young
writers to watch (p. 38), to a list of our
contributors’ very favourite Icelandic
works (p. 40)—we hope you find something interesting to read in these pages,
and then perhaps outside of them, too.
JR

Listen & watch:
GPV.IS/PLAY

Emmsjé Gauti Svona er þetta
Rap can be a lot
about dipping and
weaving through a
language. Saying one
thing and meaning
another. Gauti’s latest album, Sautjándi
November, is pretty
straight forward. It
was released on—
you guessed it—17
November. The track
is equally straight
forward. A bip-bop
beat and a cool head
nod. Gauti just telling
it like it is. PY
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hello is it me
you're looking for?

You.
READER

Winter Whale & Dolphin Watching
from Reykjavík
Departures in December: Every day at 1pm

Winter Whale Watching
from Akureyri

Departures in December: Thu & Fri at 11am and Sat at 1pm

Dear The Reykjavík
Grapevine,
LETTERS I am Ben Cawdor.
I am writing to you
because I 'd like to
talk with you about a Star Wars
character that since 1977 has no a
real name and a story.
Do you remember one of the deleted scenes from "Star Wars IV : A
New Hope" entitled "Stormtrooper
Search"?
In that fabulous scene appears
a stilt-legged creature (played
by english stilt-walker artist Peter Barbour) that runs into Rycar Ryjerd among the streets of
Mos Eisley. For this, it was called
by fandom in this way: "The Stilt
Monster". But, who really was that
creature? So far, obviously, nobody
really knows! So far... but hearing
its voice and its emitting sounds
I would say that it was a droid and
not a Quor'sav, as many others
think.
However, it also appeared in
"The Star Wars Holiday Special" ( =
S level of canon).
Therefore, I personally created
the story of that droid, its background etc, in order to FILL THE
VOID!
Go ahead! I hope you like it.
Name of that droid : C1-R0 (10
BBY Tatooine - 3 ABY Florn)

Your letters: Star Wars edition.
Send us a letter to:
letters@grapevine.is
ot talk to us on Facebook & Twitter.

for a client a Bimm named Rycar
Ryjerd hit it with a paralyzing gun
specific for droids. During that attack C1-R0 droid saw the face of its
attacker and understood the reason
of his violence. It was paralyzed on
the sandy ground for ten minutes
then it stood up and frantically
went looking for its small but insidious assailant. C1-R0 droid was
very angry because Rycar Ryjerd
stolen from its metallic back a precious circuit, the "XPO- 734", a special circuit that increase the visual
power of the droid equipped with a
visual apparatus.
At some point it reached the
small Bimm ( that's the content of
the famous deleted scene "Stormtrooper Search" from "Star Wars
IV: A New Hope" , then recycled
inside the "The Star Wars Holiday Special") but he managed to
escape from it. In fact, despite its
efforts, C1-R0 droid didn't recover
the circuit so organized itself to
look for an another one. Finally
it found a droid, a perfect droid
for its purpose. It completely destroyed that droid, taking possession of the XPO-734 circuit, a new
XPO-734 circuit for it. C1-R0 didn't
know a thing : the droid that it had
killed was property of a dangerous criminal affiliated to Jabba The
Hutt, who sent two of his "Guys"
to eliminate it, in order to avenge
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LOVELIEST LETTER:
Grapevine Tee!
Whoever sent in this issue's
LOVELIEST LETTER gets a free
REYKJAVÍK GRAPEVINE Royal
Crest Reykjavík Style T-shirt,
designed by actual Grapevine
humans!
Want one? Go to: shop.grapevine.is.

wild place, C1-R0 droid, trying to
save its Master Kamn from ferocious indigenous beings (the Lamproids), was destroyed and definitively terminated.
That's it.
P.S. I am not interested about money. My only goal is give "justice",
help that sadly forgotten character
, because it has a very potential :
this can be simply understood just
by reading the story that I created
for it.

-Story -

Northern Lights Cruise
from Reykjavík

Departures in December: Every night at 9pm

Northern Lights Cruise
from Akureyri

Departures in December: Thu & Fri at 9pm

Book online:
elding.is elding@elding.is +(354) 519 5000

C1-R0 droid originally belonged to
Sabbya Mawstra, a twi'lek mechanician from Ryloth who had his
own workshop on Tatooine, precisely near Mos Espa. A day one of
his assistant/helper robots killed
him. C1-R0 droid, that was very attached to its master Sabbya, killed
that murderer droid. C1-R0 vowed
revenge against all the droids of
the Galaxy, in memory of its beloved Master. However, a group of
Jawas captured it and put on its
robotic body a control device. After 2 years spent among them as
a "slave" , C1-R0 managed to cut it
off the control device and killed the
entire Jawas' droids.
Then it escaped and started
to kill every droids on its way, using their parts to change itself, in
order to increase its strength: in
fact it decided to become a Bounty
Hunter. Figure whose existence it
learned through the stories narrated by Jawas during its imprisonment period, stories that exercised
a great fascination in its robotic
mind. Some time later it reached
Mos Eisley and here it immediately
went in search for an upgrade for
its robotic legs: it found the perfect
metallic parts in the hidden backyard of a store specialized in hightech, belonging to an elderly Snivvian. C1-R0 stole those parts and
with them built for itself two new
and very high legs that seemed almost two stilts. Thanks to them it
could finally run. But that robbery
did not go unnoticed, since that
metal (cunningly subtracted by C1R0 droid ) was previously bought
by a Saurin named Xertonl P'ham,
a notorious smuggler, who immediately put a bounty on the thief of
his stolen material.
vC1-R0 heard the news about it
and, to avoid troubles, covered the
metal of its new long legs with rags
taken from some stalls. Once the
camouflage was accomplished , C1R0 droid began looking for its first
engagement as a Bounty Hunter ,
in the same day in which Obi -Wan
Kenobi and Luke Skywalker arrived
in Mos Eisley. While it was looking

the offense. C1-R0 droid was destroyed in an alley of Mos Eisley.
Destroyed but not terminated.
So, later, a WED Treadwell repair
droid, noting its scrap, picked it
up and brought it in the workshop
of its master : Solth Kamn, a rodian mechanician. Here C1-R0 was
partially reassembled and, when it
discovered that a droid saved it, C1R0 began to change its behaviour.
Farther, Solth Kamn reminded it
of its first Master, Sabbya Mawstra.
C1-R0 chose to abandon its "dream"
about the bounty hunter profession
and return to be a repair droid, as
it originally was. It asked to Master
Kamn to take it with him and he...
accepted.
About two years later its new Master Solth Kamn joined the Rebel
Alliance, not as a soldier but as a
mechanic. His first mission was
on the "Mon Calamari Shipyards"
around Planet Mon Calamari, and
here C1-R0 droid followed him as
his trusted assistant. A few months
later Solth Kamn's services were
requested in the rebel base located
in the Planet Hoth but during the
journey something in the propulsive mechanism of his spaceship
broke and at the end it fell into a
Planet (Planet Florn). There, in that

Dear Ben,
Thanks for trying to fill this deep,
vast, aching void inside Star Wars.
Finally! Finally, someone thought to
expand upon the origin and life story
of "the stilt monster"! We've been
waiting for this day for a long time.
These questions aren't going to answer themselves, after all. So thank
you for taking matters into your own
hands while Lucasfilm rest on their
laurels.
But hey, we want to know a few
more details here. For example,
these two "guys" that Jabba the Hutt
sent to Mos Eisley. Where were they
from? Did either of them have a
tragic past that led them to become
gangster henchmen? And as for Solth
Kamn, the rodian mechanician—
perhaps his story would be interesting. We heard he was once a souschef on Calcoraan. Can you confirm?
With the current rate of Star
Wars franchise movies in production, maybe this has legs to become
a motion picture. But we gotta say,
that ending was a bit harsh. Are you
sure he didn't defeat the Lamproids
on Planet Florn? Could be make-orbreak for the plot arc.
Have a t-shirt while you think it over.
– Your Friends At The Reykjavík
Grapevine.
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Figures
Don't
Lie

2nd

Iceland has the 2nd
highest number of
published titles per
capita in Europe

2.1
The average number of
books an Icelander buys
as christmas gifts.
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OPINION

Iceland's
Political
Shitstorm
2016
A Reprise
Words
PAUL
FONTAINE
Illustration
CHAS
ROBINSON/
SCOOBY
DON'T
Share this article:
GPV.IS/POL18

The average number of
books every Icelander
reads each year.

70
%
70% of all books
are published in the
last three months of
the year, or around
Christmastime

When Iceland’s parliamentary elections were held at the end of October,
pretty much every prediction of the
results turned out to be completely
wrong. At time of writing, Iceland
still has no ruling coalition, and all attempts to form one have fallen apart.
In fact, there are two separate ruling
coalition talks going on at the same
time. By the time this goes to print—
hell, maybe even by the time I finish
writing this sentence—the situation
will be entirely different again.
Why this has happened involves an
increased number of parliamentary
parties, and a key decision made by

President Guðni Th. Jóhannesson that
exposes the flaws in our system.
It used to be so simple. Headlines
the world over assured everyone that
the Pirate Party was going to sweep
the elections; who they invited to the
ruling coalition was just a minor detail. As we know, things didn’t turn
out that way. By a strange confluence
of the results, which saw seven different parties making their way into Parliament, no two-party configuration
can hold a majority. Iceland has generally been allergic to coalitions of more
than two parties. This created the first
problem.
The second problem is that forming coalitions always means developing a joint platform. You’d be forgiven
for thinking this might be easy, what
with most of these parties identifying with one side or the other of the
centrist spectrum. Surely centrists are
flexible enough to work with just about
anyone, right? Well, yes and no. That
certainly used to be the case in Parliament, but it hasn’t been since the
financial collapse of 2008. During that
time, the country was led by the rightwing Independence Party, with the
partnership of the centre-left Social
Democrats. And of course, let’s not forget the reason we had early elections
in the first place: the Panama Papers
scandal this spring, which effectively
torpedoed an already increasingly unpopular Progressive Party.
As such, any parties invited to work
with the Independence Party, who won
the most votes this fall, have felt pres-

sure to stick to their guns and compromise nothing. The right-wing Progressives, disgraced by the Panama Papers,
aren’t even considered a possibility as
a coalition makeweight. For better or
worse, this has created a near-intractable situation. And that’s where the
President comes in.
After Guðni gave the mandate to
start coalition talks to the chairs of two
different parties—first the Independence Party, and then the Left Greens—
both failed to form a coalition. He then
announced that he would not be giving
the mandate to anyone else. Instead, he
recommended that all party chairs talk
to one another and iron out their differences. This clever move created a power
vacuum of sorts. It’s why we now have
two separate coalition talks going on at
the same time. Everyone was given the
mandate, in a sense, to make Iceland’s
next government.
Voices within the Pirate Party have
been floating the idea of a minority
government. Which is hilarious, considering how unstable these governments are, and how quickly parties
would likely turn on each other. The
idea of a þjóðstjórn, wherein there is
neither a ruling coalition nor an opposition, has been largely dismissed

as solely an emergency measure that
would lead to democratic gridlock.
Would it, though? It is arguably far
more democratic to have all of Iceland’s voters equally represented and
taking part in the process of shaping
society (typically, bills from the ruling coalition roll on through to become
laws, whilst bills from the opposition
die in committee). Legislation would
take more time to pass. But since when
is the aim of democracy efficiency? If
you want efficiency, you go with authoritarianism. If you want the people
to have direct control of their destinies, you go with democracy—however
slow, messy and headache-inducing it
can be. That’s the trade-off.
In some ways, Iceland could serve
as a political model for the rest of the
world. We have all the tools at our disposal to create a directly democratic
system of societal organisation. Yet
we cling to obsolete and clearly deeply
flawed methodologies for governance.
If this election teaches us anything, it
should be that trying to fit new ideas
into an old system is like trying to fit
a nitrous tank to a Ford Model T: you
can probably find a way to do it, but the
result is likely going to be disastrous.

Northern Lights Bus
Availability: Every night
Pickup starts: 20:30
*October 1.–15.: 21:30
#northernlightsbus
#bustraveliceland

Duration: 3–5 hours
Price: 6.400 ISK
Warm clothing required

Book online
for a 10% discount

Refreshments included

Promo code NLB16

www.bustravel.is
info@bustravel.is
+ 354 511 2600

DRESSCODE ICELAND

BANKASTRÆTI | AÐALSTRÆTI | AUSTURHRAUN | SMÁRALIND | KRINGLAN | AKUREYRI | CINTAMANI.IS
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During the past
month, Iceland has
been
experiencBRIEF
ing something of a
post-election hangover. It started
with the Pirate Party not winning
the mandate that the whole world
predicted they would, and President Guðni Th. Jóhannesson got
the ball rolling by giving the mandate instead to the Independence
Party. Since then, we have seen
coalition talks spanning the right,
left and centre, with no workable
common platforms between them
giving us a government. As this is
being written, the Pirate Party has
the mandate and is trying to form a
five-party coalition. Other possible
configurations include a minority government, or even a “national
government,” wherein all parties
share power equally and have to
learn to work together. Imagine
that.

NEWS IN

Another ongoing conflict that has
finally come home to roost: Iceland
v. Iceland™, i.e., Iceland the country
versus Iceland Foods, the company
behind the Iceland frozen foods
chain. Iceland™ say they’ve been using “Iceland” as a brand since 1970
with no significant problems being
caused whatsoever. Iceland, however, argues that a private company
trademarking the name of a country has indeed caused problems:
a number of domestic producers
have complained that they have run
into legal trouble for simply putting
their products’ country of origin
on the packaging. While Iceland™
rightly claims they have used “Iceland” for decades, Iceland pre-dates
the store by a few centuries. So we’ll
see where this legal battle ends up.

Speaking of trademark infringement, Sushi Samba in Iceland is
no longer legally permitted to call
themselves Sushi Samba, as it
turns out there’s a restaurant chain
in the US who have been using this
name since 2000. While legal experts have gone back and forth over
whether or not the Icelandic owners of the restaurant deliberately
lifted the menu theme as well as
the name, no one seems to be asking how it is that the Trademark
Office approved the name without
checking to see if it had been used
elsewhere first. Aren’t those people
in charge of checking that out before giving the green light? Apparently not.

“For a grassroots
political movement to
operate, it does need
physical spaces.”
Andrými: A Space For Everyone
Words
PAUL
FONTAINE
Photo
ART BICNICK
Share this article:
GPV.IS/AND18

Andrými is a volunteer-run public
space that formed during the wave of
protests that followed the Panama Papers scandal. It is probably best known
for hosting a Wednesday evening free
dinner for asylum seekers and the people who want to know them first-hand,
but there’s much more to the space
than that. It has also become a meeting place for organizers and activists,
houses the Anarchist Library, and has
aspirations of greater work. While it
has no leaders, one of the people responsible for putting the place together is Jamie McQuilkin. We caught
up with him to talk about Andrými’s
present mission and future goals.

What was the impetus behind
forming Andrými?

For a grassroots political movement to
operate, it does need physical spaces.
Especially places that are not commodified; where you don’t need to buy
a cup of coffee just to be there. So that
was part of the impetus. Another part
was to supply a space in Reykjavík for
refugees that was not run by the state
or a charity as such, and that they
could take part in organising. A space
where they could meet Icelanders and
other immigrants, tell their stories,
and get support.
As the situation is now, if you seek
asylum in Iceland, you’ll be spending
most of your time sitting in your room,
or maybe going out for a walk during
the day, because you’re not allowed to

work. You can’t have any guests to your
room, and in some places, you can’t
have any guests at all. We’d like to have
a space where we could be open all the
day, every day, so this could become
sort of the default option for asylum
seekers who are looking for something
to do in Reykjavík.

Since forming about seven months
ago, how have you seen the number
of visitors grow?

Originally, we had to advertise the
weekly dinner. We sent text messages
every week and really pulled everything out to try and get people to come.
Now, we’re so full that it became important to stop telling people about it.
[laughs] There’s huge demand for it,
obviously. It basically runs itself now.
At first it was important to organize it
and delegate things like who’s taking
the garbage out, but now the people
who come here to eat self-organise.
That’s what we want to encourage;
it’s not a consumer space, it’s a social
space.

Have you gotten any static from the
authorities over this space?

They haven’t shown any interest in it.
We’re not selling anything, we don’t
do anything here that you can’t do in a
house. So it’s basically like we’re inviting over a large group of friends to our
house every week.

Apart from the weekly dinners,
what else goes on here?

We have various activist groups who
like to meet here, who have hard time
finding a private space elsewhere
where they don’t have to pay for it. That
covers all flavours of activism. We’ve
also had discussion groups, self-education groups, and participatory music and dance. It’s become kind of the
default space for activists who want to
organise something. It’s a great space
for anyone who’s concerned about liberation and self-organising.

How have you felt seeing the public
response to the space?

It’s really heartwarming when you see
refugees coming every week, especially
without any encouragement. They’ve
come to see this place as a space where
they can feel welcome.
Andrými, at Klapparstígur 19, is open every Wednesday at 20:00 for asylum seekers, new immigrants, and the locals who
want to get to know them. If you want
to book a time at Andrými, you can send
them a message on Facebook or send them
an email at andrymi@riseup.net. Andrými is also looking for a new space, as their
current location is set to be demolished
to make room for houses. They will be
launching a fundraising drive to that end
in the coming year.
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demns this kind of treatment of workers. You need only see the reactions of
people when a case of worker exploitation hits the news to see that.

We’ve been reading that the unions
are starting to increase their strike
funds for the coming year, and there
are a number of contracts that will
have to be re-negotiated. What do
you think the next year will bring?

“It’s easier to
become the
president of North
Korea than it is to
be the president
of the unions.”

Whenever I see unions in the capital
threatening to go on strike, I don’t
put any particular stock in it. Unions
in the capital haven’t gone on strike
in 40 years. They can talk about doing
this or that, but they never go through
with it. It has only been the unions in
the countryside that go on strike in recent years. I don’t think there will be
strikes next year.

OPINION

Solidarity
Forever

In your utopian Iceland, what
fundamental changes would you see
happening in the Icelandic labour
movement?

I think we have a really good labour
movement in Iceland. Nowhere in the
world are more workers registered in a
labour union, about 90%. We’ve recovered over 400 million ISK in lost wages
for our workers. But we can always
do better. How? We need to stand together better. And by that I mean Icelandic Confederation of Labour. They
need to listen to their people; not just
a closed group of men who make decisions amongst themselves. They need
to listen to the grassroots.

Meet the union leader
pushing for radical
changes within the
unions themselves

Words
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Vilhjálmur Birgisson is the head of the
Akranes Labour Union (Verkalýðsfélag
Akraness). His background is decidedly working class, including stints
working everywhere from fish processing plants to the ferry between
Akranes and Reykjavík. Today, he is
one of the most critical voices of not
just employers, but union leadership.
We met with Vilhjálmur to learn more
about what the unions are doing, and
what they could be doing better.

We continue to see union leaders
signing collective bargaining
agreements with management that
the workers end up rejecting. The
ongoing teachers’ labour conflict is
a good example of this. Why is there
this gap between what workers
want, and what union leaders agree
to with management?

That’s a good question. What matters
most to any union leader is having
the trust of their workers; that union
members believe that you are doing
your absolute best to defend their interests. That you don’t bring the workers an agreement until you believe that
you’ve managed to get everything that
you could for them. But there is a lack
of trust in union leadership. You need
look no further than the president of
the Icelandic Confederation of Labour

[Gylfi Arnbjörnsson]. I’m one of those
who have criticised him harshly, because I think he’s on the wrong track.
He doesn’t base his decisions on what
his own union members want. I think
his fight is more about taking away
people’s rights, instead of increasing them. Like when he said that the
teachers “have gotten theirs.” What do
you hear when you hear the head of all
the unions talking like this? This is why
I’ve said, to his face even, that he seems
to be on the wrong team. He’s more on
the side of management than us.

Do the unions need structural
changes to bridge the gap between
workers and union leaders?

I think the workers need to exert
more influence on their union leaders. When you’ve got your members
behind you, you’re in a much stronger
position. Workers need to get involved,
and let us hear what it is they want to
see in their contracts. And then we, as
union leaders, need to be able to tell
our workers which demands are fair
and realistic. It doesn’t mean anything
to promise your workers to raise their
salaries 100%, and then come back
from negotiations with 5%. You need
to show workers that you can deliver
what you promise.
But for workers to take part in their

unions, they need to be well informed.
Very well informed, and that falls on
us, the union leaders. But also, with
the way social media is today, now
people can get much more involved in
these discussions and have easier access to information. Facebook, Twitter, the homepages of unions, along
with the traditional media, has helped
tremendously in this area.

And of course, it isn’t just Icelandic
workers who end up subject to
exploitation.

No, definitely not. We imported some
26,000 foreign workers before the
crash. The employers who exploited
them didn’t just do damage to them;
they did damage to the rest of us, too.
Because these foreign workers were
being paid minimum wages for their
jobs, and very soon, these wages became quite common for workers in
these industries. So we have to watch
out that workers are not just not having their contracts violated; we also
need to raise these wages. And it’s still
going on today. The tourism industry
is a horrifying example. And I would
encourage anyone who believes their
employer is exploiting them to come
to us. In order for us to combat this
abuse, we need to know about these
cases. Icelandic society in general con-

So if I were a regular worker in the
Icelandic market, can I take part in
the elections for a new president of
the Confederation?

If you’re in the Confederation Council.
And as I’ve said many times, it’s easier
to become the president of North Korea than it is to be the president of the
unions. Members of the council are
chosen. This is usually a group of people around the president. These people
are hand-picked, and do not necessarily reflect the demands of workers out
in the country. If we had general elections within the Confederation, the
president would never get the votes.
This needs to change. I’ve put forward
proposals within the Council to hold
a general election, but it was rejected
with an overwhelming majority. Meanwhile, a Capacent polled showed that
80% of union workers want the president to be elected in a general election.

How then can a regular worker
change the system?

I managed to get here, but it took me
many years, and a tremendous amount
of work. If you or anyone else wanted
to get more involved in their unions,
there’s a lot of work ahead of you. But
if you believe in something, anything
is possible.

N O R T H E N L I G H T S BY B O AT
BEST VALUE DEAL!
Just combine your two favorites boat tours and use the same ticket to visit the Whales of
Iceland exhibition and Aurora Reykjavík The Northern Lights Center for FREE any time you like

W H A L E W H ATC H I N G

- From R ey kj avík
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ist and poet who continues to surprise
readers. ‘The Thief of Time’, with its very
modern story of loss, tragedy, new love
and new betrayal, could work in pretty
much any context in the world. It’s a
fine testament to Iceland as a nation
of modern writers who can tell stories
that anyone can be moved by, no matter
how much or little they may understand
Icelandic culture, because Iceland is primarily irrelevant to the story itself.
Hallgrímur Helgason. You can’t
understand the image Reykjavík enjoys today without reading ‘101 Reykjavík’. This dry, sardonic, at times
breezy novel put Iceland’s capital on
the map as a hive of slackers and artists when it was adapted into a movie
of the same name in 2000. The story
meanders through several characters and storylines, but the common
thread is the existential alienation of
the story’s protagonist, Hlynur Björn.

Icelandic
Literature:
A Beginner’s
Guide
Words Whether you don’t understand a word
PAUL of Icelandic but want to get familiar
FONTAINE with the country’s literature, or you
have some degree of Icelandic compre-

Photo hension and want a good beginner’s
HALLDÓR guide, there is a wealth of choices at
LAXNESS your disposal. It’s important to know

what awaits you, so let’s start with

Share this article: translated Icelandic.
GPV.IS/BG18
Icelandic literature in English

Most Icelandic literature that has been
translated into English is by bestselling authors, a significant portion
of whom write genre fiction, particularly crime stories. But there are still a
number of titles you should look into,
some less obvious than others.
Halldór Laxness is probably the
best-known Icelandic writer of them
all. Indeed, his talents have been
known to the world for decades; it’s
what got him a Nobel Prize for literature in 1955. Laxness has an extensive
body of work that has been translated
into English, but if you’re going to
start anywhere, you could do worse
than with ‘Independent People’. This
book is pretty essential to understanding Laxness and his take on the Icelandic character. Laxness was himself
very critical of Icelandic society, and
few books sum up his criticisms of Icelanders like ‘Independent People’ does.
Most folks start reading it thinking
the protagonist, Bjartur, is some kind
of admirable underdog. By the end of
the book, you will very likely change
your opinion. A great starting point.
Gerður Kristný. You’re going to

Icelandic literature in Icelandic

need some fresh modernism flavoured
by medieval Icelandic history to chase
back that Laxness, and Gerður Kristný
is a good author to turn to for that. In
particular, her book ‘Bloodhoof’, which
won the 2010 Icelandic Literary Prize.
Here, Gerður takes the ancient poem
Skírnismál and turns it inside out:
while the original is based on the story
of the god Freyr falling in love with the
giantess Gerður, Gerður Kristný turns
it into a story of abuse, rape and revenge with modern relevancy. Not exactly light reading, but a pretty powerful take on ancient Icelandic writing,
and what it has to say about modern
contexts.
Guðbergur Bergsson is seen by
many as Iceland’s first hipster, by others as the enfant terrible of Icelandic
literature. Even Icelanders have difficulty reading him in his native language. Fortunately, you can experience part of what makes him so great
through his novel ‘The Swan’. Very
little of his work has been translated
into English, but ‘The Swan’ was an excellent choice. In this story, Guðbergur
invites us to follow a nine-year-old girl
into the Icelandic countryside, where
she’s to serve her probation for shoplifting. There, we experience how she
acclimates to her new surroundings,
while Guðbergur sheds insightful
light on just how different the country
is outside of the capital area.
Steinunn Sigurðardóttir. Now
we start to make our way into a wholly
modern Icelandic world. Steinunn is
a force of nature: an esteemed novel-

So you have some degree of understanding in Icelandic. Maybe you’re in
the process of learning (and let’s face
it, you never really stop learning Icelandic). If so, Icelandic for you might be
a solely utilitarian language—you use it
for shopping, for talking to co-workers,
directions, and maybe small talk. It
might not have even occurred to you
that you can read Icelandic for pleasure,
too. How do you get into it, then?
Bear in mind that literary Icelandic is a far cry from everyday Icelandic. In many cases, anyway. You may
find yourself having to consult the
dictionary, and there are references
and puns that you’re not likely to get.
This is fine. The point here is rather
to get yourself used to reading fiction
in Icelandic; the references and wordplay can come later. With that in mind,
here’s where you can dig in:
Absolute beginner stage: Snúður
og Snælda. Yes, these are children’s
books. And I mean like kindergartenaged children. Be that as it may, you
will find yourself charmed and delighted by the antics of these two kittens as they get into trouble, make
hilariously clumsy attempts at problem-solving, and bestow some gentle
moralising to impressionable kids.
Not exactly groundbreaking stuff but
it will get you familiar with reading
Icelandic for pleasure (albeit maybe
not on the bus).
Early stage: ‘Kósýkvöld með Láru’.
Again, young children’s literature.
However, this tale (“A cosy evening
with Lára,” in English) by pop singer
Birgitta Haukdal is more than just
a curiosity. Here, you will encounter
Icelandic that is more modern, more
everyday, and still simple enough for
first-year Icelandic students to be able
to read and understand. Maybe not to
be cracked open at your favorite café,
but a good next-level and fairly short
book to dig into.
Intermediate stage: ‘Carpe diem’.

This book, by Eyrún Ýr Tryggvadóttir, is decidedly for teenaged Icelanders. Which is good for you—you’re beginning to read longer sentences using
more complex concepts. Moreover, this
tale of a 10th grader with a troubled
home will introduce you to more modern uses of Icelandic (e.g., to say that
something “sökkar feit” as a way of saying you find the experience unpleasant),
while also giving you a less rosy picture
of modern Icelandic family life.
Advanced stage: ‘Dóris Deyr’.
This collection of short stories by literary wunderkind Kristín Eiríksdóttir is in no way for the squeamish.
Kristín writes in a modern, conversational Icelandic with relatively simple
sentence constructions. However, in
keeping with her background as a poet,
there are passages which are decidedly
lyrical, poetic and dreamlike, however
simply they may be written. This will
introduce you to how Icelandic can convey a lot of information with very few
words, and will exercise your brain significantly as you plunge into the dark,
stormy and at times nightmarish world
of these elegantly disturbing stories.
Master level: ‘Sjálfstætt fólk’. Now
you’re feeling confident enough to
read one of Iceland’s masterpieces in
its original language. But be warned:
Laxness’s language is not only a bit
dated, it is also rife with references
and wordplay. Maybe not to a Joycean
degree, but you’re still going to struggle with this one, even if you’ve lived
here for years. Don’t be shy about admitting you had to read a single paragraph several times because, while you
knew all the words, you didn’t quite
get the meaning. Get used to it. This is
Laxness. It’s bound to happen.
Wizard level: ‘Tómas Jónsson,
metsölubók’. What’s that you say?
You find postmodernism too trite and
simplistic in English, and you want
a book to literally snap your mind in
half? You’re in luck. This early work
of Guðbergur Bergsson is here for the
job. While you try to navigate through
the free-associative thoughts of an
old man living in 1960s Iceland and
his criticisms of society, you will run
headfirst into many brick walls. Don’t
let that deter you. Once you’ve finished
the book, you can impress Icelanders at
parties by disclosing you read this book
in the original Icelandic. Just be sure to
be ready with answers when asked to
explain what you thought of it. While
it’s likely to be a book you will read several times before you “get” it, tackling
it from cover to cover will give you the
confidence you need to open pretty
much any novel written in Icelandic,
opening a whole new world of literature
for you to enjoy. Congratulations!
This is just the tip of the iceberg. Walk
into any Icelandic bookstore and you’ll
find loads of translated books to choose
from. For more tips, you can also refer to
the list of our contributors’ favourite translated titles on page 40.
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ANALYSIS

Fans of Iceland
Airwaves and the
Icelandic countryBRIEF
side, you’re in luck.
This year, the north Icelandic city
of Akureyri will be hosted dozens
of bands playing at three or four
venues during the music festival.
While Akureyri has participated in
Airwaves in the past with some related events, this effectively makes
the town a second location for the
festival itself. Good news not just
for tourists, but also for northernbased locals who hadn’t been able
to travel south for the duration of a
music festival.

Am I Just Wrong?

NEWS IN

Common myths about asylum
seekers and refugees, debunked
Words
PAUL
FONTAINE
Illustrations
ANATOLI &
PLATON @
BLOOMICON
Share this article:
GPV.IS/AS18

For every story we at Grapevine run
about asylum seekers and refugees in
Iceland, it seems there will almost always be a small but loud contingent of
commenters who seem to think people
fleeing war zones are a threat to Icelandic society. As these same talking points keep bobbing up again and
again, we thought it might be a good
idea to put some of the most common
refugee myths to rest, once and for all.

ing asylum process—all because they
wanted to live in a democratic country
that much. They are, statistically speaking, amongst the least likely people to
engage in violence against civilians and
the state. You should be so lucky as to
live amongst refugees; the vast majority of terrorist attacks, and the deadliest
ones at that, are perpetrated by homegrown extremists. And not all of them
are Muslim, either (e.g. Anders Breivik).

Bear in mind this list is not going to
shut down trolls. Rather, this is for the
benefit of everyone else reading the
comments, wherever they may be.

Myth 4: “Asylum seekers and
refugees can’t even prove who they
are, or if their stories are true.”

Myth 1: “If you let Muslims into your
country, everything will go to hell!”

Christmas is right around the corner (as if you needed reminding),
and for a lot of people, that means
getting yourself a Christmas tree.
You may be surprised to learn that
only 20% of the trees you buy in Iceland are actually grown here; the
remaining 80% are imported from
farms in Denmark. For this reason, amongst others, Icelandic tree
growers are being encouraged to
plant more Christmas trees, if for
no other reason than to get a fair
stake in the domestic market. Trees
are also pretty crucial to things like
preventing soil erosion and putting
oxygen in the air, so there’s that,
too.

There are already about 1,600 Muslims living in Iceland. Proportionately
speaking, this is about 0.6% of the
population (bear in mind Muslims
comprise about 1% of the population of
the US). They’ve been here for decades.
Iceland leans towards the monocultural, but we’re not that isolated. During these decades of Muslims living in
Iceland, we have had exactly zero terrorist attacks, zero incidences of open proselytizing (from Muslims, anyway), and
zero incidences wherein Muslims targeted non-Muslims for any kind of violence.
At the same time, Iceland’s language and
culture continue to grow and thrive.
Further, poll after poll reveals that
most Icelanders actually want more asylum seekers, showing ill-founded warnings are already falling on deaf ears.

Myth 2: “Look at what happened in
Sweden!!!”

Anyone who trots out this meme is really showing their hand. Sweden has
been used as a right-wing boogieman
for years: a negative example of the consequences of feminism, socialism, and
now multiculturalism. Critics of these
concepts cherry-pick isolated incidences
at best, and proffer flat-out lies at worst
(e.g. that whole thing about “there are
Muslim neighbourhoods in Sweden
that the police are afraid to enter” that
turned out to be completely false), in order to simultaneously insult Swedes and
Muslims alike. Leave Sweden out of it.

If you ever needed proof that Iceland’s crushing defeat of England
in the UEFA Euros touched a sore
spot, you need look no further than
the top UK tweets of 2016, which
put that match in the absolute top
spot. As many as 128,000 tweets per
minute were being hammered out
by angry and jubilant football fans
alike in the immediate wake of that
match, surpassing even Brexit in
terms of sheer numbers of tweets.
Which, as one colleague here at the
Grapevine put it, would be like the
Super Bowl out-tweeting the election of Donald Trump in the US.

Myth 3: “Islam is not compatible
with democracy and tolerance.
The whole point of the faith is to
conquer others.”

The funny thing about this one is that
most people who put this idea forward
have never actually met any Muslims
in a western country—or any country
for that matter. Which makes sense,
because if they had, they would know
that refugees and asylum seekers from
Muslim countries came here specifically because there is democracy and human rights here. These are people who
felt it was necessary to abandon their
home countries, leave behind friends
and family, pay thousands of dollars to
a smuggler, and go through the agonis-

People who say this clearly have no
familiarity whatsoever with the asylum process. Most asylum seekers in
Iceland do, in fact, have documentation that backs up their stories—news
clippings, official documents, judicial
decisions and more can be a part of
an asylum seeker’s case file. Unfortunately, the Directorate of Immigration
(UTL) often chooses not to even open
an asylum seeker’s case file, especially
if they believe they can deport this person based on the Dublin Regulation:
an international agreement which
gives signatory states the power (but
by no means the obligation) to deport
asylum seekers back to their previous
point of departure in Europe. If anything, the burden of proof is on UTL
to show that they examined a rejected
application thoroughly. It’s true that
there are often documentation holes
in the stories asylum seekers bring
forth, but this by itself does not prove
deliberate deception is at play. Corrupt
and war-torn countries very often
“lose documentation,” either through
purposeful cover-ups, or because the
building holding said records was
bombed. By us.

Myth 5: “Look out for incidences of
rape and sexual assault increasing
with refugees and asylum seekers.”

Literally nothing supports this claim.
It is based on two fundamental misunderstandings. The first concerns Sweden (poor Sweden!) again, in that in recent years they have revised their legal
definition of rape and sexual assault to
be much broader. As a result, reported
incidences of sexual assaults increased.
Monoculturalists, perhaps unaware
that correlation does not imply causation, pair this with the numbers of
refugees to Sweden to show that there
is a connection when none exists. The
second is that racial profiling by the police is very much a thing in Scandinavia, and as such, refugees are overrepresented in crime statistics in general.

Myth 6: “Why don’t they fix things
in their own country/pick a country
closer to their home country?”

The simplistic “why don’t they fix
things in their own country” is especially rich when it comes from Americans—the descendants of refugees
who fled religious persecution in their

home countries, rather than trying to
stay and “fix” things. Moreover, have
you seen Syria lately? Try going over
there and attempting to “fix things.”
Some people are more concerned
about saving their lives, and the lives
of their families, than engaging in civil war. As to why asylum seekers and
refugees don’t choose countries closer
to home: guess what? The vast majority of them do. The countries with the
greatest numbers and proportions of
refugees are Muslim countries, most
of these refugees fleeing the Syrian
conflict. Further, other countries in
Europe—such as Greece, Italy and
Germany—are already packed full of
refugees living in terrible conditions,
thanks in part to other countries using the Dublin Regulation to send people backwards in the system.

Myth 7: “Iceland should take care of
its elderly/disabled/children/poor
first.”

This one comes up a lot in discussions
amongst right-leaning Icelanders, too.
It poses a false dilemma, of course; nobody ever raises objections to further
funding for the universities because the
hospital needs money, too, or vice versa.
We have budgets specifically because we
recognise that there are multiple things
that ought to be paid for simultaneously.
Second, there is an argument to be made
that deporting people is actually more
expensive than granting asylum. One
thing is for sure: the costs of housing
asylum seekers would be considerably
lower if they were allowed to work—
something every single asylum seeker
that Grapevine has spoken with has expressed the desire to do, even though
the law expressly forbids it. Effectively,
asylum seekers are not a drain on our resources; UTL itself is.

Myth 8: “They don’t want to
integrate. You’re going to have
ghettos!”

Categorically false. Refugees who are expressly invited to Iceland are set up with
housing within their municipalities, put
in contact with employers, get their kids
registered in school, and are signed up for
Icelandic classes. Asylum seekers, while
lacking this kind of social support network, are steadfast in their desire to work
in Iceland—to pay taxes, to learn the language, to make friends with Icelanders,
and do all the other great stuff the rest of
us do every day. What does create ghettos
is social apartheid: when you house asylum seekers apart from locals, when you
won’t let them work, when you provide
absolutely no help to gain a footing in the
country. Without that support, immigrants tend to fall back on their own communities and isolate themselves from
everyone else. It’s Immigration 101 stuff.
A discussion about immigration is important, but to have that discussion,
we need to be clear on what the facts of
the matter actually are.
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Amazing
7 course menu

A unique
Icelandic
Feast
OPINION

Whippet: Good
“As you see, against my husband’s wishes,
our house is full of whippets.”
By SVETLANA GRAUDT Photo by FIZKES/ISTOCK

Starts with a shot of the Icelandic
national spirit “Brennivín“
Puffin
Smoked puffin with blueberries,
croutons, goats cheese, beetroot
Minke whale
Date purée, wakame, teriaky
“Torched“ Arctic charr
Cucumber, truffle ponzu vinaigrette
and yuzu mayo
Icelandic roll – 4 pcs
Gravlax roll with Brennivín (Icelandic
traditional Snaps) and dill. Avokado, mango,
cucumber, dill mayo, rye bread crumble
Market fresh Ling
Miso and yuzu marinated spotted ling
with zucchini, chorizo, apples
and Beurre Monté sauce
Rack of icelandic lamb
Onion purée, slow cooked leeks,
chimichurri, baked carrot
And to end on a high note ...
Icelandic Skyr
Skyr infused with birch,
berries, white chocolate
crumble, and sorrel granite
ar
ga
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7.990 kr.
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Our kitchen is open
17.00–23.00 sun.–thu.
17.00–24.00 fri.–sat.

ur

Sushi Samba
Þingholtsstræti 5 • 101 Reykjavík
Tel 568 6600 • sushisamba.is

When the whippet, a type of
sighthound, breaks into a double
suspension gallop, it’s breathtaking to behold. It seems to defy
gravity. One moment the dog
has four legs on the ground—the
next, its lean, light body is parallel to the racetrack.
The origins of whippets go back
to British greyhounds that were
thought to be too small for stag
hunting. Since the Middle Ages,
the larger greyhounds have always
been owned by the nobility. The
smaller whippets, because of their
size and modest appetite, became
the poor man’s racing dog. They
kept the children of Welsh farmers warm at night, and were used
for poaching and rag racing.
While the Icelandic sheepdog
first came to Iceland when Norwegian Vikings colonised the island
in the late 9th century, the first
whippet is thought to have arrived
to Iceland in the mid-1970s, with a
British-Icelandic couple.
Perhaps a more familiar sight
in the hipper districts of continental cities, the whippet was
thought to be an oddity in Reykjavík. Gunnur Sif Sigurgeirsdóttir,
the founder of Leifturs Whippet,
the first whippet club in Iceland,
says that when the Icelandic veterinarian saw the skinny dog, presumably unfit to survive in harsh
Icelandic conditions, he thought
the owners should put him out of
his misery.
A “leiftur” is a “flash,” or a
“gleam”—a fitting word for the
dog well known for its long limbs,
light body, keen eyes and speed.
Gunnur got her first whippet
when she was living in Norway.

“Sighthounds always fascinated
me. I thought they were very beautiful and interesting dogs. But I
thought greyhounds were too big.
We had small children at the time
and there was not much room in
the car, and then someone said,
‘What about the whippets?’ They
were more family size.“
She recalled seeing her first
whippet puppy: “My husband
[Gunnar] and I saw all these whippets running into the house for
feeding. They had big eyes, they
were skinny. On the way back to
the hotel, my husband said to me,
‘Gunnur, you are not going to fill
the house with those creatures,
are you?’”
Gunnur bursts out laughing
at the memory and points at her
dogs: “As you see, against my husband’s wishes, our house is full
of whippets.” Right now, including the puppies that will start to
move out at eight weeks old, she
has six dogs living at home. The
most puppies she’s ever had in her
house at one time was thirteen.
Breeding is a hobby for Gunnar, who grew up in Sweden surrounded by dogs. “In twelve years,
I’ve had eleven litters. I have had
puppies from ten puppies to one.“
She enjoyed it so much that
he decided to keep going. The demand for whippets in Iceland,
Gunnur explained, is not very big.
But people who get one puppy often come back for the second one.
Being the only breeder in Iceland in the early days had its challenges. “When I started,” Gunnur
recalls, “I had two bitches and
one male dog. I could just not call
another breeder and say, 'Can I

please borrow your stud?'” At one
point, she imported frozen whippet sperm from Sweden.
Another issue was Iceland’s
antiquated dog laws. In 1924, the
city of Reykjavík banned keeping dogs as pets, to prevent dogs
from passing a type of tapeworm
to humans. For a long time, dogs
were banned from main streets of
Reykjavík. Even today, dogs must
be kept on a lead and are banned
from public transport. Anyone
living in multi-apartment buildings who wishes to get a dog must
receive consent from their neighbours. It’s time for these laws and
attitudes to change, says Gunnur.
“Before, a dog was something you
saw on a farm. But things have
changed very much since I was
a teenager. The kennel club has
done an incredible job. And more
and more people are now raised up
with dogs.”
There are over 100 whippets
in Iceland today. Gunnur’s dream
is that their number will slowly
grow. “After ten years of breeding, I can see my efforts are now
getting somewhere. I would like to
carry on,” she says.
Leifturs Whippet is planning a
club show in April next year, Gunnur says, when the sighthound
club will celebrate its seventh anniversary. The plan is to showcase
the whippets, the Afghan Hounds,
the saluki and Italian whippets before a well-known Swedish judge.
“We have invited a Chihuahua club
to join us.”
SHARE:
gpv.is/whip18

Day tours for beginners to experienced riders.
Warm overalls provided during the tour!
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Lava
Tour

Meet the
Horse

Our bestselling day-tour is the ideal way to
experience the Icelandic horse on excellent riding
paths while being surrounded by nature. Riding
time is 1 1/2 – 2 hours. The tour is ideal for both
beginners as well as more experienced riders.

Enjoy the friendly horses at our stables. Ideal for
those who want to experience the magic of the
Icelandic horse but do not fancy a riding tour. You
learn some facts about the horse, pet the horse,
see the gaits and take some pictures.

Price ISK 11,400 per person.

Price ISK 3,500 per person.

www.ishestar.is
555 7000

thing.”

FEATURE

Second
Sight
Spiritualism, talking
refrigerators, and the
life and death
of language:
a conversation
with Sjón
WORDS JOHN ROGERS PHOTOS HÖRÐUR SVEINSSON

“I write as little as possible,” says Sjón, with a barely perceptible smile and a
twinkle in his eye. “In fact,
I do everything I can to
avoid actual writing.”
When he issues this joking-not-joking
statement, we’re sitting in a comfortable coffee house where the Icelandic
author—full name Sigurjón Birgir
Sigurðsson—is often to be found
reading, chatting, and passing time.
It’s an unexpected sentiment to hear
from one of Iceland’s finest and most
prolific authors. Sjón has published
twelve books, and at least as many collections of poetry, with one coming
out every year or two. He was Oscarnominated for his lyrical contribution
to Björk’s ‘Dancer In The Dark’ songs,
and collaborates with her regularly. His
output has been translated into 35 languages and won five awards, including
the Nordic Council Literature Prize for
‘The Blue Fox’.
“I’m just like a cat,” he continues,
warming to the theme. “I have a small
routine. I try to do a little as possible
and relax as much as possible.”

Creative history
Sjón’s description of his method is, of
course, deceiving. Although his style
is deliberately sparing and economical with words, his books are carefully
sculpted and rich with colourful context
and meticulous detail, betraying the
amount of work that goes into creating
each character and scenario. ‘The Blue
Fox’ is set in 1883, and chronicles the
rural life of the time; ‘From the Mouth

of the Whale’ takes place even earlier,
in 1635. Both paint a vivid picture of the
time in which they’re set.
“I do quite a lot of research,” Sjón
admits. “Most of my novels call for
that. I’ve been working mostly with
historical material over the last ten
to fifteen years. I enjoy that: going to
the national library or the city library,
browsing through books, photocopying anecdotes from here and there.”
“That is really the fun part of it,” he
continues. “Reading through old newspapers and magazines, biographies—
it’s such fun. You come across stuff
that’s truly amazing and strange. I’m
always looking for strange things—the
exceptions in human life and in history.
They very often offer the possibility to
go and work with material that has been
thoroughly defined by official historians, and to twist it around.”
Sjón’s deliberate habit of not writing is also a method of preparing or
even cajoling himself to produce new
work. “It builds up the need for writing,” he explains. “I definitely have a
need for it. I sincerely believe that having written since quite a young age—I
started at fifteen—my mind has become attuned to this. It’s become a
physical need more or less. By avoiding
writing, I build up the need for it. Then I
go to my small house in Eyrarbakki. And
then I might write for three weeks in a
row, working sixteen hours a day. I completely immerse myself in that world.”
“Because, of course, I have to write!”
he exclaims. “I have to produce some-

esting thing.”

Real imaginings

Future language

Sjón’s latest work to be released in
English translation is ‘Moonstone
- The Boy Who Never Was’. It’s an engrossing tale set within a pivotal and
dramatic moment in Iceland’s history.
“In this case, I started with the
Spanish influenza,” he explains. “I
thought I was going to write a novel
about the rise of the spiritualist movement. I discovered that the spiritualist movement had quite an easy start
around 1912 and then more or less
fizzled away, until the Spanish influenza. In the aftermath of that—well,
the need for conversations with the
dead grew, and they consciously took
advantage of that. We have letters between the people who founded that
movement, and they say, ‘Now is the
opportunity to do something.’”
At the same time, Sjón was also researching the origins of film culture
in Iceland. “When I looked at the key
dates of the Spanish influenza, I saw
that the dates coincided with cinema
in Iceland,” he continues. “That helped
me to develop the character. Making
him a cinephile, and realising these
two elements would have come together in his life.”
This technique lends a grain of reality that grounds his stories. “I’ve
sometimes said I work this way because I’m lazy,” says Sjón. “I don’t like
to spend too much time imagining
stuff. I’m wary of completely imagined storylines. There’s always a danger that they become contrived. If reality—as it’s represented in the original
research material—if that hands you
elements you can work with, that’s the
best thing. Then my job is to make it
work as a story and to imagine that
world. But it’s made from something
real.”

One of Sjón’s most recent projects is
writing a book for the Future Library
project. One hundred authors will
each write a book—one per year—
which will then be published simultaneously in the year 2114 and housed in
a specially constructed library in Oslo.
For Sjón, taking part in the project
invites consideration of what the Icelandic-language readership might be
like a century from now. “I feel like I
should write in Icelandic, and I will,”
he says. “But it means that I’m faced
with the difficult question of how Icelandic will survive.”
Sjón quotes rising immigration—
Iceland’s immigrant population is
forecast to rise from 10% to 25% by
2060—as one part of the equation.
He also cites the rise of speech-driven technology and “the internet of
things” as potential factors. “For all of
the great software developers and information tech developers, Icelandic is
not the most important language,” he
says. “This means that Icelandic and
other ‘languages spoken by few’ will be
left behind by speech-driven technology. And what happens to language,
when it falls out of use in your daily
life? When you start ordering food
from the supermarket through a discussion with your refrigerator, which
only understands English, French,
Spanish, Chinese… what are you going
to do?”

Spoken by few
Sjón writes in Icelandic, with his work
then translated for foreign readers. It’s
an interesting position for an international author to occupy, and one that
he’s considered in depth over the years.
“Icelandic is ‘a language spoken by
few,’ as we say here, rather than saying
it’s a ‘small language,’” Sjón explains.
“That phrase came from our former
president Vigdís Finnbogadóttir, who
said that if Shakespeare can be translated into Icelandic, Icelandic is a big
enough language for Shakespeare; and
if you can translate the Quran into
Faroese, then Faroese can accommodate the Quran. I think that’s a beautiful way to look at languages.”
But Sjón notes that many young
Icelandic authors are writing directly
into English, and links this decision to
technology, and the rise of the internet. “I ask them why,” he says, “and, of
course, they often say it’s they want to
reach a bigger readership. But some of
them do it because they get interested
in English-language literature online.
Maybe they get first get interested in
reading—and writing—fanfic, science
fiction or fantasy online, in English.
And then there are some who say they
find it intimidating to write in Icelandic—that the bar is raised so high,
they feel like they have to be better at it
than they are at writing in English.”
“I spoke to a translator recently
who said there might be something
in that,” he continues. “The nature of
how it’s structured and how words are
combined and things like that, asks
for a different way of writing. You have
to produce more literary language.
You can be more direct in English. So
many young authors feel they can be
clearer in English. This is a very inter-

Life’s elixir
Sjón thinks that the government could
play a more proactive role in the preservation of Icelandic. “The authorities
are completely blind to what’s going on with the language,” he muses.
“For example, there’s no policy when
it comes to teaching Icelandic to foreigners. It’s expensive, it’s impractical, it’s in places that shift workers and
such have trouble getting to. There’s
no policy. And then at the same time,
politicians speak of the Icelandic language as life’s elixir or something.
They don’t make the connection that
if they want to preserve the language
they’re responsible for keeping it alive
in contemporary society.”
But at the same time, the constantly evolving nature of language is something that excites Sjón. “I went to a play
a couple of years ago that was staged by
a group of people from different countries,” he says, his face brightening at
the memory. “The play was in many
languages—some spoke Icelandic,
others spoke in their native languages. There was a Brazilian there. The
Icelandic sounded so beautiful in the
Brazilian accent and rhythm. It was a
moving experience for me, to hear it,
and to realise Icelandic can also have
that rhythm and those accents. This is
what will be exciting in the future for
the Icelandic language.”
“I’m excited about those things,” he
finishes. “I’m not a pessimist. If the
language goes, it goes. But one way
to help Icelandic survive would be to
make it accessible for the people who
move here, and to give them the possibility of a role in developing it.”
With that, Sjón smiles, waves, and
slinks off back into his daily routine.
As he walks back towards Austurvöllur, he looks every bit the carefree flaneur. But no matter how relaxed, beneath the surface, his mind is always
at work.

SHARE:
gpv.is/sjon18
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HALLGRÍMSKIRKJA CHRISTMAS MUSIC FESTIVAL 2016

J.S. Bach

CHRISTMAS ORATORIO
I-III BWV 248

Thursday December 29 at 8 pm - Friday December 30 at 5 pm
Bach's Christmas Oratorio is one of the most loved Christmas pieces of all times, and will be
performed at a concert celebrating the 20th anniversary of Hallgrímskirkja’s multi-prized chamber
choir, Schola Cantorum (1996-2016). Three of the soloists are members of the choir, but the
evangelist is performed by Benedikt Kristjánsson, a much acclaimed tenor around the world today.
The Hallgrimskirkja International Baroque Orchestra is comprised of some of the finest musicians
around the world, most having studied at the Royal Conservatory of The Hague, one of the leading
academies in baroque performance. Members of The Hallgrímskirkja International Baroque
Orchestra have frequently visited Iceland since 2004, receiving wide acclaim for their performances.
Performers:
Schola cantorum chamber choir of Hallgrímskirkja, The Hallgrimskirkja International Baroque
Orchestra, concertmaster Tuomo Suni (FI), Thelma Hrönn Sigurdórsdóttir soprano, Hildigunnur
Einarsdóttir alto, Benedikt Kristjánsson tenor, Fjölnir Ólafsson bass.
Conductor Hörður Áskelsson Music Director of Hallgrímskirkja.
Admission: ISK 9.500 / 6.500.

FESTIVE SOUNDS AT NEW YEARS EVE!
Festive music for three trumpets, timpani
and organ. Famous works by J.S.Bach (
Toccata and Fugue in d- minor), Albinoni
(Adagio), Charpentier and more.
Performers:
Ásgeir H. Steingrímsson, Eiríkur Örn
Pálsson, Einar St. Jónsson trumpets,
Eggert Pálsson timpani and Björn Steinar
Sólbergsson, organist at Hallgrimskirkja.
The New Years mood is set by the Festive
Sounds by these long time musical
partners. This hugely popular concert has
been performed for a full house on the last
day of the year since the inauguration of
the Klais organ in 1992.
Admission ISK 3.900 .

December 31, New Years Eve 4.30 pm
Ticket sales at Hallgrímskirkja, tel. 510 1000 and online on TIX.IS.
LISTVINAFELAG.IS - SCHOLACANTORUM.IS
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Find today's events
in Iceland!
Download our free
listings app - APPENING
on the Apple and
Android stores

CULTURE NEWS

MUSIC

When Iceland Airwaves
was started in 1999, the
NEWS
festival organisers were
looking for a platform
to bring in the tourists and push out
the music. It worked, it really fucking
worked. What started as a one-off
weekend is now a full week’s block
on the calendar. What was once an
empty airport hanger in Vatnsmýri
is now every stage, bar, bookshop,
stadium, yoga studio and hair salon in
downtown Reykjavík. 101 is completely bloated, and the organisers
recognize. Time to expand.
Iceland Airwaves 2017 will be held in
both Reykjavík and Akureyri, Iceland’s
culture capital of the north. It’s a long,
scenic drive from the capital (about
six hours in one push), but that is part
of the point. Grímur Atlason, one of
the festival organisers, confirms that
it has been an aim of Airwaves for
a long time to get visitors into the
countryside, as well as to expand the
event to Icelanders outside of the
capital area.

Books In The Back

Reykjavík's New Space for Special Editions

Words
PARKER
YAMASAKI

“It’s such a big and small world!”
Steinunn Önnudóttir says of the art
book community. She’s standing in
the newly opened back room of Harbinger Gallery, where she and Halla
Hannesdóttir have set up “Books In The
Back”—Reykjavík’s only art book shop.
Two and a half years ago Steinunn
opened Harbinger Gallery, the skinny-doored single-room art space at
Freyjugata 1. “It’s been an idea of ours
for a while,” Steinunn says. “To make
something of the back room. Halla was
always encouraging me to open it up.”
When Halla moved back to Reykjavík
from Australia, where she was working on her master’s degree in product
design, the two decided to set up shop.
Books in the Back fills a gap that
opened with the closure of Útúrdúr
and Kling og Bang, two art spaces on

Hverfisgata that were once the city’s
carriers of small, independent publishers. The lack of a proper space to showcase and sell these books was apparent
as soon as Steinunn and Halla committed themselves to the idea. Solely
through word-of-mouth, their project
spread through the streets. Almost immediately they started receiving submissions. “These were just sitting in
a box somewhere,” Steinunn says, and
holds up a Gamli Sfinxinn publication
with a string of well-known Icelandic
artists down its cover. “They’re just
waiting to be sold!”
Besides being an outlet for the independent and self-published pieces
around Reykjavík, Steinunn and Halla
visited the Stockholm Art Book Fair
and have turned their gaze onto Instagram and internet sources for the

small, the strange and the special
edition. “I think the most inspiring
thing from Stockholm was going to
this studio," Steinunn says and points
at the wide, textured “Moon Space
One” on the top shelf. “His studio isn’t
much bigger than this space,” she says.
“And they’ve put out maybe ten, twelve
books…” She moves to the middle
shelf. “This one [also by Moon Space] is
something he did for a painter friend,
and this one is his girlfriend’s book…”
she says, picking up a third book.
It is clear that the network is nuanced but expansive. Book in the Back
fills a narrow yet deep hole in Reykjavík’s art and literary scene. And
the size does not hinder its content.
Tucked neatly behind Harbinger’s gallery front, Books in the Back is a big
and small world.

STRAUMUR

Speaking of reaching out, GKR’s
newest video—for “Meira” a track
off his new EP produced by Marteinn—turned up on the US-based Mad
Decent’s YouTube page in mid-November. It’s a massive shout out from
the label run by party-maestro Diplo,
which backs artists like Major Lazer,
Sean Paul and Riff Raff. The same
day the video dropped, Mad Decent
called GKR “one to watch,” something
that we at the Grapevine decided
a year ago when we awarded him
the coveted, ahem, “artist to watch”
award at our annual Grapevine Music
Awards. Just sayin’. The big-loved
video was directed by GKR and features mud, buggies, and technicolour
skies.

Icelandic hip-hop,
a cinematic journey
and Sónar Reykjavík
Words
DAVÍÐ
ROACH &
ÓLI DÓRI
Photo
ALBUM
COVER
Straumur,
Iceland's premier
indie music
radio show, airs
on X977, Mon.
at 23:00. Daily
music news in
Icelandic at
straum.is

For the last two and a half years, one
of the Iceland’s most widely-loved
singers, Emilíana Torrini, has been

GKR, the rapper named “artist to
watch” at last year’s Grapevine Music
Awards, made good on his early promise last month by releasing an eponymous EP, ‘GKR’. The rapper is in his
early twenties, and made a name for
himself with his lyrics’ sense of existential anxiety and acute eye for the
minutiae of everyday life. This character runs through the EP in old favourites like “Morgunmatur” (“Breakfast”), and his remix of “Elskan af því
bara,” a single from the masked mystery band Vaginaboys. It’s clear that
he has gained some confidence in the
past year—just note his assured delivery on “Tala um.”
He also has a keen ear for choosing the right producers and banging
beats, as heard on the grinding club
thump of “Slæmar fréttir,” the evermoving organs of opener “Velkomin”
and the liquid synth waves of “Lifa lífinu.” The album is deftly sequenced,
beginning with a “Velkomin” (“Welcome”), and ending on an encore song,

the tongue-firmly-in-cheek “Meira”
(“More”: the Icelandic chant for an
encore at concerts). The lyrics go: “I
want always more, enough is never
enough, I will never quit, If you tell
me to relax, will not do it!” The EP is
a compact nine songs, with not a dud
among them. You can download it free
of charge at GKR’s website, or buy it in
the form of a cereal box (a nod to his
breakthrough hit).
More hip-hop! Icelandic musician
Dýrfinna Benita raps under the name
Countess Malaise, and released her
first song and video in November, entitled “Goth Bitch.” Dýrfinna’s vocals,
delivered over a bouncing trap beat
produced by Lord Pusswhip, are both
haunting and to-the-point. The video
was made by Dýrfinna and Valdemar
Árni Guðjónsson.
Last month also saw the release of
the song “Brenningur” by Ambátt,
featuring Mammút songstress Katrína Mogensen. It has a low-key, crawling bassline and gentle electric guitar

picking, along with a trip-hop beat,
and Katrína’s sultry cooing to pull it
over the top. It’s an atmospheric and
cinematic journey that sounds Scandinavian in the best The Knife/Trentemöller sense of the word.
The Sónar Reykjavík Music Festival is set to light up Harpa from February 16-18. They just announced the
first confirmed artists to perform
this year. We’re excited about their
impressive roster of international and
domestic acts, with a wide focus on
electronic music and multimedia projections. Legends like Fatboy Slim,
Moderat and De La Soul will be joined
by Ben Klock, Forest Swords, Tommy Genesis, Helena Hauff and B.
Traits. From the local scene, Emmsjé
Gauti, Aron Can, Kött Grá Pje, FM
Belfast, Samaris, Sin Fang, Glowie,
Øfjord and sxsxsx are all playing. Celebrating its fifth Reykjavík edition,
Sónar has, in a remarkably short time,
become one of the highlights of Iceland’s annual festival calendar.
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on hiatus. Well, not
a real hiatus. More like a
NEWS travelling with gypsies in
Spain/singing in basements in Canada/fronting improvisational jazz bands in Berlin-type
“hiatus.” She left her band in search
of a “firework” feeling, and the sparks
started to fly. Earlier this year a group
from Belgium called The Colorist
Orchestra approached Emilíana with
the idea of “re-colouring” a selection
of her tracks. She met up with them
and performed five shows of sixteen
reworked tracks with the group. Their
musical and personal chemistry was
something more like alchemy, so they
extended their tour and decided to
release a live album. On December
9th, ‘The Colorist & Emilíana Torrini’
was released through Rough Trade
Records.

MUSIC

What’s Unwritten
DJ Yamaho has something to say with her set

Words
PARKER
YAMASAKI
Photo
TIMOTHÉE
LAMBRECQ

“Thank you for your story,” said the
American afro-house producer Osunlade to DJ Yamaho after her set. “When
he thanked me for my story, I knew
he got it,” DJ Yamaho says. “I want to
take you on a journey with my set.”
On December 10, Yamaho is booked to
play Berghain for the legendary Berlin
techno club’s twelfth birthday celebration. “I will take them on a journey,”
she says confidently.

Never catch me slippin’
T he f i rs t t i me Ya m a ho v i sit e d
Berghain was in 2004. “I get goosebumps thinking about it now,” she
says. “I remember walking in and my
mind was blown. I thought ‘I have to
play here.’” She had just gotten her
start in Reykjavík as a DJ at a club
called Sirkus. “There was nothing like
Sirkus,” she says. “The energy and the
group that found a home there was so
unique to that place.”
The desire for dance music has always run strong with Yamaho. “There
was this one club in Reykjavík, Tetris,
that played hip-hop upstairs and dance
music downstairs. I’d never heard anything like it. I was only seventeen but
I’d do anything to get into that club. Of
course, I stick out like a lightbulb,” she

says, waving her hands over her wild,
curly hair. “The bouncers were always
pulling me out. I’d hide under tables.
One time I called my friend and asked
to borrow his ID. He had a mustache
and everything, but you know, desperate times. It didn’t work. But I tried.”

All in
The last time Yamaho left Berlin was
a life-changing moment. Her grandfather, who raised her and supported
her musical habits—“he gave me a
new instrument every year for Christmas”—was ill. She left everything,
flew home from Berlin, and spent her
waking hours by his side in the cancer ward. “I saw two things there—
people who were completely at peace,
and people who were completely devastated,” she says. “I talk to people, I
chat. Sometimes I would meet these
people who would tell me, ‘Oh, I wish I
had played an instrument,’ or ‘I should
have…’” After her grandfather passed
away, Yamaho knew she had to go all
in. “That was life-changing,” she says.
“I had to go full on.”
She stopped flirting with DJing and
committed. “After that, doors started
opening,” she says. “I started to have
the time to do the things I wanted to

West-Iceland

do.” She left business school and started studying sound engineering. She
built her home studio. She got sucked
into the hardware.

No story is straight
Yamaho isn’t hiding under tables and
slipping songs into her sets anymore.
In 2013 she won a DJ contest and landed a set at the world-famous Pacha in
Ibiza. “I drove myself completely mental preparing for that set,” she recalls.
“I was so stressed out by the end I felt
like I didn’t know how to DJ anymore.
Like I needed DJ lessons.”
Yamaho is determined not to let the
upcoming set at Berghain break her
down the same way. “It’s a trap you can
fall into: start imagining what people want. Then you cease to be you,”
she says. “Some DJs have everything
planned out. I don’t do that. I need the
interaction.” For Yamaho, it’s always
been about the journey. Where’s she’s
heading—whether in a set or in a career—that’s up to the crowd. And how
she’ll get there, well, it’s still being
written.

SHARE AND LISTEN:
gpv.is/dj18

Video and computer games are
becoming increasingly (sometimes
terrifyingly) true to life. But while
most put their first-person player in
Middle Eastern war zones or the bed
of the LA River, the latest hit puts you
on the pixelated banks of Bankastræti, dipping and weaving through
the crowds to get to your Saturday
night fav: Prikið. This past month,
Emmsjé Gauti released his latest
record, ‘Sautjándi november’, accompanied by the a video for “Svona er
Þetta,” and maybe the world’s first
computer game to be set in 101. The
album is his second this year. We’re
not sure what the prize is, but we’re
pretty sure he’s winning.
While Gauti’s expanding into the
realm of computer games, Kristín
Lárusdóttir is expanding the study of
Computer Music. In 2013, she was
the first to graduate with a degree in
Computer Music from an Icelandic
Academy where she also studied
classical cello and baroque music.
On November 25 she released her
second album, ‘Himinglæva’. It’s thirty
minutes of alone-time cello, vocals
and electronics.

Your Airport Transfer

Book now at
airportexpress.is
Departures from Keflavík Int. Airport are in
connection with all arriving passengers flights.
Contact information:

Tel. +354 540 1313 | iceland@grayline.is | airportexpress.is
2006-035

Books
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The
Collector’s
Habit
Oddný Eir Takes It All In
Words
PARKER
YAMASAKI
Photos
ART
BICNICK

Share this article
GPV.IS/OE18

Oddný Eir is a collector. That’s why
autumn, she says, is her favourite season. “Autumn is the collecting moment. You collect everything—the
berries, the sheep
and the children
for school. There
i s t he a n x iet y
t h at w i nt er i s
coming, but that
makes it more exciting.”
Amongst the
berries and sheep
and children for
school, Oddný is
also a collector of
stories. She has
kept a diary, writing in it almost
daily, since she
was eleven years
old. It was her
way of absorbing
the ever-changing surroundings.
In 2011 Oddný published ‘Jarðnæði’,
her third novel. The book was nomi-

nated for the Icelandic Literary Prize
the same year. In 2012 it won the
Icelandic Women’s Literature Prize
and in 2014 the EU Prize for Literature. Earlier this
year the English
translation was
released, entitled
‘Land of Love and
Ruins’. The story
ta kes the form
of a diar y, and
weaves between
d ay d r e a m a n d
day-to-day. Some
of the detai ls
tumble into philosophical inquiries, others are a
single descriptive
or playful line.
“I’ve been
t h i n k i n g a lot
about writing in
symbols,” Oddný says of this book.
“It was written almost schizophrenically. You have to read it like a schizo-

THE NEW
LEGEND

Traveling the south coast

phrenic. If you read it simply as narrative, you will lose a lot.”

“Surely beauty must
be in motion. Or be
motion.”
Oddný’s father lived in the north of
Iceland. She spent summers there
with her brother and dreamed of
one day raising a child in the idyllic
Icelandic countryside. In the countryside they were strangers. Oddný
was young, from the city and didn’t
understand the way things worked.
“We didn’t know anything,” she says,
“and the farmers told us, ‘You don’t
know anything.’ I was so small and
eager to learn, I was just picking up
everything, trying to figure out how
it worked.”
Then she moved to Hungary. Then
to Paris. “I was alone again, a stranger, always just listening and seeing
how things functioned.” When they
moved from France back to Iceland,
Oddný was different from her IcelanKeflavík
International
Airport

Reykjavík

Eyrarbakki

or Golden Circle?

Vík

NEW VERSIONS OF THE
ICELANDIC HOT DOG

483-1000 • hafidblaa.is
5 minutes from Eyrarbakki

INGÓLFSTORG

at the Ölfusá bridge
open daily 11:00-21:00

483-3330 • raudahusid.is
10 minutes from Selfoss
Búðarstígur 4, 820 Eyrarbakki

open daily 11:30-22:00

dic peers. “I couldn’t pronounce the
Icelandic ‘err,’” she says. “I had the
French ‘err,’ and I had a patch over my
eye to help me see clearly. So I was this
tiny thing with one eye and a funny
accent. But I wasn’t a loner.”
With the help of her mother, Oddný
found a sense of playfulness in everything. “The girls would play games
with me, but I didn’t understand some
of the basic rules” (and she admits: “I
still don’t”). She made a field of the
sidelines, she made observation a
game of her own. “I think that’s a bit
like the writer in me,” she explains.
“You’re in the middle of something
but sometimes you are just ‘off,’ looking and thinking…”

“Few fear the old fox
roving through the
lava, russet and independent.”
Oddný waited many years before she
ever considered publishing a book. “I
always had this feeling that I had to
understand things, and live things,
and feel things better,” she says.
When writing in her diary usurped
other interests in her life, she knew it
was time.
“Suddenly I felt that writing in
my diary was much more important
than studying, that each day I was just
waiting to get into bed with my diary.
It was more important than lovemaking. And when being in your diary is
more important than studying, than
being in love… yeah, it’s something.”
Her first few books were like “five
books in one,” she recounts. “I liked
that effort, I liked to have them so
solid. They mentioned everything in
my life I wanted to write about, as if
to be my first and last book.” But then
came ‘The Blue Blood’. In 2014, Oddný
published this 40 page ebook, which
chronicled a woman’s search for a blueeyed man to impregnate her. “It was
very direct from what I lived,” she says.
“I put it together, and sent it away.”
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“Isn’t it a kind of
extravagance to try
and save the country before you have
solid ground beneath your feet?”
With ‘Land Of Love And Ruins’,
Oddný bounds further into the
realm of fiction, but keeps her
gaze fixed on what’s familiar. Like
Rilke’s ‘Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge’, Oddný’s “diary” leads
its reader through the first-person landscape of a life and a mind.
The narrator uses her daily writings to tease out questions of intimacy and solitude; of building,
breaking and rebuilding relationships; of a person as part of the
whole; of what even is the whole.
“I used the book to write about
the intimacy of family members,
like my relationship with my
brother,” she says. “It took a while
for us to reinvent this intimacy.
We had lost it, then we found it
again and had to create it with a
lot of work. I think it’s worthwhile
to write about that; how to make
intimate relationships… it’s not
easy. It will never be easy, actually, to be close to someone.”

“Closeness has to
be like running
water; it mustn’t
stagnate and turn
sour.”
There is a compulsion amongst
most writers to write about what
is painful, what is broken, what
is wrong. “We need to talk about
ugly things,” Oddný says. “It’s
much more difficult to write
about things which are beautiful. I have tried to write about my
last love relationships, tried to
capture what was beautiful, but

it comes out as cliché: ‘I feel very
good, it’s very nice’. But I do want
to write about what is beautiful.”
To w r ite g racef u l ly about
“what is nice, what is beautiful,”
requires a lot of effort. “I believe
in evolution,” Oddný says. “And I
believe in smaller evolutions. The
destructive forces are so active;
they are always there to break
down love, to break down families, to break down societies. To
put it into shit and violence. These
forces are so strong that you cannot just be passive. If you want
to fight against it you have to be,
somehow, active.”
A year and a half ago Oddný’s
son was born. She moved to the
South Coast and commenced creating her “happy little family on
the farm.” She had sheep. She had
a goat. She had the dream.
When we meet to talk it is in a
café on the sleet-covered streets
of Vesturbær. Her house is just
down the block, her books are
still in boxes from her move back
to Reykjavík. “Fuck the sheep,”
she tells me, with the playful resilience of a mother. “Fuck the
dream.”

“The family form is
probably one of the
forms that needs to
be blown apart at
regular intervals, to
allow it to realign
itself in the grass
and grow from the
soil anew.”
Her teal eyes and twirling mind
look into the rain on the other side
of the window. Even on her down
days, in cozy mornings at a café
in Vesturbær, Oddný is collecting.
Maybe it’s a thought that will end
up in one of the three books she is
currently working on. Maybe it’s
a diary note, or something more
fleeting.
Even though she’s back in
Reykjavík, Oddný is still that little
girl in the countryside. An “active stranger,” as she described it.
Taking it all in: collecting, recollecting, preparing for the winter.

“You mustn’t bury
yourself alive, forget to rise up or
bind yourself to the
dust in melancholy
surrender.”
All quotes from 'Land of Love and
Ruins'.

Taste the best
of Iceland ...
... in one amazing meal
ICELANDIC GOURMET FEAST
Starts with a shot of the infamous
Icelandic spirit Brennívín
Followed by 7 delicious tapas
• Smoked puffin with blueberry
“brennivín” sauce
• Icelandic Arctic Charr with peppers-salsa
• Lobster tails baked in garlic
• Pan-fried line caught blue ling with
lobster-sauce
• Grilled Icelandic lamb Samfaina
• Minke Whale with cranberry-sauce
And for dessert
• White chocolate "Skyr" mousse with passion
fruit coulis

7.990 kr.
late night dining
Our kitchen is open
until 23:30 on weekdays
and 01:00 on weekends

RESTAURANT- BAR
Vesturgata 3B | 101 Reykjavík | Tel: 551 2344 | www.tapas.is

“The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll is as
eccentric in its telling as the tale it celebrates.”
David Fricke, Rolling Stone.

THE ICELANDIC
MUSEUM OF
ROCK 'N' ROLL

Visit Iceland's largest music museum and enjoy our history
of Icelandic rock and pop music. Browse through the timeline of
Icelandic pop and rock music with the Rock 'n' Roll app on Ipads,
spend time in our soundlab, cinema, karaoke booth, gift store,
exhibitions or simply grab a cup of coffee at our café (free wifi!).

The museum is located in Keflavík
only 5 minutes away from
Keflavík International Airport.
Open daily from 11am - 6pm
For more go to rokksafn.is

The Icelandic Museum of Rock 'n' Roll
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This is a list of christmas-time opening hours, updated to the day of printing. Our online version has many more restaurants and attractions, and will be
updated until the hollidays start. Stay up to date at gpv.is/xmas18
12/24/2016

12/25/2016

12/26/2016

12/31/2016

1/1/2016

1/2/2016

12/24/2016

12/25/2016

12/26/2016

12/31/2016

1/1/2016

1/2/2016

RESTAURANTS						
Aalto Bistro

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

Ali Baba - Ingólfstorg

11:00-18:00

11:00-00:00

11:00-01:00

11:00-18:00

11:00-00:00

11:00-01:00

Apótek

closed

18:00-23:00

18:00-23:00

18:00-21:30

18:00-23:00

11:30-01:00

Argentína Steakhouse

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

18:00-00:00

Austur Indiafélagið

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

Bambus

17:00-22:00

17:00-22:00

closed

17:00-22:00

closed

Bergsson mathús

07:00-12:00

closed

08:00-15:00

07:00-12:00

08:00-15:00

07:00-21:00

Brasserie Askur

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

11:30-22:00

Bryggjan Brugghús

17:00-21:30

17:00-21:30

11:30-23:00

11:30-01:00

17:00-01:00

11:30-23:00

Burro

closed

closed

closed

17:00-23:00

closed

17:00-23:00

C for Cookie

closed

closed

closed

10:00-14:00

closed

07:30-18:00

Café Haiti

08:30-22:00

closed

08:30-22:00

08:30-21:00

08:30-22:00

08:30-22:00

B5

closed

closed

11:00-22:00

01:00-05:00

closed

11:00-22:00

Café Loki

closed

closed

closed

09:00-16:00

closed

08:00-21:00

Bryggjan Brugghús

17:00-21:30

17:00-21:30

11:30-23:00

17:00-1:00

17:00-1:00

11:30-23:00

Café Paris

09:00-00:00

09:00-16:00

09:00-00:00

09:00-18:00

closed

closed

Den Danske Kro

closed

closed

14:00-03:00

14:00-03:00

closed

12:00-01:00

Caruso

closed

closed

15:00-23:00

14:00-21:00

14:00-23:00

11:00-23::00

English Pub

closed

12:00-01:00

12:00-03:00

12:00-04:30

12:00-01:00

12:00-01:00

Coocoo's Nest

12:00-14:00

closed

12:00-14:00

closed

closed

closed

Gaukurinn

closed

closed

08:00-03:00

01:00-04:00

closed

14:00-01:00

Dill Restaurant

19:00-22:00

19:00-22:00

19:00-22:00

19:00-?

19:00-22:00

19:00-22:00

Harpa

8:00-14:00

closed

8:00-00:00

8:00-00:00

10:00-00:00

8:00-00:00

Fishmarket

closed

closed

18:00-23:30

closed

18:00-23:30

18:00-23:30

Hlemmur Square

17:00-22:00

17:00-22:00

closed

17:00-22:00

closed

17:00-22:00

Fjalakötturinn

fully booked

fully booked

fully booked

18:00

18:00

18:00

Hressó

closed

closed

11:30-01:00

09-17 01:17-?

14:00-03:00

09:00-01:00

Fjörukráin

closed

closed

18:00

18:30-20:30*

closed

18:00

KEX Hostel

7:00-20:00

7:00-20:00

7:00-23:00

7:00-22:00

7:00-23:00

7:00-23:00

Frederiksen Ale House

11:00 - 01:00

closed

11:00-01:00

closed

closed

11:00-01:00

Kofinn

closed

closed

14:00-01:00

11-17 & 1:30-?

14:00-02:00

10:00-01:00

Loft

00:00-24:00

00:00-24:00

00:00-24:00

00:00-24:00

00:00-24:00

00:00-24:00

Gallery Restaurant

Torfan

closed

18:00-21:00

17:30-21:00

11:30-15, 18-21

18:00-21:00

18:00-21:00

Vegamót

closed

closed

11:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

closed

11:00-22:00

Viðey

13:15-15:15

closed

closed

13:15-15:15

closed

13:15-15:15

Þrír Frakkar

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

Ramen Momo

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

Sushibarinn (Suðurlandsbraut 10)

closed

closed

17:00-22:00

11:30-17:00

17-22

11:30-22

Sushibarinn (Laugavegur 2)

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

11:30-22:00

Sakebarinn

closed

closed

17:00-01:00

closed

17:00-01:00

17:00-01:00

BARS						

Hotel Holt

closed

closed

18:30-20:30

18:00-20:30*

closed

closed

Gandhi

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

17:30-22:00

Pablo Discobar

closed

closed

closed

16:00-00:00

closed

Geysir Bistro

closed

closed

closed

closed

16:00-22:00

11:30-22:00

Slippbarinn

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-01:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

Gló

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

11:00-21:00

Smakk Barinn

11:30-16:00

11:30-23:00

11:30-23:00

11:30-23:00

16:23:00

11:30-23:00

Mengi						
16:00-01:00

Grand Restaurant

(ful)

(full)

(ful)

12-14; 18-22

12-14

18-22

Stofan

closed

11:00-22:00

09:00-23:00

09:00-16:00

11:00-22:00

09:00-23:00

Grillið - Radisson Blu Saga

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

18:00-22:00

Stúdentakjallarinn

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

11:00-23:00

Hamborgarabullan

closed

closed

11:30-21:00

11:30-17:00

14:00-21:00

11:30-21:00

Vegamót

closed

11:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

Vínyl

09:00-23:00

12:00-23:00

12:00-23:00

10:00-23:00

closed

09:00-23:00

Hamborgarabullan
Geirsgata

closed

closed

11:30-21:00

11:30-17:00

14:00-21:00

11:30-21:00

Hard Rock Cafe

11:00-15:00

closed

11:00-23:00

11:00-20:00

13:00-23:00

11:00-23:00

Hornið

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

11:00-23:00

Hraðlestin

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

17:00-22:00

Hverfisgata 12

closed

closed

17:00-01:00

closed

closed

17:00-01:00

Íslenski Barinn

closed

closed

17:00-22:00

11:30-22:00

17:00-22:00

11:30-22:00

Ítalía

closed

closed

closed

16:00-22:00

closed

11:30-23:00

Kaffi Nauthóll

closed

closed

11:00-22:00

11:00-15:00

closed

11:00-22:00

Kjallarinn

closed

closed

17:00-23:00

17:00-22:00

17:00-23:00

11-15, 17-23

Kol

closed

closed

18:00-22:00

18:00-22:00

18:00-22:00

18:00-22:00

Kolabrautin

closed

closed

TBC

18:30-22:30

closed

closed

Lækjarbrekka

closed

11:30-21:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-21:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

Le Bistro

9:00-21:00

11:30-21:00

9:00-22:00

9:00-21:00

9:30-21:00

9:00-22:00

Mar Restaurant

17:00-23:00

11:30-23:00

18:00-23:00

11:30-23:00

16:00-23:00

11:30-23:00

Matur & drykkur

closed

closed

18:00-22:30

single seating

closed

11:30-15:00

MUSEUMS						
ASÍ Art Museum						
Árbæjarsafn

13:00

closed

13:00

13:00

closed

13:00

Einar Jónsson Museum

closed

closed

closed

10:00-14:00

closed

closed

Gljúfrasteinn Museum

closed

closed		

closed

closed

Hafnarborg

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

12:00-17:00

Kópavogur Art Museum

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

Rvk Art Museum - Ásmundars.

closed

closed

13:00-17:00

closed

Rvk Art Museum - Hafnarhúsið

closed

closed

13:00-17:00

10:00-14:00

13:00-17:00

Rvk Art Museum - Kjarvals.

closed

closed

13:00-17:00

closed

closed

Rvk Museum of Photography

closed

closed

closed

10:00-14:00

closed

12:00-19:00

The Maritime Museum

closed

closed

12:00-17:00

10:00-17:00

closed

10:00-17:00

The National Gallery

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

The Settlement Exhibition

09:00-14:00

closed

12:00-20:00

09:00-14:00

12:00-18:00

09:00-18:00

Mikkeler & Friends

closed

closed

17:00-1:00

closed

closed

17:00-1:00

Perlan Cafetaria

closed

closed

closed

10:00-14:00

closed

closed

Perlan Restaurant

closed

closed

closed

10:00-14:00

closed

closed

Potturinn og Pannan

closed

closed

16:00-22:00

closed

closed

16:00-22:00

i8 Gallery

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

By appo. only

Primo

closed

closed

12:00-22:00

18:00-23:00

closed

12:00-22:00

ART67

10:00-12:00

closed

closed

10:00-12:00

closed

11:00-18:00

Public House

closed

closed

11:30-00:00

11:30-23:00

14:00-00:00

11:30-00:00

Red Chili

16:00-21:00

14:00-21:00

11:00-22:00

14:00-21:00

14:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

Restaurant 1919

12:00-21:00

12:00-21:00

12:00-21:00

12:00-21:00

12:00-21:00

12:00-21:00

Restaurant Jómfrúin

closed

closed

11:00-22:00

10:00-18:00

11:00-22:00

11:00-22:00

Restaurant Reykjavík

from 18:00

from 18:00

from 11:30

from 18:00

from 18:00

from 11:30

Road House

closed

closed

11:30-22:00

closed

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

Sæmundur í sparifötunum

7:00-20:00

7:00-20:00

7:00-23:00

7:00-22:00

7:00-23:00

7:00-23:00

Sandholt

6:30-13:00

closed

6:30-21:00

6:30-13:00

10:00-20:00

6:30-21:00

Scandinavian

closed

17:00-22:00

12:00-22:00

closed

17:00-22:00

12:00-22:00

Sjávarbarinn

closed

closed

closed

16:00-22:00

closed

closed

Sjávargrillið

closed

closed

11:00-22:30

11:00-23:00

closed

11:00-22:30

Skólabrú

18:00-22:00

18:00-22:00

closed

18:00-23:00

closed

18:00-22:00

Skrúður

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

11:30-22:00

Sky Restaurant

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

Slippbarinn

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-01:00

11:30-00:00

11:30-00:00

Kaffislippur

07:00-16:00

07:00-18:00

07:00-18:00

07:00-18:00

09:00-18:00

07:00-18:00

Sólon Bistro & Bar

closed

closed

11:00-00:00

17:00-22:00

16:00-00:00

11:00-00:00

Steikhúsið

18:00-21:00

17:00-22:00

17:00-22:00

17:00-23:00

17:00-22:00

closed

Sushi Samba

closed

closed

closed

18:00-22:00

18:00-22:00

18:00-22:00

Tapasbarinn

closed

closed

closed

17:00-1:00

17:00-23:30

17:00-23:30

Texasborgarar

closed

closed

closed

16:00-22:00

closed

closed

“Awesome experience”

Galleries						

POOLS						
Árbæjarlaug

9:00-13:00

closed

12:00-18:00

9:00-13:00

closed

Breiðholtslaug

9:00-13:00

closed

closed

9:00-13:00

closed

6:30-22:00
6:30-22:00

Grafarvogslaug

9:00-13:00

closed

closed

9:00-13:00

closed

6:30-22:00

Klébergslaug

10:00-13:00

closed

closed

10:30-13:00

closed

15:00-22:00

Laugardalslaug

8:00-13:00

closed

12:00-18:00

8:00-13:00

12:00-18:00

6:30-22:00

Sundhöllin

8:00-13:00

closed

closed

8:00-13:00

closed

6:30-20:00

Vesturbæjarlaug

9:00-13:00

closed

12:00-18:00

9:00-13:00

closed

6:30-22:00

ACTIVITIES						
Blue Lagoon

8:00-15:00

8:00-16:00

8:00-20:00

8:00-17:00

8:00-21:00

8:00-21:00

Hellisheiði geothermal plant

9:00-12:00

closed

9:00-12:00

9:00-12:00

closed

9:00-17:00

Botanical Garden, Laugardalur

closed

closed

closed

closed

closed

12:00-16:30

Reykjavík Park & Zoo

10:00-17:00

10:00-17:00

10:00-17:00

10:00-17:00

10:00-17:00

10:00-17:00

Laugar Gym & Spa

05:45-14:00

closed

7:45-17:00

7:45-17:00

11:45-18:00

5:45-23:00

Skating Hall, Laugardalur

closed

closed

13:00-18:00

10:30-15:00

closed

13:00-18:00

Now offering
catering service!

Laugavegur 2 101 Reykjavík tel: 552 4444

Icelandic wool does not only

shelter the sheep. Ever since the Viking
settlement in the 9th century it has been
a vital part of keeping the nation warm in
the cold and harsh arctic climate.

The unique characteristics of the wool are
passed on to the knitted garments that
still shelter Icelanders from the elements.
A soft gift combining the heritage and
highlands of Iceland.
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TRACK BY TRACK

‘GKR’
by GKR

FISH & MORE

SALKA VALKA

Steamed Fresh Fish, Traditional Icelandic Fish ‘Stew’, Fish & Vegan Soups,
Smoked Salmon & Vegan Toppings on Sourdough Bread, Beer, Wine, Coffee & more

SkólavörDustígur 23 • 101 reykjavík

BRING
ON THE

BURRITO

Words GAUKUR GRÉTUSON
Icelandic rapper GKR released 'GKR'
last month, a formidable collection
of tracks. Here are his thoughts on
the album.

Velkomin

Produced by Smokygotbeatz, the
first track starts with strings
by Högni Egilsson from Hjaltalín, who I share a studio in
Grandi with, alongside Marteinn and Tiny from Quarashi.
The track starts with “ég kem til
bjargar fyrir þá sem þurfa á því
að halda”—I come to the rescue
for those who need it. It could be
interpersonally, or just through
the lyrics. The track is about my
struggles with myself, about helping others, drawing lines between
myself and others, welcoming
people, but on certain terms.

Treystu mér

This track is about getting my
dues, I’ve been putting in the
hours, working in the studio past
midnight. Talking about the day
it’ll all pay off. I’m also talking
about feeling above others, envy and
greed, both reminding myself and
others to keep the feet planted on the
floor. Produced by BNJMN.

Elskan af því bara

This is a cover of the Vaginaboys
track of the same name. I made
it with Stefan Ívars, MSTRO. The
first verse is about rejection, about

Mexican food that is a true
fiesta for your taste buds!
We are located at:
Höfðatorg, Smáralind, Spöngin, N1 Hringbraut,
Kringlan, N1 Bíldshöfði, Dalshraun,
Nýbýlavegur and Akureyri.

being a bit of a cliché, about the
anger and frustration. The second
verse is more about being sincere,
about valuing someone, about seeing the interesting things.

Slæmar fréttir

If the album is a journey, this one’s
the nightmare track. The anger.
The self loathing. Arguing with
the one you love. About tripping
up. About losing everything. About
looking up at the stars, and disappearing—which is a reference to
one of my first tracks, “Hverfum.”
I talk about my father, I don’t remember him, I haven’t met him
since I was one year old. He’s Dutch,
I’m half Dutch, that's why I refer to
myself as the "Flying Dutchman.”
I want to fly out of this world. The
track becomes an explosion of anger, ending up in a big fuck-it, to
all the lost energy, the unreliable
people, all these things that hurt
and distract you from where you’re
heading. Prod. by Marteinn!

Morgunmatur

We segue from the nightmare to
the dream. Based on a beautiful
looping sample, this track is about
taking all the hopelessness, not
feeling like getting out of bed in
the morning, and bailing on that.
Throw out the foul milk in the
fridge, open up a new one. Get out
of bed, have some lovely breakfast,
and go do your thing. Do what you

want, do it well, wake up happy.
Produced by Purpdogg.

Tala um

This is a funny segue. It’s about
last year’s success with “Morgunmatur,” about being talked about.
Prod. by Marteinn!

Lifa lífinu (Bonus track)

This one is about living your life.
Taking chances. Enjoying it. It’s a
super positive track, with a fat beat.
I wasn’t sure about it, so I made it a
bonus track. I’m really happy I put
it in there now, it helps the flow,
and I just love it. Prod. by BNJMN.

Erfitt

It’s about a bunch of different feelings. It’s not about any one thing.
It’s filled with funny lines and stories. Stuff like waking up my mom
in the middle of the night because
I couldn’t stop freestyling, practicing in my room. I was whispering,
but she woke up anyway. She was
furious. It’s all a bit random. It’s
different from other icelandic hiphop tracks. Prod. by Marteinn!

Meira.

More. Wanting more. Everyone
wants more. More peace. More sex.
More booze. You know the feeling.
More. Prod. by Marteinn!

LISTEN &SHARE: gpv.is/tbt18
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Reykjavík Map

Happy Hour Guide

Places We Like

Best Of Reykjavík

Practical Info

December 9 - January 5

Four

Weeks

The Grapevine picks the events, places and things to check out in the next four weeks.

December 23

09

DEC

Great collection,
good prices

CONCERT

Sisterhood

Sæmundur's Annual
Putrified Skate Feast
Looking for the "authentic" Icelandic
Christmas? Kex Hostel hosts its
annual Icelandic style Christmas feast:
jólapotatoes, jólabeets, jólabread and
jólaputrifiedskatefish. And of course, a nice
jólabjór to wash it down with. Just like in the
olden days.
Reservations should be made in advance!
11:30 | Kex Hostel | Admission: 4.500 ISK

December 20

Pascal Pinon Concert
21:00 | Mengi | Admission: 2.000 ISK

If you’ve ever wondered what the power
of two actually means in Iceland, then
Pascal Pinon is the band you need to see.
The truly talented twosome Ásthildur and
Jófríður Ákadóttir have a heart-catching
sound that’s been described as “part sad
dream, part tender magic.” The duo are
set to perform music from their previous
albums, ‘Pascal Pinon’, ‘Twosomeness’,
and their latest release, ‘Sundur.’

17

DEC

CONCERT

Gangsta G!

The viking:info
Skólavörðustíg 3 · Reykjavík
Skólavörðustíg 25 · Reykjavík
Hafnarstræti 104 · Akureyri
e:info@theviking.is

Akureyri

Reykjavík

www.theviking.is
TAX FREE

Hlemmur Square Advent Party!
The holidays are a time to gather with
friends and family. Join this friendly holiday
get-together with DJ Apfelblut playing
Christmas music, readings by Kött Grá Pjé,
Ragnheiður Harpa Leifsdóttir and Tinna
Þórudóttir Þorvaldar, and live music by
Benni Hemm Hemm.
20:00 I Hlemmur Square I Admission: Free!

December 18

Cruelty Free Xmas
Remember that dark place on the corner that
you got your nose crushed in at last weekend
trying to mosh at 21:00 because their happy
hour was raging and someone put metal
music on? Well, just like the metal heads and
rocker types that hang out there, Gaukurinn
has a soft spot too. Come by their vegan food
and Christmas market this Sunday.
14:00 I Gaukurinn I Admission: Free!

ScHoolboy Q

21:00 | Valshöllin | Admission: 8.990-14.990 ISK

“Beggars can't be choosers,
bitch this ain't Chipotle,
N**** with an attitude,
I feel like O'Shea
Walkin', livin' legend,
man I feel like Kobe
I just left the strip club,
got some glitter on me
Wifey gonna kill me,
she the female OJ”
If this seems like something you relate to,
then make an appearance at Valshöllin on
December 17th.
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Voted Grapevine's "Best Bar To Go Dancing."
Their pop ‘n’ classics policy is perfect for those
whoEG
like to sing along to every track they hear. BeGE
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Once it was the go-to place for Reykjavík’s
in-the-know party people, but these days the secret is out. Here you'll find international visitors
and every kind of Reykjavík local, chilling by day
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or dancing to the pulse of house
music
GH by night.
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GRANDAGARÐUR 2, 101 REYKJAVÍK
TEL.: 511 1517
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National
Gallery
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museum
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A Viking museum that
gives a compelling view
into Icelandic history
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Ban Thai is a rare thing in Iceland: a specialty
food place that manages to keep quality despite
the difficulty in obtaining high quality ingredients. It won Grapevine's "Best Thai Food" title
this year (and has the past four out
Iof five years).
H AG
R Ngive
Their spicy dishes manage
the fresh, piFOto
quant flavour of southeast Asia. It’s also the only
restaurant Russell Crowe visited while in Iceland.
What does that mean? Try it and find out.
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place, withSwimming
a completely vegan menu. Kaffi
Vínyl sticks
to its guns when it comes to coffee,
Pool
too—try their oat milk latte and cappuccino. We
didn’t know oats could be milked, but wherever
UR
EL
that elusive oat-teat was hidden, we’re glad they PIM
S
found it. True to its name, the restaurant is lined E
with crates of vinyl from Mevery
EL era, and regularly
HA
invites local DJs to come through
G and do some
I
digging.
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Tourist
Info

Check their happy hour
from 16:00-19:35 everyday.
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best vegetarian
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From their sweet, fruity mandarin syrup to a clove syrup that
tastes just like Christmas, to their
homemade limoncello, the group
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Veður

12

Klapparstígur 33
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Saga Museum
& Aurora Reykjavik
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Matur
Á L A og Drykkur has become the place we tell
friends to try when they’re visiting. They take
classic Icelandic ingredients and bring them
up-to-date. The most dramatic, and dare-we-say,
must-try item on their menu is the cod head.
R
It’s cooked in chicken
and then glazed. For
Istock
ELL
AVa cod head seems a little too
some, the idea
Rof
A
T
I S but trust us, it’s delicious. Start
experimental,
ME
with the cheeks and then just keep eating until
it’s no longer looking
at you.
R
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Matur Og Drykkur
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Maritime
Museum

Public House has a wide variety of small,
interesting dishes and finger foods, and a good
variety of beer. It keeps the right conversationfriendly tone by not having TV screens or
other distractions. It’s the perfect place to fill
up on tasty small plates before a night on the
town. The menu features lots of traditional
I
Icelandic
ingredients, including the cute and
ND
A
R
SG oh-so-delicious puffin. Also—try the langoustine
Ð
I
E
dumplings. You’re welcome.

LUNCH AND DINNER MENU

behind the bar at Veður make your
drink from very, very start to finish.
Their bitters and syrups are made
in-house and they carefully source
all of their ingredients—down to
the olives on the counter. While they
do have a regularly revolving list of
beers and wines, Veður’s specialty
is their meticulously crafted twelvecocktail menu. Their Moscow Mule
uses Brennivín instead of vodka,
their Kamikaze is taken like a shot.
Everyone behind the bar is a specialist in a certain of cocktail.
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ELEGANT PREMISES
IN THE HEART OF
R E Y K J AV I K
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New In Town

Get the bigger, more detailed version of The Reykjavík Grapevine City
Map at your nearest hotel or guesthouse, with selections from our BestOf awards, vital info, downtown bus stops and a wider view of the city.
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Agreat
This place is huge,
for big groups of
RG
A
people and parties.
It isn’t really a bar, but it’s
Ð
R
a good place
JA with delicious food, good beer
N

and a solid view. Bonus points for being able to
watch the beer being brewed on site.
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MENGI is more of an arts space than a bar. It has
Coach
a formal atmosphere, and offers a programme
Terminal
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gleaned from the creative end of the musical
spectrum, encouraging collaborative and experimental sets for a rapt, seated audience.
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Opening Hours - Shops & Banks

The only public transport available in Reykjavík
is the bus. Most buses run every 20–30 min
(the wait may be longer on weekends), price per fare
is 420 ISK adults, 210 ISK children. Multiday passes
are available at select locations and through their
app. Route map at: www.bus.is. Tel: 540 2700. Buses
run from 07–24:00 on weekdays and 10–24:00
on weekends. Main terminals are: Hlemmur and
Lækjartorg.

Shops: Mon–Fri 10:00–18:00, Sat 10:00–
16:00, Sun closed. Kringlan and Smáralind
malls and most supermarkets and tourist shops
have longer opening hours.

ÞO

R R Distance Coach Terminal
Long
A
GA

BSÍ,TAVatnsmýrarvegur 10,

Keflavik Airport - before check-in
Seyðisfjörður - Smyril Line Terminal

Pharmacies
Lyf og heilsa, Egilsgata 3, tel: 563 1020
Lyfja, Laugavegur 16, tel: 552 4045
and Lágmúla 5, tel: 533 2300

tel: 562 1011, www.bsi.is

Opening Hours - Bars & Clubs

Domestic Airlines
Air Iceland, Reykjavíkurflugvöllur,

tel: 570 3030, www.flugfelag.is
Eagle Air, Hótel Loftleiðir, tel: 562 4200

According to regulations, bars can stay
open until 01:00 on weekdays and 04:30 on
Reykjavík
weekends.

SN
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Hótel
Loftleiðir

ES

23 December 11 PM – 4:30 AM 26 December 12 PM – 3 AM
24 December Closed
31 December 11 A M –3 A M
25 December 12 PM – 1AM
1 January
12 PM–3 AM
I LD

Post offices are located around the
city. The downtown post office is at
Pósthússtræti 3–5, open Mon–Fri 09:00–18:00.
Stamps are also sold at bookstores, gas stations,
tourist shops and some grocery stores.

D

AR

BA

SK

Post Offices

Domestic
Airport

CHRISTMAS OPENING HOURS
AND NEW YEARS EVE PARTY
EI N

Banks in the centre are open Mon-Fri 09:0016:00
R

.

Public Transport

Arctic Adventures, Laugavegur 11, tel: 562 7000
Tourist Info Centre, Aðalstræti 2, tel: 590 1550
Iceland Excursions–Grayline, Hafnarst. 20, tel: 540 1300
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2, tel: 522 4979
Trip, Laugavegur 54, tel: 433 8747

LSV EGU

Tax-Free Refund

Tourist Information

N AUTH Ó

Emergency number: 112
Medical help: 1770
Dental emergency: 575 0505
Information: 1818
Taxi: Hreyfill: 588 5522 - BSR: 561 0000

Eagle Air
Terminal
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In Kraum you will

Venue Finder
Music & Entertainment

I

SOUP
SALAD &
BUFFET
EVERYDAY

ﬁnd carefully

selected products
from over 100

Icelandic designers

Austur
Austurstræti 7

E4

Húrra
Naustin

D3

Bar 11
Hverfisgata 18

E5

Kex Hostel
Skúlagata 28

E7

E5

Kaffibarinn
Bergstaðastræti 1

E4

E5

Kaffi Vínyl
Hverfisgatur 76

E6
E5

Bíó Paradís
Hverfisgata 54

Hverfisgata 33, 101 Reykjavík
Tel: 588 8818
www.kryddleginhjortu.is

E4

Kaldi Bar
Laugavegur 20b

Bravó
Laugavegur 22

E5

Kiki Queer Bar
Laugavegur 22

E5

Boston
Laugavegur 28b

E5

Loft
Bankastræti 7

E4

Café Rósenberg
Klapparstígur 25

E5

Paloma
Naustin

D3

Den Danske Kro
Ingólfsstræti 3

E4

Prikið
Bankastræti 12

E4

Dillon
Laugavegur 30

E5

Reykjavík Roasters
Kárastígur 1
F5

Dubliner
Naustin 1-3

D3

Stofan Café
Vesturgata 3

D3

D3

Ölsmiðjan
Lækjargata 10

E3

D3

Ölstofan
Vegamótastígur 4

E5

D3

Tivoli bar
Hafnarstræti 4

D3

Dúfnhólar 10
Hafnarstræti 18
English Pub
Austurstræti 12
Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22
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Wind & Weather
Gallery
Hverfisgata 37
windandweather.is

The National Museum
Suðurgata 41
Open daily 10–17
G2
natmus.is

Kringlan
Shopping
Mall
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Tveir Hrafnar
G4
Baldursgata 12
Thu-Fri 12-17, Sat 13-16
tveirhrafnar.is
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Mokka Kaffi
Skólavörðustígur 3A
mokka.is

Spark Design Space
Klapparstígur 33
E5
M-Fri 12-18, Sat 12-16
sparkdesignspace.com

The National Gallery
of Iceland
Fríkirkjuvegur 7
F3
Tue–Sun 11–17
listasafn.is
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Opening hours:
DR Á
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Mon-Thu from 06:30–22:00
LÍ Ð
Fri from 06:30–20:00
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Sat from 08:00–16:00
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Sun from 10:00–18:00
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Most cafés offer free wifi. Computers
with internet are available to use at:
Ráðhúskaffi City Hall, Tjarnargata 11
The Reykjavík City
R Library, Tryggvagata 15
EG U
TheLLNational
Library, Arngrímsgata 3
A RV
A
V
G
FLU Tourist Information Centre, Aðalstræti 2
Icelandic Travel Market, Bankastræti 2
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Internet Access

AHL

Mengi
Óðinsgata 2
mengi.net

Sólon Bistro
Bankastræti 7a
Mon-Thu 11-23:30
Fri-Sat 11-01
Sun 11-23

RA

Public toilets in the centre can be found
inside the green-poster covered towers
located, for example, at Hlemmur, Ingólfstortorg, by Hallgrímskirkja, by Reykjavík Art
MIK
Museum, Lækjargata and by Eymundsson
on
L AB
R AU
Skólavörðustígur. Toilets can
also be found
T
STI G
AH
LÍ ÐReykjavík
inside the Reykjavík City Hall and the
Library.

D3

I

There are several swimming pools in
Reykjavík. The one in 101
BA RReykjavík,
MA
H LÍlocated
Sundhöll Reykjavíkur, is an indoor one,
Ð
at Barónsstígur. It features a nice sunbathing
M Átubs.
area and some outdoor hot
V

Kirsuberjatréð
Vesturgata 4
kirs.is

D3

ÝR

There are few public payphones in the
centre. The tourist info at Aðalstræti 2,
City Hall, Kolaportið, Landsbankinn and in Lækjargata. Prepaid phone cards are recommended
for int’l callers.
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Sigurjón Ólafsson
Museum
Laugarnestangi 70
lso.is

SÍM
Hafnarstræti 16
Mon-Fri 10-16
sim.is

The Icelandic
Phallological Museum
Laugavegur 116
F8
phallus.is

GA
TEI

R

TÚ N

Viðey Island
Ferry from Skarfabakki
Harbour, Sat-Sun only
videy.com
Saga Museum
Grandagarður 2
sagamuseum.is

IGU

SIG

Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
Tryggvagata 15
D3
Mon-Thur 12–19 / Fri 1218 / Sat–Sun 13–17

F4

Hverfisgallerí
D4
Hverfisgata 4
hverfisgalleri.is i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
D3
Tue–Fri 11–17 / Sat 13–17
and by appointment. i8.is

Kolaportið is a huge indoor flea market that
takes place
ÚTH on weekends. It’s filled with stalls
LÍ Ð
selling bric-a-brac,
secondhand clothes,
unusual foods, antique postcards, lópapeysur,
and the occasional religious booth filled with
BÓ Lpamphlets.
literature and
STA

L AU

F TE

HÁ

MIK

Kolaportið

Tryggvagata 19

KK A

Aurum has two faces: it’s a colourful concept
store on one side, and sells gorgeous jewellery
on the other. Join the class of fashionable
Reykvíkingar after picking up some clothing
and nature-inspired jewellery and some gifts
and souvenirs for back home.
LÍ Ð

The group behind Omnom Chocolate are
dedicated to what they do. They call it "bean to
bar," the process by which their sharp coffee
bar and their popular lakkris + sea salt come
to be. The label is especially eye-catching and
makes a great stocking stuffer. 'Tis the season.

Aurum
Kjarvalsstaðir
Museum
Bankastræti
4

STA

R AU

Hólmaslóð 4

11

HO

Reykjavík Maritime
Museum
Grandagarður 8
B2
Open daily 10-17

Hitt Húsið - Gallery
Tukt
Pósthússtræti 3-5
D4
hitthusid.is

ATA

10

The Settlement
Exhibition
Aðalstræti 17
Open daily 9–20

Laugardalslaug
Swimmi
Pool

IGUR

H8

Reykjavík City
Museum - Árbæjarsafn
Kistuhylur 4
Daily tours at 13

F4

Hannesarholt
Grundarstígur 10
hannesarholt.is
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Reykjavík City Library
Tryggvagata 15
D3
borgarbokasafn.is

HÁ
TÚ

ATÚ
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HR AU NTEIGUR

Ásmundarsafn
Sigtún
Open 10-17
listasafnreykjavikur.is

Gallerí List
Skipholt 50A
H10
S K I P M-F 11-18, Sat 11-16
Hgallerilist.is
OL
T
Hafnarborg
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
hafnarborg.is
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Omnom Chocolate
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Kjarvalsstaðir
Flókagata 24
Open 10-17
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Ekkisens
Bergstaðastræti 25b
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The Einar Jónsson
Museum
G5
Eiriksgata
Tue–Sun 14–17
skulptur.is
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Reykjavík Art Museum
- Hafnarhús
Tryggvagata 17
D3
Open 10-17
Thursday 10-20

Window Gallery
Laugavegur 41
windandweather.is
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listasafnasi.is
Aurora Reykjavík
Grandagarður 2
Open 09-21
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Sundhöllin
Swimming
Pool
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Hlemmur 4
Bus Terminal
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Reykjavík Art Gallery
Skúlagata 30
E7
Tue-Sun 14–18

Berg Contemporary
Klapparstígur 16
E5
Tue-F 11-17, Sat 13-17
M I Ð bergcontemporary.is
TÚ N
Better Weather
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ASÍ Art Gallery
Freyjugata 41
G6
Open Tue-Sun 13-17

Ásgrimur Jónsson
Museum
SÓ
Bergstaðastræti
74 G4
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The Nordic House
Sturlugata 5
H2
Mon–Sun 11–17
nordice.is
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ART67
Laugavegur 67
F7
Open 09-21
art67reykjavik@gmail.com
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B5
Bankastræti 5

Bjarni Fel
Austurstræti 20

Bankastræti 7 - kraum.is

ISG

Hressó
Austurstræti 20

Bar Ananas
Klappastígur 28

Welcome to our
new location in
Bankastræti 7!
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good old
We take the
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E5
traditional c ingredients
best icelandi d tasty food.
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Music

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
December 9 - January 5

How to use the listings:
Events listed are all live performances
and DJs. Venues are listed by day.
For complete listings and detailed
information on venues visit
grapevine.is/happening. Send your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is.

Friday December 9
Concerts:
Croon & Swoon
21:00 Café Rosenberg
Grúska Babúska / Silkikettirnir
21:00 Dillon
Moji and the Midnight Sons
21:00 Gaukurinn
Christmas concert with Stefán
Hilmarsson
20:00 Harpa
Sigga Beinteins’ annual Christmas
Concert
21:00 Harpa
Rocktrio Jóns Ólafs
22:30 Hressó
JFDR + asdfhg.
22:00 Húrra
KEXMasJazz: Snorri Sigurdarson Trio
12:00 Kex Hostel
KverK & Ingi Garðar Erlendsson
21:00 Mengi
Balcony Boyz
21:00 Tivoli

Picker Of The Issue

Saturday December 10
Concerts:
Croon & Swoon
21:00 Bar 11
Shred Guitar Fest. Stratus Quo
22:00 Dillon
Hellvar / Gímaldin / Saktmóðigur
22:00 Gaukurinn
Advent at Harpa
13:00 Harpa
Sigga Beinteins’ annual Christmas
Concert
21:00 Harpa
Vaginaboys and kef LAVÍK
20:00 Harpa
Tetris
22:30 Hressó
Guðrún Lilja Dagbjartsdóttir
16:00/21:00 Laugardalshöll
Sacha & The Mermaids
18:00 Listastofan
Shock and Awe by Ethan Rafael
21:00 Mengi
Rvk Soundsystem Reggae Night
22:00 Paloma
Arni Humi!
21:00 Tivoli
DJs:
Bravó
22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Hverfisgata 12
21:00 DJ Ívar Pétur
22:00 Exos / KrBear
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Plútó
Paloma

Happy Christmas from John & Yoko
(and The Laundromat Cafe)

What can we say, she’s got good taste. Alvia Islandia has been making music
since she was a young cat—just a kitten on the 101 streets. But it’s in the
past couple years that she has really found her identity. As the hubba bubba
lip-smacking tantra rapping queen in town. Her album ‘Bubblegum Bitch’
came out earlier this year in conjunction with some popping Secret Solstice
performances that got her attention across international music media.
But she doesn’t need names like Dazed to spout her own: Alvia’s got an
unmissable style that shines and sparkles all up and down the main stræti.
She’s a trendsetter of sorts. So we brought her by to see what she’s chewing
on this December.

Alvia's picks are marked with
21:00 Thaison
0:00 Marteinn
20:00 Extreme Chill

Prikið
Prikið
Vínyl

Sunday December 11
Concerts:
Christmas Concert And Celebration
13:00 Árbær Open Air Museum
Open Mic Standup Comedy (English)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Sing Along with Þráinn Árni
Baldvinsson
15:00 Hannesarholt
Maria João Pires Piano Concert
17:00 Harpa
Christmas with Sissel
18:00/20:30 Harpa
Jazz in Icelandic
20:00 Harpa
Stína Ágústsdóttir
20:00 Harpa
Hlemmur Christmas Family
Celebration!
14:00 Hlemmur Square
Böddi Reynis Quartet
20:00 Hressó

Dunkin

ALL DAY

© 2016 DD IP Holder LLC.

IF YOU WANT IT

Alvia Islandia

DJs:
22:00 DJ Einar Sonic
Bravó
20:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
Húrra
21:00 DJ OD
Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Freyu Release Party
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Árni Kristjáns
Prikið
0:00 Gervisykur
Prikið
21:00 Enginn
Stofan
20:00 Húni
Vínyl

WAR
IS
OVER!

Cozy Sunday
13:00 Kex Hostel
“Parts of Life” Performance / Úlfur
Eldjárn
20:00 Kex Hostel
DJs:
22:00 DJ Asmus Odsat
Bravó
& Tine Valentin
22:00 Krystal Carma
Kaffibarinn
20:00 Kalli Kaldi (Skrattarnir)
Vínyl

Monday December 12
Concerts:
Christmas with Sissel
18:00/20:30 Harpa
Monday Jazz
21:00 Húrra
Kongó
22:30 Hressó
DJS
22:00 DJ John Brnlv
22:00 Þorsteinn Eyfjörd

Bravó
Kaffibarinn

Tuesday December 13

YES, IT IS TRUE!
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Interview

As You Go
Emilíana Torrini’s New
Improv Act: Life
Words PARKER YAMASAKI Photos ART BICNICK
Two and a half years ago Emilíana
Torrini quit the band. There was no
drama or hard feelings. “I promised myself if I started to think
about other things on stage then it
was time to stop,” she says. “When
I was singing, I started thinking
about how I needed to wash my car
or something. I just wanted to feel a
firework again.”
It was time to stop.

And so it begins
Almost immediately after leaving off her career as one of Iceland’s most in-demand solo singers, Emilíana got a phone call
from a guy in Berlin who wanted
to arrange her music for a string
quintet. “I thought: ‘Oh, that’s brilliant,’” she says. “I was really up for
it. I just made up a rule right there:
you choose the songs, make the
setlist, and I will come and sing.”
She showed up in Berlin with
no expectations for the gigs. There
was no string quintet. “I was like,
‘Where is the band?’ And he just
said: ‘Oooh, I didn’t have the time,’”
she recalls, giddy and laughing. “I
thought that was just so funny!”
Instead, he put together an experimental jazz band.
“The problem is that your ears
are just not as good as theirs—improv artists are really, really fast.
The first gig we played this beautiful Alice Coltrane-like journey and
I was like, ‘Yeah, I’ve got this now.’
Then the next piece we did was
completely different, it was totally
mental. The next show we had a
completely different band. It just
kept changing and I thought, ‘What
is going on!’ But I completely loved
it, I felt the firework and I thought:
‘This is how I want to work.’”
The era of improv had begun. “I
started getting lots of phone calls. I
got calls from gypsies in Cordoba,
I met a guy in an Icelandic coffee
shop who invited me to come to

Canada…” Often to the surprise of
her suitors, Emilíana always went.
She travelled, she sang, she learned,
she improvised.

end after five shows.” They continued to play shows and put together
a live album, released on December
9th by Rough Trade Records.

Spinning together

Next up, never know

Somewhere in the eye of Emilíana’s
whirlwind, the Colorist Orchestra,
a duo from Belgium, got in touch
with her. “I think everything was
leading to this,” she says. “Three
years ago I might have said no,
or been too shy.” Holding true to
her newfound freedom, Emilíana
agreed and put forth the same
terms she had with the other artists: you pick the songs, choose the
setlist, I will come sing. “People
know who they are and what they
do best,” she explains. “If you interfere with that sound, then they’re
not free.”
But Belgium was different.
“They put a lot of work into it,” she
recalls. “All their music is scored.
Every hit is scored. I was a bit
ashamed that I hadn’t prepared
at all. We had this really magical
chemistry, both in the music the
friendship. I knew we couldn’t just

Emilíana is pregnant with her second child. “Nooo!” she exclaims,
wide-eyed. “We were going to work
through next summer, and now I’m
not allowed to fly. We’ll keep playing for a short time, then it’s ‘holiday.’ Then I don’t know. Maybe back
into performance again. But maybe
I’ll just want to be with my baby. I’ll
probably just be like, ‘No, I can’t be
bothered,” she says, laughing and
flicking her wrist. “Who knows?”
Who knows? It’s been the mantra of her music the last two and
a half years. And a pretty fruitful
one at that: one that’s brought her
from Cordoba in the spring to Turkey on Thursday, from house shows
in Canada to TV appearances in
Belgium. Like a good improv show,
what’s next is anybody’s guess.

SHARE: gpv.is/et18

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
December 9 - January 5
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Find today's events in Iceland!
Download our free listings app
- APPENING on the Apple and
Android stores
Concerts:
Karaoke Night
22:00 Gaukurinn
American Swing in a Persian Market
20:00 Harpa
Cult Movie Night
20:00 Húrra
Hjörtur Stephensen Trio
20:00 Hressó
Listen To Iceland
20:00/21:15 Iðnó
Sigurdur Flosason Quartet
20:30 Kex Hostel
Swedish Luciatog
8:00 Nordic House
Partus Press Release Party
21:00 Stofan

Fingering People Until
They Sleep in Keflavík

DJs:
22:00 Just Another Snake Cult
Bravó
22:00 Z
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Petersen
Prikið
20:00 Glerakur
Vínyl
21:00 Hugi Sveims
Vínyl

Wednesday December 14
Concerts:
Christmas Recital
20:00 Bíó Paradís
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
The Urban Crickets / Reggie Óðins
21:00 Gaukurinn
Danceoke
21:00 Húrra
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Krystal Carma
21:00 Stofan
DJs:
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
22:00 Símon FKNHNDSM
22:00 Fusion Groove
20:00 Palli

Bravó
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Vínyl

Vaginaboys and kef LAVÍK
December 10 I 17:30 I Harpa I Admission: 2.990 ISK

If you like watching David Lynch movies high and/or wearing
your wife/mother’s clothing while she sleeps, you’ll love Vaginaboys. They are completely and authentically the weirdest shit
Iceland has produced since hákarl (that’s fermented shark for all
you cool tourists). With a sad, creepy but undeniably sexy electric sound, Vaginaboys’ hip-hop always leaves you wanting more,
and yes, in that way. In an interview with them last year, a representative of the group—which always wears masks—told the
Grapevine “[We mainly make] love songs but they have kind of
double meanings. Some of them are kind of explicit. They talk
about fingering girls and stuff. ‘Fingering them to sleep.’ That’s
one of the lyrics.” If you’re looking to freak out your Tinder date,
this is the place. Kef LAVÍK is similarly bizarre and anonymous.
The two people behind it have never given out their names or faces, but instead just occasionally release absurd autotuned electro-rap songs about sex, drugs, and money. We at the Grapevine
love sex, drugs, and money. HJC

Thursday December 15
Concerts:
Simultaneous Sounds
21:00 Gaukurinn
Marteinn Sindri
21:00 Hlemmur Square
Samúel Jón Samúelsson Big Band
21:00 Kex Hostel
Pub Quiz (English)
20:00 Loft Hostel
Jordan Munson
21:00 Mengi
DJs:
22:00 DJ Byssukisi
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
22:00 DJ Pilsner
22:00 Agzilla
21:00 Kira Kira
21:00 Marteinn
19:00 Einar Indra
20:00 Kristjón (AVóKa)

Bravó
Hverfisgata 12
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Stofan
Tivoli
Vínyl
Vínyl

Friday December 16
Concerts:
Jazzive Attack
22:00 Dillon
Olivier Manoury
20:00 Hannesarholt

Sólon
22:30 Hressó
Prins Póló
21:00 Húrra
Tómas Jónsson Quartet: Christmas
Jazz
21:00 Kex Hostel
Pascal Pinon
21:00 Mengi
FALK Presents: AAIIEENN /
Decanter / Húni
22:00 Paloma
Jólabók blekfjelagsins
21:00 Stofan
DJs:
22:00 DJ Símon FKNHNDSM
Bravó
21:00 DJ FM Belfast
Húrra
Hverfisgata 12
21:00 Z
Kaffibarinn
22:00 Dubious Bros
21:00 Alvia Islandia
Prikið
00:00 Sura
Prikið
21:00 Nolo
Stofan
21:00 SXSXSX
Tivoli
20:00 Atli Volante
Vínyl

Saturday December 17
Concerts:

Croon & Swoon Xmas Concert
21:00 Dillon
Slor / Qualia / Morpholith
21:00 Gaukurinn
Advent at Harpa
13:00 Harpa
Christmas at the Symphony
14:00 Harpa
Christmas at the Symphony
16:00 Harpa
Lindy Ravers Christmas Ball
20:00 Hlemmur Square
JFDR & Gyða Valtýsdóttir
21:00 Kex Hostel
Sverrir Norland
21:00 Mengi
ScHoolboy Q
21:00 Valshöllin
DJs:
22:00 Jólaboð Andrésar
Bravó
og Helga Más
21:00 DJ Óli Dóri
Húrra
21:00 DJ Silja Glømmi
Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Eddie C /
Kaffibarinn
Símon FKNHNDSM
21:00 Logi Pedro Pilatus
Prikið
21:00 DJ Vala
Stofan
20:00 Tommi White
Vínyl

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T

ArtisAn BAkery
& Coffee House
Open everyday 6.30 - 21.00

Laugavegur 36 · 101 reykjavik

Fresh, original and
modern cuisine with
East Asian influence.
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FAVOURITE FIVE

Take your taste
buds on an
adventurous journey.

5 Writers to Watch
Words VALGERÐUR ÞÓRODDSDÓTTIR Photo SOPHIE BUTCHER AND MARTIN DIEGELMAN

Laugavegi 18
Nýbýlavegi 6
Bíldshöfða 2
namreykjavik.is

Two years ago we printed a close
crop of Valgerður Þóroddsdóttir’s face on our cover. Imposed
over Vala’s decisive look were the
words: “The new face of literature.”
A couple years prior, she and Kári
Tulinius started Meðgönguljóð, an
independent poetry publisher. Despite Iceland’s well-known literary
culture, there was nothing quite
like it at the time. Meðgönguljóð
was crucially positioned to encourage the proliferation of poetry into
Iceland’s primed public.
Vala now runs Partus Press, an
umbrella company that she formed
which includes Meðgönguljóð’s
original network. Partus is currently Iceland’s largest publisher
of poetry and recently released
their first novel. The press’s first
English novel is slated to come out
next year. While we don’t disregard
the incredible richness of Iceland’s
literary past, it’s also good to keep
a firm gaze on the future. That’s
why we asked Vala for five writers
to watch.

Ásta Fanney Sigurðardóttir
Visual artist, musician, singer,
writer, and poet—Ásta is one of
those rare multi-talents whose

creative drive seems to know no
end. She is, deservedly, something
of a cult figure in Iceland, and has
inspired many monikers—to me,
she is the High Priestess of Icelandic Poetry, but she is also the Eliot
to my Pound; her first draft of ‘The
Waste Land’ is due in my inbox at
any moment now.

Jónas Reynir Gunnarsson
Jónas has a certain sensibility and
sensitivity which I consider to be a
signpost of talent. His cleverness
and sense of humour also make
him quite versatile as a writer—
he’s the kind of person who excels
at writing projects of any kind:
poetry, prose, comics, scripts for
stage and TV, as well as the increasingly important art of the internet
quip. I suspect he’ll be hugely influential, but unostentatiously so.

Arngunnur Árnadóttir
Hands down the best Icelandic
prose writer of my generation. Her
writing is clean as a bone; chillingly emotionally precise. Both
her first book of poetry (‘Unglingar’) and her first novel (‘Að heiman’) were well-executed and

well-received. As a writer, she has
impeccable taste; there is no excess, she knows exactly what works
and what doesn’t. A real pleasure
to read.

Elías Knörr
Elías is a revelation. His approach
to language is novel, unbounded,
confident. His manoeuvring of
Icelandic—which is a very formal
language with strict habits of usage—is eye-opening. He’s really
blown the lid off of something, I
think, ushering in a new era of possibilities for Icelandic poetry.

The Partus Press kids
My last pick has to be my babies—
the Partus poets. To keep with the
literary icon metaphors which
nobody asked for: if I’m Gertrude
Stein, in this bunch you’ll find
Picasso, Hemingway, Fitzgerald,
Matisse and the lot of them. If
you’re looking for clues as to what’s
up-and-coming in Icelandic literature, the Partus roster is the place
to look. It’s what we do.

SHARE: gpv.is/five18

MADE IN ICELAND www.jswatch.com
Open 11-22 every day
Lækjargata 4 | 101 Reykjavík | Sími 55 10 100 | jomfruin.is

With his legendary concentration and 45 years of experience our Master
Watchmaker ensures that we take our waterproofing rather seriously.
Gilbert O. Gudjonsson, our Master Watchmaker and renowned craftsman,
inspects every single timepiece before it leaves our workshop.

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
December 9 - January 5

STANDUP COMEDY
Fu-Fa-Woo!
Fufanu

OPEN MIC, IN ENGLISH
EVERY MONDAY AT 21:00 - FREE ENTRY

December 28 I 21:00 I Kex Hostel I Admission: TBA

After a nicely spent Christmas holiday with family, friends and
food, you might be feeling a little fat from Mommy’s feast and
Auntie’s pie. No worries—this is your chance to move those hips
and burn off some of those potatoes. On December 28th, the rock
boys Fufanu will generate some much-needed sweat. Two tracks,
“Sports” and “Bad Rockets,” have been released off their highly
anticipated forthcoming album ‘Sports’. Kex Hostel’s cozy yet alternative atmosphere goes hand in hand with the futurist sound
of the band, which has been recognized everywhere from the
Reykjavík Grapevine to Rolling Stone. Yeah, wow, right?! Rolling
Stone! The Reykjavík Grapevine!!! So if you’re looking to get off of
that cozy sofa and take your Christmas belly out for a little date,
there’s no better choice than this night of pure-Icelandic psychedelic rock. AB

Sunday December 18
Concerts:
Christmas Concert And Celebration
13:00 Ábær Open Air Museum
Christmas at the Symphony
14:00/16:00 Harpa
The Reykjavik Chamber Orchestra’s
annual Christmas concert
17:15 Harpa
Sigrún Jóns
20:00 Húrra
Cozy Sunday
13:00 Kex Hostel
Nordic House Christmas Kids
Concert With Pollapönk
15:00 Nordic House
DJs:
22:00 DJ Lamp Vader
22:00 Árni E / Sonur Sæll
20:00 Lefty Hooks
21:00 Mikki & Mína

Bravó
Kaffibarinn
Vínyl
Vínyl

Monday December 19
Concerts:
Open Mic Standup Comedy (English)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Monday Jazz
20:00 Húrra
Ingibjörg Friðriksdóttir
21:00 Mengi
Drink & Draw
22:00 Prikið
DJs:
22:00 DJ Berndsen
22:00 DJ Pabbi
20:00 Ása Lind

Bravó
Kaffibarinn
Vínyl

Tuesday December 20
Concerts:
Karaoke Night
22:00 Gaukurinn
Sigríður Thorlacius & Sigurður Guðmundsson
20:00 Harpa
Hlemmur Square Advent Party!
20:00 Hlemmur Square
Listen To Iceland
20:00/21:15 Iðnó
KEXMasJazz: Kristjana Stefánsdóttir
Quartet
20:30 Kex Hostel
Ásta Fanney Sigurðardóttir
21:00 Mengi
DJs:

22:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson
22:00 Kocoon
22:00 Berndsen
21:00 DJ Dorrit

Bravó
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Stofan

Wednesday December 21
Concerts:
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Drag-Súgur
21:00 Gaukurinn
Jólabingó
21:00 Húrra
KEX + KíTON # 8: Vök + Guests
21:00 Kex Hostel
Christmas Concert: Grímur Gíslason
21:00 Loft Hostel
Samantha Shay
21:00 Mengi
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Pub Quiz
21:00 Stofan
DJs:
22:00 DJ Óli Dóri
21:00 DJ Silja Glömmi
22:00 Hunk Of A Man
22:00 Thaison
20:00 Konsulat
21:00 Michael

Bravó
Húrra
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Vínyl
Vínyl

Thursday December 22
Concerts:
Hard Rockin' Christmas Fest
20:00 Dillon
Croon & Swoon
21:00 Gaukurinn
TSS
20:00 Hlemmur Square
President Bongo / The Emotional
Carpenters / Sonic Deception
22:00 Húrra
The KEXMas Show
21:00 Kex Hostel
Christmas Concert: RuGl & Una Torfadóttir
21:00 Loft Hostel
Bára Gísladóttir and Bjarni Frímann
Bjarnason
21:00 Mengi
Fruit
21:00 Stofan
Gervisykur
21:00 Tivoli
DJs:
22:00 DJ Logi Leó

Bravó

KARAOKE NIGHT
EVERY TUESDAY AT 22:00 - FREE ENTRY

OTHER EVENTS:
9/12 (Fri): Moji and the Midnight sons - 1500 ISK
10/12 (Sat): Hellvar, Gímaldin, Saktmóðigur - 1000 ISK
14/12 (Wed): The Urban Crickets, Reggie Óðins - Free entry
15/12 (Thu): Simultaneous Sounds & support - Free entry
17/12 (Sat): Slor, Qualia, Morpholith - 500 ISK
18/12 (Sun): Cruelty Free Xmas (vegan food & market) - Free entry
21/12 (Wed): Drag-Súgur queer variety show - 2000 ISK
22/12 (Thu): Croon & Swoon (Christmas concert) - 2500 ISK
23/12 (Fri): VMO Violent Magic Orchestra (Japan) - 1500 ISK
29/12 (Thu): Exile, Alchemia - Free entry
30/12 (Fri): Spiritual “Light and Peace” concert - Price TBA
5/1 (Thu): Kingkiller & support - Price TBA
We are closed on 24/12, 25/12 and 1/1.

Gaukurinn
Tryggvagata 22, 101 Reykjavík
www.gaukurinn.is

Books
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ICELANDIC
GOURMET
MENU
Freshly caught seafood and free range lamb
– with a modern twist

Where to start in the Icelandic book store
For the unacquainted, it can be
hard to know where to start with
Icelandic literature. Should you
begin with a weighty medieval
saga—and if so, which one? Should
it be a Laxness tome? Maybe a slim
volume of concise, lyrical fiction by
our cover star, Sjón (interviewed
on page 20), or the philosophical
prose of Oddný Eir (page 26)?
To offer a route into the rich
world of Icelandic literature, we
asked a variety of Grapevine contributors, and a couple of expert
guests, for a selection of their favourites, old and new. So whether
you’re in need of a gift idea, or just
something to pass the time this
Christmas, there’s something here
for you.

Andri Snær Magnason
LoveStar

6 COURSE

DINNER MENU
OCEAN PERCH
Slow cooked ocean perch, beetroot purée, spicy
butter, serrano ham, beetroot
MINKE WHALE
Shallot vinaigrette, crispy Jerusalem artichokes
SEA TROUT
Yuzu mayo, truffle mayo, crispy quinoa, apple

Despite some fantastical passages in
the Sagas, Icelanders traditionally
liked their beer to be lager and their
literature to be realist. Following
his acclaimed children’s sci-fi book

rural humor, earthy sensuality, play
with traditional Icelandic literary
language, and an aching nostalgia,
the novel movingly mourns a lost
love that stands for a whole lost
way of life. MA

Gerður Kristný
Bloodhoof

Auður Ava Ólafsdóttir
Butterflies in November
After being dumped twice, accidentally killing a goose, and being
stuck with the responsibility of
taking care of a deaf-mute son, a
young woman’s luck takes a turn
for the better when a winning lottery ticket makes her and the boy
the richest people in the country.
The two embark on an adventure
across Iceland, passing through
lava fields, cucumber farms, flocks
of sheep, both her exes, and a series of interesting characters. This
quirky tragicomedy is unexpected,
yet charmingly relatable. It’ll definitely set the mood for the ultimate
Icelandic road trip. SL

Bergsveinn Birgisson
Reply to a Letter from Helga

STARTS WITH A “REFRESHING“ SHOT
OF THE NATIONAL SNAPS BRENNIVÍN
FOLLOWED BY A BITE-SIZED TASTE OF PUFFIN

‘The Story of the Blue Planet’, Andri
submitted an Icelandic rarity—a
science fiction book for adults. A
takedown of the boom years before
they even happened, ‘LoveStar’ was
prescient in many ways. It presented a very Icelandic Orwellian future,
in which the country is driven to
chaos (and manages to wreck the
world) via boundless optimism, and
free market economics. It remains a
good read, though by now it’s more
science than fiction. Space burials
and all. VSG

After long silence, an elderly sheep
farmer writes a letter to the woman
from a neighboring farm, whom he
loved, then lost in the waves of migration to Reykjavík that reshaped
Icelandic society in the middle of
the 20th century. Filled with bawdy

‘Bloodhoof’ retells the Old Norse
story of the giantess (and namesake of the author) Gerður, from
her own previously unheard point
of view. Originally found in the medieval Poetic Edda and described
mostly from the perspective of
her captor, Gerður is abducted
from her homeworld and forced
to marry the god Freyr. Gerður’s
contemporary reinterpretation
is as beautifully minimal as it is
easy to follow, making it especially
excellent for anyone who thinks
they “don’t get” poetry. So don’t be
scared. Gerður will show you how
it’s done. GDF
»» Continued on P: 42

Frakkastígur 16

Reykjavík

PLAICE
Samphire, green asparagus, blood orange, lime beurre blanc
RACK OF FREE RANGE ICELANDIC LAMB
Lamb fillet, leeks, pickled onions, browned celeriac, baked
carrots, spinach and dill cream
Dessert
SKYR FANTASIA
Skyr fromage, Skyr mousse, strawberry & lime gel,
lime sponge cake
8.900 kr.
APOTEK KITCHEN+BAR

Austurstræti 16

Tel. 551 0011

apotek.is

ORGANIC
BAKERY

Concerts & Nightlife Listings
December 9 - January 5

FALK (Fuck Art Let’s Kill)
AAIIEENN / Decanter / Húni
December 16 I 22:00 I Paloma Bar I Admission: 1.000 ISK

2016 has been a bit of a rough year, but leave it to those bods at
the FALK record label to at least do their utmost to make sure we
give it a good kicking with a smile on our face. Their last gig of
the year is a release concert at Paloma on December 16th for two
of Iceland's hottest new electronic music talents: AAIIEENN and
Decanter. Known to their mums as Hallmar Gauti and Hrafnkell
Lindal, their split double album was released on FALK in November. AAIIEENN is a young master of the modular synth, creating
dense textured soundscapes, while Decanter is the latest in the
long continuum of Iceland dub techno warriors. We recommend
keeping an eye on these two in 2017. They're going places man!
BC
21:00 Miss Mokki
22:00 DJ Margeir
22:00 Jólaís í Brauðformi
20:00 DJ Kári

Hverfisgata 12
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Vínyl

Friday December 23
Concerts:
Acoustic live music
19:00 Dillon
Thorlaks Mass Jazz
20:00 Dillon
Croon & Swoon
21:00 Gamla Bíó
VMO Violent Magic Orchestra (Japan)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Bubbi Morthens
22:00 Harpa
Live Christmas Jazz Band
22:30 Hressó
DJs:
22:00 DJ Katla + Sonur Sæll
Bravó
21:00 Dorrit
Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Halli Valli
Kaffibarinn
21:00 DJ Lamp Vader
Stofan
20:00 Benni Italo
Vínyl

Monday December 26
Concerts:
Open Mic Standup Comedy (English)
21:00 Gaukurinn
Late Night Christmas Dance with
Dalton
00:00 Hressó
DJS
22:00 DJ Silja Glømmi
Bravó
22:00 DJ Katla / Sonur Sæll Kaffibarinn
20:00 Sir Dancelot & Ravenator
Vínyl

Tuesday December 27
Concerts:
Karaoke Night
22:00 Gaukurinn
Reykjavík Classics New Year Celebration
12:30/15:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song: New Year's
Concert
17:00 Harpa
Krakk & Spagettí / Brilliantinus 2
0:00 Húrra
Listen To Iceland
20:00/21:15 Iðnó
Sölvi Kolbeinsson Quartet
20:30 Kex Hostel
Ingibjörg Elsa Turchi and Indriði Arnar

Ingólfsson
21:00 Mengi
DJs:
22:00 DJ Sindri Eldon
22:00 Terrordisco
22:00 Orang Volante
20:00 Siggi DJ

Bravó
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Vínyl

Wednesday December 28
Concerts:
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Reykjavík Classics New Year Celebration
12:30/15:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song - New Year's
Concerts
17:00 Harpa
Fufanu
21:00 Kex Hostel
Kristín Anna Valtýsdóttir
21:00 Mengi
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
Krystal Carma
21:00 Stofan
DJs:
22:00 DJ Steindór Jónsson
20:00 DJ Api Pabbi
22:00 Intr0beatz
22:00 Framtíðin Vol. 3
20:00 Pop & Gum

Bravó
Húrra
Kaffibarinn
Prikið
Vínyl

Thursday December 29
Concerts:
Exile / Alchemia
21:00 Gaukurinn
Reykjavík Classics New Year Celebration
12:30/15:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song - New Year's
Concerts
17:00 Harpa
The Phantoms of the Opera - New
Year's Concerts
20:00 Harpa
Anna Gréta Sigurðardóttir Quartet
20:30 Kex Hostel
Þorvaldur Helgason and Ástvaldur
Axel Þórisson
21:00 Mengi
Auður
22:00 Prikið
DJs:
22:00 DJ Ísar Logi
21:00 DJ Pabbi
22:00 DJ Yamaho

Bravó
Hverfisgata 12
Kaffibarinn

STEINI DESIGN
Designed and made in Iceland

Skólavörðustígur 40
101 Reykjavík
/steinidesign

/steinidesign

Books
Halldór Laxness
Independent People
This relatively unknown work of
Icelandic literature is a classic
that earned its author the 1955 Nobel Prize for literature. How can
a Nobel Prize-winning book be
unknown? We mean it’s relatively unknown to English-language
readers, and especially in America. Apparently, the conservative
government of Iceland pressured
J. Edgar Hoover to have the book
banned in the United States due to
Laxness’s socialist leanings, leaving Laxness basically unknown in
the US until his works were republished in 1996. The novel follows
Bjartur, a fiercely independent
farmer whose staunch individualism and stubbornness harms both
himself and his family. HÞJ

Hallgrímur Helgason
Stormland

Issue 18 — 2016

Sjón
The Blue Fox

Jón Kalman Stefánsson
Heaven and Hell

Another historically based title,
Sjón’s latest work in English translation is ‘Moonstone – The Boy Who
Never Was’. Set in 1918, it explores
a dramatic moment in Iceland’s
history, when the country was
approaching independence from
Denmark, concurrent with the medium of cinema arriving in Reykjavík, an eruption of Katla, and a
deadly epidemic of the Spanish flu.
It’s a masterfully researched fictionalisation of those times, and a
miniature epic in its own right. JR

‘The Blue Fox’ is a short piece of
magical-realist fiction, based on
some mysterious goings-on in
rural 19th century Iceland. An intriguing tangle of relationships is
shaken loose throughout its pages,
contrasted all the time with the
metaphysical relationship between
a hunter and his prey—the elusive
blue fox. The third Icelandic winner
of the Nordic Literature Prize, this
is a short but gripping gem. JR

Sjón
Moonstone

With a diagnosis of terminal cancer
delivered to his mother, Hermann,
a 37-year-old failure who’s pining
for his ex-lover, sets out to make
her happy in her final days. Under
the guise of seeking a mysterious
wonder drug, he and his mother—
a larger-than-life character prone
to tongue-lashings and sherry
binges—set out for adventure in
Amsterdam. This darkly comic tale,
which some have referred to as
‘Fear and Loathing in the Lowlands’,
is an ode to the overindulgence of
sex and alcohol, as well as motherly
love. Still, at its core, it’s an emotional story that speaks to the love
and admiration of a parent, despite
the hell that follows them. BH

Steinunn Sigurðardóttir
Yo-Yo

Oddný Eir
The Blue Blood

If ‘101 Reykjavík’ was the ultimate
fictionalisation of the "Cool Reykjavík" of the 90s, then ‘Stormland’
equally captured the boom years—
or rather, those who got left behind
in those strange days. It’s a story of
two brothers, one of whom profits
from the greed permeating everything while the other tries to stand
outside it all, but is forced to take a
stand in the end. Both books were
turned into films—the former
became an international hit and
launched the career of Baltasar Kormákur, and the latter was largely
overlooked. But the movie, made
just after the economic collapse,
forms an interesting counterpoint
to the novel, being inspired by the
very events the novel foresaw. VSG

Jón Kalman Stefánsson
Fish Have No Feet
The book is set in the town of Keflavík, which you will breeze past
on your way to and from the air-

Svava Jakobsdóttir
Gunnlöth’s Tale
‘Gunnlöth’s Tale’ is probably the
best-known work of one of Iceland’s
foremost 20th century authors and
feminist politicians, Svava Jakobsdóttir. This mysterious novel entangles readers in the story of a
teenage girl who gets arrested for
allegedly committing the strange
and inexplicable crime of stealing
an ancient beaker from a museum,
claiming to have been summoned
into the mythological world of the
Norse gods by the giantess Gunnlöth. The narrative shifts and merges throughout the novel, blurring
the line between reality and myth,
and offering a different perspective
on familiar tales. SL

Yrsa Sigurðardóttir
I Remember You

An autobiographical short story
available on Kindle, ‘The Blue
Blood’ charts the author’s journey
as she attempts to become pregnant, via various means. Oddny’s
search takes her from the corridors of a sperm bank, to a market
in South America, to a cave under
Eyjafjallajökull; along the way she
muses on subjects like masculinity,
Nazism, bohemianism, mythology
and history. ‘The Blue Blood’ is full
of vivid moments, and captures the
turbulent joy, seriousness, sadness
and absurdity of personhood. JR

Laxdæla
Saga
If you’re looking for a good introduction to Old Norse literature,
Laxdæla Saga is the one. A sort of
Icelandic Romeo and Juliet, it tells
the story of one woman caught
between two foster-brothers. She
marries the one she doesn’t love
and the story unravels with the appropriate amount of tragedy for
everyone involved. It won’t leave
you with only that unsettled feeling
of a sad ending—it’ll also give you
a good sense of what defines Iceland’s original literary genre. GDF

Stofan
Tivoli
Vínyl

Friday December 30
Concerts:
Bexband
22:00 Dillon
Spiritual “Light & Peace“ Concert
21:00 Gaukurinn
Reykjavík Classics New Year
Celebration
12:30/15:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song: New
Year's Concert
17:00 Harpa
The Phantoms of the Opera: New
Year's Concert
20:00 Harpa
Sexý Fötu
22:30 Hressó
Skúli Sverrisson
21:00 Mengi
Don Lockwood Band
21:00 Slippbarinn
DJs:

Saturday December 31
Concerts:
New Year’s Dance
0:00 Hressó
Vínyl All Stars New Years Party!
17:00 Vínyl

Sunday January 1
Concerts:

‘I Remember You’ blends elements
of the modern ghost story with
the usual Yrsa thriller. A doctor in
Ísafjörður, still grieving after the
disappearance of his son, attends
to the suicide of an elderly patient
only to be thrown into an investigation of another disappearance that
echoes his son’s case. Meanwhile, a
young married couple, financially
reefed by the economic crash, set
out with their widowed friend to
fix up an old house in a desolate
coastal village in the Westfjords,
hoping to turn it into a successful
tourist attraction. In the complete
isolation of the abandoned village,
tension mounts among the trio as
secrets are revealed and they are
confronted with an eerie sense that
they are not alone. BH

Þórbergur Þórðarsson
In Search of My Beloved

‘Yo-Yo’ doesn’t actually take place in
Iceland—it’s set in Berlin, and has
no Icelandic characters. Including
recognisable local characters and
histories within works of fiction
has been somewhat common in the
Icelandic literary scene of recent
years, but when asked about the
decision to set this work abroad,
Steinunn has said that it was a
means of tackling delicate subject
matter without it being dogged
by small-town rumours. The book
deals with an unlikely friendship
between a cancer specialist and
one of his patients, a quick-witted
homeless alcoholic. The men experience an immediate and unexpected camaraderie. They’re drawn
to one another, to the dismay of
others, and soon discover that
despite their outward differences
they share an early experience that
shaped both of their lives. BH

21:00 Sakana
21:00 Krbear & Juice
20:00 DJ Margeir

22:00 DJ Hið Myrka Man
Bravó
21:00 DJ Styrmir Dansson Hverfisgata 12
22:00 Skeng
Kaffibarinn
21:00 Dream Wife
Stofan
20:00 Árni Skeng
Vínyl

Sölvi Björn Sigurðsson
The Last Days of My Mother

The Westfjords in the early 20th
century: a time and place where
the harsh realities of life provided
little more for people to concern
themselves with than work, food
and sleep, leaving almost no space
for love and art and other such
trifles that got in the way of fishing. ‘Heaven and Hell’ will initially
seem to be solely concerned with
the beauty and fluidity of its prose
(delivered through an all-seeing
first person plural that seems to
speak on behalf of the nation) and
its depiction of strong characters,
male and female, within the heroic/
romantic tradition. It is only later
that the attentive reader will start
to notice the underlying moral
themes of how we choose to coexist in the brief period that life
provides. BH
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port but probably never visit. A
fishing town that later became
largely dependent on the US military base outside of town, Keflavík
is a perfect allegory for Iceland’s
self-conscious nature: a proud,
independent nation that is somewhat unwilling to admit to its
huge reliance on imported goods
and people. The prose fluidly transitions between past and present,
lovingly addressing the private
terrors, tragedies and loves of a
family that has always lived by the
sea, and shifting our focus between
perspectives to show us the desperation and impossibility of true
human communication. BH

Halldór Laxness
Under The Glacier
The title ‘Kristnihald undir Jökli’,
translated directly from the Icelandic, would be ‘Christianity
Under the Glacier’. It’s the story a
young emissary sent to Snæfellsnes to investigate a pastor named
Jón, who has apparently quit
preaching, boarded up the church
and started doing odd jobs around
town. There’s talk that people
are being resurrected by dragging bodies onto the glacier and
leaving them overnight. Laxness
makes the Snæfellsjökull glacier
not just the opening to the centre
of the earth, as Jules Verne did, but
more profoundly, the centre of the
universe—lampooning American new-age travellers looking
for spiritual enlightenment, the
strange role of the church within
society and, with great prescience,
the unreliability of bus travel in
Iceland. It’s funny, smart and still
relevant today. YOU

The Reykjavík Grapevine

Everyone loves Laxness, but the
Stones to Laxness's Beatles was
Þórbergur Þórðarson—any Icelander above a certain age will have
several volumes by both in their living room. While Laxness perfected
mainstream historical fiction for
the 20th century, Þórbergur created a form of auto-fiction that
seems more apt for the 21st. A communist, esperantist and sometime
mystic, Þórbergur remains criminally neglected by foreign publishers. His masterpiece, ‘Ofvitinn’, remains unavailable in English, but
this abbreviated version of ‘Íslenskur aðall’ serves as a good primer
for his oeuvre, going deep into his
own psyche as well as the Iceland of
the 1930. VSG
BH: Björn Halldórs, GDF: Grayson Del Faro,
HÞJ: Helga Þórey Jónsdóttir, JR: John
Rogers, MA: Mark Asch, SL: Susanna Lam,
VSG: Valur Gunnarsson, YOU: York Underwood

SHARE: gpv.is/boo18

Reykjavík Classics New Year
Celebration
12:30/15:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song: New
Year's Concert
17:00 Harpa
The Phantoms of the Opera: New
Year's Concert
17:00 Harpa

Monday January 2
Concerts:
Open Mic Standup Comedy (English)
22:00 Gaukurinn
Reykjavík Classics New Year
Celebration
12:30/15:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song:New Year's
Concert
17:00 Harpa

Tuesday January 3
Concerts:
Karaoke Night
22:00 Gaukurinn
Pearls of Icelandic Song - New
Year's Concerts
17:00 Harpa
Listen To Iceland
20:00/21:15 Iðnó

Wednesday January 4
Concerts:
Blues Jam Session
21:00 Dillon
Pearls of Icelandic Song:New Year's
Concerts
17:00 Harpa
The Golden Age of Swing
20:00 Harpa

Thursday January 5
Concerts:
Kingkiller
21:00 Gaukurinn
Iceland Symphony: Viannese
Favorites
19:30 Harpa
Pearls of Icelandic Song - New
Year's Concerts
17:00 Harpa

AURORA REYKJAVÍK
THE NORTHERN LIGHTS CENTER

EXPLORE

LEARN

DISCOVER

Can’t catch the
Northern Xmas Lights?
Don’t worry, we have already done it for you

Visit us and enjoy our multimedia exhibition

OPEN EVERY DAY FROM 09:00 - 21:00

Relaxing atmosphere. Myths, science, forecasts. Time-lapse video movie
theater. Learn how to setup your camera. Gift store, photo exhibition
and more…

It’s only a 10 minute walk from the city center
Maritime
museum
CCP

Hotel
Marina

The
Northern
Light Center

The old
harbour
Harpan
Music hall
Reykjavík
Art museum
Kolaportið

Entrance fee:
Adults
Students & Seniors
Children 6 – 18 years

1.600 ISK
1.400 ISK
1.000 ISK

@aurorareykjavik
@aurorareykjavik
@aurorareykjavik

COMPLIMENTARY COFFEE AND TEA

Grandagarður 2 - 101 Reykjavík. Near the old harbour. - Tel: (+354) 780 4500 - www.aurorareykjavik.is
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Saga of Icelandic Cinema

‘101 Reykavík’
Reykjavik’s
docksite micro brewer
y
& bistro

CHRISTMAS AT
BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS
25.11-23.12.2016

LUNCH, DINNER & BRUNCH

24th & 25th of December
OPEN FROM 5 pm
31 of December
OPEN FROM 5 pm
Book your table

booking@bryggjanbrugghus.is
+354 456 4040

BEER TOUR

DOCKSITE BREWERY & BOSTRO

Words MARK ASCH

“Christmas—the hardest day of
the year.” Hlynur (Hilmir Snær
Guðnason) is dreading the traditional Icelandic Christmas dinner, rendered in Baltasar Kormákur’s ‘101 Reykjavík’ (2000) as a
soul-sucking trip out of the downtown bubble and into the heart
of bourgeois darkness: a new
Scandi-modern house in Grafarvogur, full of interminable jæjaing about the weather, the Land
Cruiser, the shopping trip overseas. It’s only natural for Hlynur
to spend the afternoon hiding
behind his mother’s sunglasses,
sparking up a cigarette for the
pre-tween cousin watching TV
in the den, and fantasising about
taking a pump-action shotgun to
the entire extended family.
‘101 Reykjavík’ is many things:
the stylistically confident first
feature film by Baltasar Kormákur, then an prominent actor
and now Iceland’s leading cinematic exporter; a still unparalleled reference point for the
dow ntow n postcode’s my thic
nightlife, a ritual scroll of decadence unfurling continuously
from Friday night to whenever everyone wakes up on Sunday. But
it’s also a Christmas movie.
“I drop dead each weekend,”
Hlynur says, as he walks through
blizzard-beaten streets to the
p oi nt le ss e a rd r u m-bu rs t i n g
sardine-packed oblivion of Kaffibarinn, where everyone’s already slept with everyone else.
He kills his days eating cereal in
the bath, and watching online

porn—whether or not his mother, with whom he lives, is in the
room. (There is a strong Oedipal
component to this pushing-30 unemployed man-baby’s emotional
life.)
Baltasar’s adaptation of Hallgrímur Helgason’s zeitgeist novel
of 1996 plays up Hlynur’s deliberately “un-PC” worldview, a mix
of impotent misogyny and witty
self-loathing; the holding pattern
is nailed down further by Hlynur’s
go-nowhere mates, played by Ólafur Darri Ólafsson and Baltasar
himself, brazenly and horribly
soul-patched. They go to Kolaportið to haggle over the price of a
white plastic Christmas tree, and
host the all-night house-party to
which Hlynur takes his mother’s
close friend, seductive flamenco
instructor Lola (early Almodóvar
muse Victoria Abril), after watching the fireworks. (Baltasar builds
the New Year’s sequence wonderfully, capturing the mix of alieninvasion carnival grandeur and
casual anarchy of Reykjavík ’s
rolling, collective festive-season
firework s show, mi xing panoramic long shots looking out over
Tjörnin from Vesturbær’s Catholic church, with more intimate
views of parents and children setting off firecrackers in backyards
and on sidewalks.)
‘101 Reykjavík’ is the climax of
an unofficial trilogy charting the
birth of the modern downtown
scene over two decades. ‘Rokk
í Reykjavík’ (1982; see Issue 9 of
this year) documented the punk

underground that emerged after
the lifting of the live music ban;
slacker farce ‘Sódóma Reykjavík’
(1992; see Issue 11 of this year) embellished the alternate-universe
nightlife that popped up following the legalization of beer. ‘101
Reykjavík’ feels contemporary:
fifteen-odd years along, the crush
at Kaffibarinn hasn’t abated,
though there’s fewer Awesomely
90s Britpop haircuts and jumpers to be seen these days. The
film arrived just as Reykjavík’s
proximity to London airports and
weekly Saturnalia were turning it
into “the new Ibiza,” in the worried words of Damon Albarn, who,
before composing the ‘101 Reykjavík’ score with ex-Sugarcube
Einar Örn Benediktsson, dragged
his Blur bandmates up here in the
summer of 1996 to record much of
their self-titled fifth album, and
spent so much time at Kaffibarinn that its then-owners started
letting him drink for free and
telling everyone he had an ownership stake—a marketing gambit which, hand-in-hand with ‘101
Reykjavík’, cemented the bar’s
iconic status. Set around the end
of one year and the beginning of
another, ‘101 Reykjavík’ isn’t just a
story of coming-of-age or rebirth
or whatever—it’s the first Icelandic movie of the 21st century.
How to watch: The film has been released on English-subtitled Region 1
and Region 2 DVDs, and is available
to stream from Amazon.co.uk.
SHARE: gpv.is/re18

DAILY TOURS ON THE HOUR BETWEEN 13-17
2O - 30 MIN TOUR INCLUDING A THREE
BEER TASTE MENU FROM OUR MICRO BREWERY.
2.900 KR.

BREAKFAST,
LUNCH & DINNER
O P E N 7-21
BRYGGJAN BRUGGHÚS * GRANDAGARÐI 8 101 REYKJAVÍK
00354 456 4040 * WWW.BRYGGJANBRUGGHUS.IS

T E M P L A R A S U N D 3 , 101 R E Y K J AV Í K , T E L : 57118 2 2 , W W W. B E R G S S O N . I S
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Movie Listings

Dark Histories
‘Baskavígin: Slaying Of The Basques Whalers’
Various Dates in December I Bíó Paradís I Admission: 1,600 ISK

Want to learn more about Iceland’s history without opening
dusty books or having to learn Old Norse? Look no further
than Hverfisgata 54—Bíó Paradís is screening a captivating
and informative movie about the largest massacre on Icelandic turf: the slaying of a group of Basque whalers in 1615. The
dust has settled since those 400 years past, and filmmakers
from Spain and Iceland have come together to collaborate on
this eye-opening (and -cringing shut) historical drama. Historians and actors tell about the extreme survival of these
visitors and their immersion in one of the biggest massacres
in Iceland’s history.

Bíó Paradís
This month's special screenings at Bíó Paradís!
For complete schedule, visit www.bioparadis.is.
‘David Bowie Is’

‘Scrooged’

'David Bowie is' is the fastest selling exhibition in the Victoria & Albert Museum's
history. Viewers are brought on a journey
through the exhibition of all things Bowie:
from handwritten letters to original set
designs. The film also interviews special
guests about some of the key objects in
his career.
Begins January 6

High-spirited high jinks on Christmas Eve
put Frank (Bill Murray) in a ghostly time
warp in this hilarious take-off of Charles
Dickens's 'A Christmas Carol'. A special
Christmas screening at Bíó Paradís with
loads of great holiday goodies on special
at the bar!
December 9 at 20:00

‘Die Hard’
Special Christmas party screening of ‘Die
Hard’, one of the most badass Christmas tales out there. NYPD officer John
McClane tries to rescue his wife who has
been taken hostage (during a Christmas
party!) by the German terrorist Hans
Gruber.
December 16 at 20:00
‘Doctor Who’ Christmas Special
BBC Worldwide and Bíó Paradís announce
the theatrical release of the ‘Doctor Who’
Christmas Special, "The Return of Doctor
Mysterio." The event will include the
full 60-minute feature plus two exclusive
bonus features.
December 26 - January 1
‘Gimme Danger’
Jim Jarmusch in his comfort zone. After
years of collaborations with the Stooges
frontman Iggy Pop, and as the lead singer/
guitarist of his own noise band SQRL, Jarmusch releases this full-length documentary on The Stooges. Featuring interviews
with the original band members and their
close circle, and some killer old footage.
See website for showtimes.
‘Insæi - The Sea Within’
Offers radical insights on how to re-think
the way we sense the world today. Two
cultural entrepreneurs go on a global
journey to uncover the hidden world of
Innsæi-the sea within.
See website for showtimes.
‘Love Actually'
Get set for the holiday season with this
Christmas classic. ‘Love, Actually' follows
the lives of eight couples dealing with their
loosely interrelated tales during the frantic
month before Christmas in London,
England.
December 9 at 20:00

‘Slack Bay’
The latest from controversial French
auteur Bruno Dumont: a period slapstick
murder mystery set on the northern
French coast around 1910.
‘Slaying Of the Basques’
In June 1615, Jón Lærði Guðmundson
is waiting another year on the coasts of
Iceland for the arrival of his friends, the
Basque whalers. The ensuing days would
see one of the biggest massacres in Iceland's history.
‘Space Jam'
It's been twenty years since Michael
Jordan and Bill Murray joined the looney
tunes to take down the unverse's most
evil alien slavers, the Mon-Stars. Bíó
Paradís hosts the 20th birthday party of
‘Space Jam'!
December 10 at 20:00
‘The Godfather'
Francis Ford Coppola's Academy Awardwinning masterpiece is set in the 1940s
where Connie, the daughter of the
revered businessman—the Godfather—is
set to marry. A brilliant story that depicts
the importance of family life in modern
society. So gather the family after the gifts
have been unwrapped and the hangikjöt
has been cleared for this special Christmas
screening.
December 26 at 20:00

ICELANDIC GASTROPUB

LOCAL
FOOD AND BEER

Tasty and fun food made with fresh and local Icelandic ingredients.
We offer a unique selection of Icelandic beer – 20 bottled, 10 on draft,
and artisan cocktails to enjoy alongside the food.

‘The Godfather Part II'
Bíó Paradís's first 'Black Sunday' screening
of the new year! Picking up right where we
left off...This 1974 stunner was nominated
for 11 Academy Awards and became the
first sequel to ever win Best Picture. Bring
in the new year with a bang.
January 1 at 20:00

Drop by for lunch, late lunch, dinner or drinks in a casual and fun atmosphere.
Open 11:30–23:30

Hafnarstræti 1–3 / Tel. 555 2900 / saetasvinid.is
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An Equal Difference

i8 Gallery
Tryggvagata 16
101 Reykjavík
info@i8.is
t: +354 551 3666
www.i8.is

ELÍN
HANSDÓTTIR

SIMULACRA

15 December 2016 - 4 February 2017

One museum
Three locations

The
View
From
The
Ground
What equality looks like
to Gabrielle Motola
Words PARKER YAMASAKI

Photo ART BICNICK

Gabrielle Motola makes eye contact. When she speaks, she speaks
directly to you. And when she listens, she invests herself in what
you are saying. If there were such
thing as “ear contact,” I’m sure that
Gaby is making it. Her eyes water
a little bit when she gets conversational momentum. Maybe it’s the
beer, maybe it’s passion.
This acute attentiveness, combined with a photographer’s eye
and a writer’s quick lips brought
Gaby to Iceland to publish her
first book, ‘An Equal Difference’.
It began with the financial crash.
Gaby was in London and heard
the international media describe
the Iceland’s clean-up process as
a push to “feminise the banking
system.” What did this mean? she
wondered. And, more profoundly,
what is the mindset that prompts
this kind of thinking?

young up-and-coming musicians.
After a couple of years of kicking
these conversations around with
friends in London, New York, Los
Angeles, Spain, Reykjavík, and so
forth, she decided that she had a
cohesive message to share. A book.
“The publishers I was pitching
to heard ‘equality’ and would direct
me to ‘feminist’ publishers or companies with ‘women’s interests,’”
Gaby says. “Equality is not about
women. It’s about human beings.
It’s about a balance in the mind.”
Eventually Gaby decided to selfpublish the book. “I knew that if
that’s how they interpreted the
book, then they were not the ones
to publish it,” she says. The decision echoes a conversation Gaby
writes about with Vigdís Finnbogadóttir, the world’s first democratically elected female president.
“[Vigdís] told me that our mistrust
of ourselves is the great handicap
of women in the world… you have
to have to ask yourself constantly,
why do I doubt myself? Do I doubt
this person? No, I don’t doubt this
person. Why do I doubt myself?”
‘An Equal Difference’ was completed and released in September
through Gaby’s own company,
Restless Machinery. The book
traverses the Icelandic mindset—

From doubt to do
She flew to Iceland with little more
than her camera and this question,
looking for the forward thinkers
and the liberated minds. She came
to look, photograph, and listen.
She collected and recorded her
interactions with everyone from
the former President of Iceland to

from family values with Birgir, an
advocate for fathers’ rights, to the
treatment of prisoners with Margrét, the former warden at Iceland’s
largest prison in Eyrarbakki. Gaby
uses the framework of equality to
investigate Icelandic educational
structures, virtual reality, music,
science, pool culture, power, punishment. The book is far-reaching
and the topic broad, but the conversations are intimate, and the
people local. In this way it reflects
the current Icelandic identity: expanding, and yet loyal to its roots.

Making contact
In the back of the book is a constellation-like map of the connections
that Gaby made over the course
of the book. The spindly webs of
interconnectedness give a visual
dimension to Gaby’s attitude toward travel in general. “I am not
transient,” she says, digging into
every corner of each word. “I try to
keep it in mind when I am in New
York, Los Angeles, London…” Gaby
continues, and repeats: “I am not
transient.”
‘An Equal Difference’ allows
space for its readers to think, and
suggests that you examine your
own thoughts along the way. It
dances between passive and confrontational. It makes you selfaware, but gives you something to
look at all the while. Kind of like
really strong eye contact.
SHARE: gpv.is/gm18

An absolute
must-try!
Saegreifinn restaurant (Sea Baron) is like none other
in Iceland; a world famous lobster soup and a diverse
fish selection.
Open 11:30 - 22:00

Hafnarhús
Kjarvalsstaðir
Ásmundarsafn

Open daily
More information
at artmuseum.is

saegreifinn.is
Geirsgata 8 • 101 Reykjavík • Tel. 553 1500 • seabaron8@gmail.com
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present an exhibit made entirely of paper
inspired by life, dreams and Skype.
Runs until January 7, 2016
Gallerí Grótta
‘Explanations’ by Hallór Ragnarsson
Halldór Ragnarsson is known for his wall
drawings and evocative use of space. This is
his eleventh solo show.
Runs until January 6, 2017
Gallery Sign
‘Given (It Will Come To Light)’
A solo exhibition by American
photographer Nina Zurier.
Runs until December 15
Gerðarsafn
‘That Time’
The exhibition presents works by Icelandic
and international artists that deal with
time as their subject matter and material.
It is presented as part of the Cycle Music
and Art Festival.
Runs until December 18

We <3 Art
Contemporary Art Fair
Listastofan | December 10 - 11 I 11:00 I Admission: Free!

Listastofan’s first ever Contemporary Art Fair is sure to
inspire. With works like STUDIOFRAE’s amazing body-partesque flower pots and Daniel Flammer’s abstract Architectonic “mental landscapes,” this fair’s fare will not disappoint.
If you fall in love with something (and who wouldn’t), then
we have some good news: a selection of works will be up for
sale! So if you or a lucky loved one just can’t part with that
dangerously angular Tryggvi Einarsson bird sculpture, take
it from Listastofan into your stofan. To make the fair even
more exciting, Sacha & The Mermaids (aka Sacha Bernardson) will pay a visit to play on the 10th of December at 18:00,
an evening where everyone is happy—art and music (and art
music) consumers alike. SS/HJ
How to use the listings:
Events are listed alphabetically by
venue. For complete listings and
detailed information on venues visit
grapevine.is/happening. Send your
listings to: listings@grapevine.is

Opening

In this exhibit—her third at i8—Élin will
present a host of new pieces.
Opens on December 8
Runs until February 4, 2016

Ongoing
Anarkía
‘Available Art’
This exhibit combines the work of 13
Anarkía artists.
Runs until December 18, 2016
Árbær Culture House
‘The Power of Colors’
Runs until January 31, 2017

Gallerí Fold
‘Íslandsbók barnanna’
Illustrations from Icelandic Children’s
books by Linda Ólafsdóttir.
Opens December 10
Runs until January 7, 2017
Gallerí Fold
Lithographs by Erró
Lithographs by the Icelandic pop artist
Erró, on sale through January.
Opens December 10
Runs until January 7, 2017
Gerðarsafn (Kópavogur Art
Museum)
Christmas Card Workshop
Open workshop with materials to create
Christmas cards, labels and drawings!
Tuesday-Sunday 11:00-17:00
Runs until December 23

Hannesarholt
‘Playing And Promises In The Home
Garden’
A collection of paintings focusing
on landscapes and flowers by Kristín
Þorkelsdóttir.
Runs until December 10, 2016

Art 67
‘In The World Of The Elves’
Paintings by Guðbjörg Björg Þorgeirsdóttir.
Runs until December 31, 2016
Ásgrímur Jónnson Collection
‘Frightening Nature’
Runs until May 7, 2017
Einar Jónsson Museum
The museum contains close to 300 artworks including a beautiful garden with 26
bronze casts of the artist’s sculptures.
On permanent view

on your way to the Blue Lagoon

Route 40

KEEPERS
Icelandic design highlights,
from the Collection

ON PAPER
Sketches and drawings by
designers and artists

The Building as a Being
& the City as a Stage
October 29th – January 15th
An installation by artist, Egill
Sæbjörnsson.

Winter - Works from the
Collection
November 25th - January 15th

The exhibition revolves around
the musical structure of time,
loops, rehearsals and refrains,
and an insistence on the potentiality of other worlds.

Harbinger
‘Prent og Vinur’
A fully functioning print shop "performance" in the front room of the gallery.
Runs until December 30
Harpa
Björk Digital
A virtual reality project which merges
Björk’s music with cutting-edge technology, a whole new way of experiencing
music.
Runs until December 30
Harpa
‘How To Become Icelandic In 60 Minutes’
A comedy show that teaches you
everything you need to know about being
Icelandic.
Runs until December 31

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
‘On Paper’
A collection of sketches by designers and
artists of packaging, advertisements, book
covers and of furniture from the 1920s to
the 1960s.
Runs until March 5, 2017
Hverfísgallerí
‘Completed Randomness’ by Hildur
Bjarnadótti
In this exhibit, Hildur mixes woven
paintings and dyed silk works to create
an environment that questions the act of
agency and systematic action.
Runs until January 14, 2017
Listhús Ófeigs
‘Sensitive Landscape’
Inspired by the Japanese Shibori technique,
this exhibit showcases a number of works
by Anna Gunnarsdóttir, who used only silk
and wool to create them.
Runs until December 14, 2016

Flóra
‘Memory Lapse’
Heiðdís Hólm and Jónína Björg Helgadótti

Experience
Icelandic Art
and Design

That Time // CYCLE

Árbær Open Air Musem
Daily guided tours from 13:00 to 14:00
through its open air exhibits.
On permanent view.

Gerðarsafn (Kópavogur Art
Museum)
‘Sepulchral City’ by David Levine
A performance of various fragments of Joseph Conrad’s “Heart of Darkness” by New
York-based artist David Levine. Performed
every Saturday as part of the Cycle Music
and Art Festival.
December 10 , 17
i8 Gallery
Exhibit by Elín Hansdóttir
Elín Hansdóttir’s work is all about space.

Hafnarborg
‘The Building as A Being and the City as a
Platform of Our Lives’
Artist Egill Sæbjörnsson addresses city
planning and the importance of magic in
our environment in a new installation in
Hafnarborg.
Runs Until January 15, 2017

Route 40 takes you to

Living Art Museum
‘Reasons to Perform: Always, Always,
Always: Look for the Answer’
Runs until December 10
F

Hönnunarsafn Íslands
/ Museum of Design
and Applied Art
Garðatorg 1, Garðabær
Open 12–17 / Closed on Mondays
www.honnunarsafn.is

Hafnarborg
/ The Hafnarfjordur Centre
of Culture and Fine Art
Strandgata 34, Hafnarfjörður
Open 12–17 / Thursdays 12–21
Closed on Tuesdays
www.hafnarborg.is

Gerðarsafn Kópavogur Art
Museum
Hamraborg 4,
Kópavogur
Open 11–17
Closed on Mondays
www.gerdarsafn.is

National
Museum of
Iceland

The
Culture
House
National Museum of Iceland

The Culture House

The country’s largest
museum of cultural
history from settlement
to present day.

Manuscripts, fine art, natural
specimens, curiosities and
archeaological findings form
the exhibition Points of View.

Suðurgata 41
101 Reykjavík
www.thjodminjasafn.is
tel +354 530 22 00

Hverfisgata 15
101 Reykjavík
www.safnahusid.is
tel +354 530 22 10

The exhibitions, shops and cafés are open daily 10 - 17

Closed on Mondays 16/9 – 30/4

16 -14 4 0 - H V Í TA H Ú S I Ð / S Í A
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Exhibition

Naked Shadows

Haraldur Jónsson at BERG Contemporary
When BERG Contemporary called
Haraldur Jónsson to commission
an exhibit, he thought of it as
a pregnancy. “I was invited into
a space that didn’t exist,” he
explains. “I was very inspired by
that. It was like a pregnancy. It
shaped the whole exhibition.”
The in-progress nature of the
space fed into Haraldur's thinking
as he started to conceive of his
exhibition. Haraldur is fascinated
by t he bu i lt env i ron ment.
“Building is a state of mind,” he
says. “Architecture affects the way
we think.” Along the widest wall in
the gallery are seven colourfully
constructed “floorplans.” On the
floor of the gallery is a pond of
black maps.

Skin deep
Projected across the back of
the gallery is a video from the
opening of the exhibit itself. At
the opening, before the video
had been developed, Haraldur
says that the light beams from
the projector cast skin-coloured
shadows against the wall. “That
was completely unexpected, these
naked shadows.”
In the video he asks for five
volunteers and then narrows them
down using an Icelandic “eenie-

Words PARKER YAMASAKI
Photo TIMOTHÉE LAMBRECQ

meenie-miney-moe” strategy. The
final volunteer is the covered by a
blanket and led by Haraldur around
the exhibit and then outside the
gallery. The camera trails them
around the block: she is guided
gently by Haraldur, stopping to
process curbs and feel her way
around fences, before being finally
led back into the gallery. Haraldur
sets her where the journey began,
and the blanket is withdrawn
suddenly. At that same moment,
someone snaps a Polaroid photo,
which now hangs framed on the
opposite wall.
“I wanted that moment, the
landscape of her face,” Haraldur
says of the Polaroid. “We can see the
way the perception and experience
is developed on the human face.
It’s a way of getting into the ‘core’:
a ‘moment of truth.’”

Welcome in
It would be hard to find a more
stimulating streetscape than
Reykjavík’s right now. With pits
of potential hotels hollowing out
the blocks and construction work

spilling into sidewalks, Haraldur
has a lot to look at. A lot to take in.
A lot to become. “Iceland is being
produced,” he says, referring to
the construction of its tourist
industry. “Everything has become
set design. The cafés, the hostels…”
he says, with a glimmer of humour
in his face.
“The 66° North campaign ‘On
Location’ is brilliant! Tourists
walking around looking at these ads
are here, ‘on location’ in Iceland,”
he exclaims. “You’re neither inside
nor outside,” he says, and widens
his stance to start jumping across
the invisible border of inside and
outside, “just vibrating between
ex i st ent ia l dom a i n s.” He i s
laughing and continues jumping
between the domains. “It’s the
same with social media,” he says.
“You’re there, ‘liking,’ going ‘hi! hi!
hi!’ You want to get closer, but you
never really can.”
“Art is always an opening into
different dimensions. A gateway,”
says Haraldur. He swings his
arms open and welcomes in his
environment, in all its intensity
and subtlety. But Haraldur doesn’t
just open the doors: he builds
them.

SHARE: gpv.is/hj18

GET YOUR DESIGNER BR ANDS
TA X F R E E AT K E F L AV I K A I R P O R T
Certificate of Excellence
———— 2016 ————

ICELANDIC RESTAURANT & BAR
Tasty tapas and drinks by the old harbour
Ta b l e r e s e r v a t i o n s : + 3 5 4 5 1 7 1 8 0 0 - w w w . f o r r e t t a b a r i n n . i s

A UNIQUE THEATRE EXPERIENCE IN ENGLISH

T H E G R E AT E S T H I T S
I N 75 M I N U T E S

HARPA CONCERT HALL / TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT ICELANDICSAGAS.COM AND HARPA.IS
MIDASALA@HARPA.IS / +354 528 5050

A RARE,
ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME
OPPORTUNITY
Around, on and deep within the
awesome Langjökull ice cap glacier.
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Find us:

#intotheglacier

CENTURY
OF THE CHILD
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Art Listings

NORDIC DESIGN FOR CHILDREN
FROM 1900 TO TODAY
The Reykjavík Museum of
Photography
'Portraits'
A collection of portraits by taken by eight
Hasselblad Award Winners.
Runs until January 15, 2017

A Brief History Of Time:
Kópavogur Edition
That Time
Runs until December 18 | Gerðarsafn (Kópavogur Art Museum) | Admission: 500 ISK

Time. What is time? How do people understand it? How do
we feel it? Do we feel it? What is a second? What is a minute?
Hour? What is space-time? What is space? Is space real? What
is the Moon? Did America fake the moon landing? Why do the
shadows not line up? Why is the flag moving? Why did Buzz
Aldrin’s footprint stay put? Isn’t it a vacuum? What are they
hiding?
... Ok, we can’t promise that the Cycle Festival’s ongoing
exhibition “That Time” will answer all or any of these questions, but we can promise it will definitely present artwork
from more than 20 artists inviting different perspectives on
the idea of time. SS/HJ
F Museum of Design and Applied

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
'Arising - A Call'
A call to women to submit an anonymous
photograph of their eyes along with a
narrative of how they have been harmed in
some way.
Runs until February 5, 2017

National Gallery of Iceland
‘Joan Jonas Reanimation Detail,
2010/2012’
Runs until January 22, 2017

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
'War and Peace'
Provocative new exhibition of Icelandic
pop-political artist Erró.
Runs until January 22, 2017

Art
‘KEEPERS’
This exhibition focuses on the question of
how we decide which objects are worth
keeping.
Runs until June 4, 2017.

National Gallery of Iceland
Valtýr Pétursson
An exhibition focusing on Valtýr Pétursson
- a pioneer of Icelandic abstract art, and his
rich artistic career.
Runs until February 12, 2017
Nordic House
‘Century of the Child’
An exhibition of Nordic design for
children from 1900 to the present day.
Runs until February 27, 2017.
Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
‘Christmas Ideas’
In this special Christmas exhibit, Gunnar
Karlsson presents a number of Christmas
monsters along with other seasonal art.
Runs until January 6, 2017

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11AM–17PM

Sturlugata 5, 101 Reykjavík, www.nordichouse.is

Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
‘The Enclave’
An immersive 40-minute video
installation by Richard Mosse, channelling
a psychedelic landscape of human
tragedy in the Congo.
Runs until January 1, 2017
Reykjavík Art Museum - Hafnarhús
‘One More Story’
A collection of works by Yoko Ono
expressing feminism, peace, and collective
activism.
Runs until February 5, 2017

Reykjavík Museum Of Photography
“North” by Simone Darcy
What is motherhood? How does one
experience birth? In this exhibit, Darcy
explores both the beauty and sadness of
this emotional experience.
Runs until January 24, 2017
Salur Myndlistarfélagsins
“On The Go”
Guðrún Pálína Guðmundsdóttir presents
a number of whimsical and innovative
portraits.
Runs until December 11, 2016

SÍM
“Cinnamon”
This special Christmas exhibit presents a
non-traditional look at the holiday through
such mediums as books, framed sketches,
and many more.
Runs until December 22, 2016
Stofan
'Grjótaþorp - Hjarta Reykjavík'
A photography exhibition dedicated to
the little village in the middle of Reykjavík
that has stayed mostly the same through
the years.
Runs until December 10
The Culture House
'Points of View'
Guests are taken on a journey through
the Icelandic visual world of past and
present.
On permanent view.
The Icelandic Phallological Museum
More than 215 penises and penile parts
belonging to land and sea mammals of
Iceland.

Reykjavik Art Museum Kjarvalsstadir
“Christmas Ideas”
In this special Christmas exhibit, Gunnar
Karlsson presents a number of Christmas
monsters along with other seasonal art.
Runs until January 6. 2017

On permanent view
The National Gallery
'Vasulka Chamber'
Steina and Woody Vasulka are some of
the pioneers in multimedia and video art,
and have a show at the National Gallery.
On permanent view

Reykjavík City Museum
'Settlement Sagas: Accounts from
Manuscripts'
This exhibition has rarely seen
manuscripts that tell the history of the
settlement of Reykjavík.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
'The Coast Guard Vessel Óðinn'
This vessel sailed through all three Cod
Wars and has also served as a rescue ship
to more than 200 ships.
On permanent view

The National Gallery
'T E X T'
Text-centered works from the collection
of Pétur Arason and Ragna Róbertsdóttir
Runs until January 8, 2017

Reykjavík Maritime Museum
'From Poverty to Abundance'
Photos documenting Icelandic fishermen
at the turn of the 20th century.
On permanent view

The National Museum of Iceland
'The Making of A Nation'
This exhibition is intended to provide
insight into the history of the Icelandic
nation from Settlement to the present day.
On permanent view

Reykjavík Maritime Museum
'The History of Sailing'
Iceland’s maritime history that showcases
the growth of the Reykjavík Harbour.
On permanent view
Reykjavík Maritime Museum
'Seawomen - the fishing women of Iceland, past and present'
On permanent view

Volcano House
The exhibition gives a brief overview of
Iceland’s magnificent nature.
On permanent view
Wind And Weather Gallery
“Don't worry, it's my job to lose touch with
reality'
This site specific “Play” installation was
created by Anne Rombach.
Runs until December 28, 2016

A GUIDE THAT

Every day
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK
Wine 850 ISK.

FUCKS YOU UP

Húrra

A list of

Every
Happy
Hour
in 101 Reykjavík

American Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Apótek
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
B5
Every day from
17:00 to 20:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 1,000 ISK,
Wine 1,200 ISK,
Cocktails 1,100 ISK.
Bar 7
Every day from
16:00 to 21:00.
Beer 400 ISK,
Shot 450 ISK.
Bar 11
Thursday to Saturday from 21:00 to
01:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Shot 450 ISK.
Bazaar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,500 ISK.
Barber Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,500 ISK.
Beer Garden
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK,
50% off cocktails.
Bjarni Fel
Sun-Thu from
21:00 to 23:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 1,190 ISK.
Boston
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 1,200 ISK,
Wine 1,200 ISK.
Dillon
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 1,100 ISK,
Wine 1,400 ISK;
Whiskey 550 ISK.
Dúfnhólar 10
Every day from
17:00 to 22:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
English Pub
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Frederiksen Ale
House
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00,
Sat-Sun from 22:00
to 00:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 900 ISK,
Wine 1,150 ISK.
Forréttabarinn
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Gaukurinn
Every day from
14:00 to 21:00
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Shots 750 ISK.
Hilton Hotel Bar
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
50% off all drinks:
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 675 ISK.
Hlemmur Square
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,200 ISK.

Íslenski Barinn
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Iða Zimsen
Every day from
19:00 to 22:00.
Beer 495 ISK.
Ísafold Restaurant
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Jörgensen Kitchen
& Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Kaffibarinn
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK.
Kaffi Vinyl
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Kaldi Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Kiki Queer Bar
Thursday from
21:00 to 01:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Shots 500 ISK.
Kitchen & Wine
Bar at 101 Hotel
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Klaustur Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.
Kryddlegin Hjörtu
All day long.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 1,090 ISK.
Lebowski Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 1,200 ISK,
Wine 1,200 ISK.

Wine 650 ISK.

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Cocktails 1,600 ISK.

Sæta Svínið

Matarkjallarinn
Mon-Fri from
15:00 to 17:00.
Small beer 550 ISK,
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,100 ISK.
MarBar
Every day from
18:00 to 21:00.
Small beer 550 ISK,
Cocktail 1,200 ISK.

Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 595 ISK,
Wine 695 ISK.
SKY Restaurant & Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.
Skuggi Bar
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Slippbarinn

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 790 ISK.

Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 500 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,200 ISK.

Mímisbar

Stúdentakjallarinn

Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,100 ISK.

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 550 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.

Meze

Ölsmiðjan
Every day from
16:00 to 01:00.
Small beer 490 ISK,
Wine 990 ISK,
Shot 990 ISK.

Sushisamba
Every day from
17:00 to 18:30.
Beer 645 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
Tacobarinn

16:00 to 19:00,
Fri-Sat from 22:30
to 01:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Uno
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK.
Uppsalir
Every day from
17:00 to 19:00.
2-for-1:
Beer 1,000 ISK,
Wine 1,350 ISK.
Vegamót
Fri-Sat from 22:00
to 00:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.
Verbúð 11 Lobster
& Stuff
Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,400 ISK,
G&T 735 ISK.

THE
COOLEST
GASTROPUB
IN TOWN
Kitchen open
until 23

Ölstofan
Every day from
15:00 to 20:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 890 ISK,

Mon-Sat from

Pablo Discobar
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00
Beer 495 ISK,
Wine 700 ISK,
Cocktail 750 ISK.
Petersen Svítan í
Gambla Bíó
Every day from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 1,000 ISK.

Laugavegur 24 | #publichouse101
publichouse.is

Prikið
Mon-Fri from
16:00 to 20:00.
Beer 600 ISK.
Public House
Every day from
15:00 to 18:00.
Beer 575 ISK,
Wine 745 ISK.
Reykjavík Chips
Mon-Fri from
20:00 to 22:00.
2 beers and fries
2,000 ISK.
Red Chili
Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 650 ISK.
Roadhouse
Every Friday and
Saturday from
21:30 to 23:00.
Beer 650 ISK,

Download the
FREE Grapevine
Appy Hour app!

Every happy hour
in town in your
pocket.
Available in the App
Store and on the
Android Play Store.

BEST COCKTAIL BAR IN ICELAND
HAPPY HOUR EVERY DAY 16–18
VELTUSUNDI 1, AT INGÓLFSTORG • TEL. 552 7333 • WWW.BURRO.IS • PABLO@DISCOBAR.IS

Featured Happy Hour

Hótel Natura

Every day from
11:00 to 20:00.
Beer 650 ISK,
Wine 850 ISK.

Sat-Thu from 16:00
to 18:00, Friday
from 14:00 to
18:00. 50% off all
drinks:
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK,
Selected cocktails
1,600 ISK.

Bryggjan Brugghús

Hótel Plaza Bar

Every day from
16:00 to 19:00.
Beer 750 ISK,
Wine 750 ISK.

Every day from
16:00 to 18:00.
Beer 600 ISK,
Wine 900 ISK.

Bus Hostel

Hraðlestin

Every day from
17:00 to 21:00.
Beer 700 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

Mon-Fri from 14:00
to 18:00.
Small beer 590 ISK,
Wine 590 ISK.

Den Danske Kro

Hressó

Bravó

Mon-Sat from
18:00 to 21:00,
Sunday from 19:00
to 21:00.
Beer 800 ISK,
Wine 800 ISK.

Loft Hostel Bar

Bravó

Laugavegur 22
Bravó is run by the same owner as Húrra, another one of our favourite bars, but feels more
like a pub than a party place. Even though there’s a weekly roster of DJs, it’s almost always a
sit-down crowd and a mellow atmosphere. Anyone can walk in into Bravó and feel perfectly
at home, and it’s right in the heart of downtown. Their happy hour goes all day until 20:00,
which can mean either a killer hangover or a hangover killer. Beer is 650 ISK and wine 850 ISK.
Sort of like the "first to show up, last to leave" kid at the party.

BURRO
MODERN LATIN TAPAS
VELTUSUNDI 1, AT INGÓLFSTORG • TEL: 552 7333 • WWW.BURRO.IS • BURRO@BURRO.IS

Food

any
pans
for
lunch?
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New Taste

Made With Love
Pallett in Hafnarfjörður might
just be Iceland’s best café
Words JOHN ROGERS Photo ART BICNICK

PAN–FRIED FISH
FISH STEW
Onion, garlic, potatoes, celery, lime,
white wine, cream and butter

1.850 isk
PLAICE

Tomatoes, capers, parsley,
lemon and butter

2.100 isk

ARCTIC CHAR
Honey, almonds, cherry tomatoes,
lemon and butter

2.100 isk

salmon (lactose–free)
Parsley root, broccoli, cashew nuts,
coconut oil, chili and lemon
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tel. So we decided to put both of
them together.”

Set back from the harbour road
in Hafnarfjörður—the first suburb that people pass through on
the way into Reykjavík—is an
unassuming café called Pallett.
Its single large, airy room has a
calm, domestic feel, lined by avocado, coffee and olive plants, and
furnished with worn sofas and
armchairs, mismatched tables
and chairs, shelves containing a
wide range of fascinating books,
and the kind of vintage knickknacks you might expect to find
in a traditional Icelandic living
room. The space is subtly divided
into several areas, set up to be
somewhere you can relax into a
sofa with friends, get some work
done, or just watch the world go by
through the large front windows.

Taste the Kenya
The resulting combination is
greater than the sum of its parts.
Pálmar is barista-in-chief: he’s
an expert in speciality coffee, and
talks widely about the qualities of
different blend combinations and
single origin roasts, and how best
to prepare them. In Pallett, every latté is double-shot, the filter
coffee is lovingly brewed, and an
Americano comes with the water
on the side, so people can dilute
the espresso to taste.
“It’s fun for people to know
where the beans came from,” says
Pálmar. “African coffees tend
to have bright, fruity, berry flavours, compared to the nutty and
chocolatey South American coffees, with more body. But blends
are coming back. It’s fun to mix
things. The customers say things
like: ‘I can taste the Kenya in
there.’”

Double origin
It’s a “family business,” says David, the talkative and jovial English cook who owns and runs the
place alongside his boyfriend Pálmar, a twice-crowned Icelandic
barista champion.
“I opened my f i rst cof fee
house—Litli Bóndabærinn—in
Reykjavík in 2009,” says David.
“Pálmar opened Pallett in 2012.
We co-ow ned them. One was
my baby, and one was his. But
Laugavegur was getting so crazy, with all the tourism and the
building work. Litli Bóndabærinn
got given notice—the building
was going to be turned into a ho-

Taste the Kent
The food is every bit as special.
Pallett’s menu evolves from day to
day, always around the theme of
rustic, traditional cooking—the
“school of grandma and mum,” as
David says.
“I do a lot Eastern European
food, Deep South food, British
food—just home food,” he ex-

plains. “The pasties have flaky
pastry rather than puff pastry. It’s
just flour and butter, but it’s the
rolling and folding that does it.
Inside, I’m using sweet potato—
it’s nice with the beef. Then it has
mint, salt and pepper, and red onion for the savoury sweetness.”
Each of David’s takes on classic recipes somehow manages to
feel like an upgrade. There are
mouth-watering, flaky vegetarian sausage rolls, and a hearty allyou-can-eat stew that’s cooked
overnight and served with freshly
baked white bread. Pallett’s light
and fluffy kleinur come hot out of
the oven twice a day, with experimental touches like rose glaze,
orange blossom glaze, or dark
chocolate and hazelnut topping.
“I’m not interested in making
croissants, though,” says David.
“I’m much more about the English, Celtic, Scandinavian kind
of cooking than the French and
Italian cooking. People appreciate
the things they can’t get around
here—the sausage rolls, pasties
and pies.”
Thanks to David and Pálmar’s
expertise, passion, and attention
to detail, Pallett is a dream café,
and well worth driving out of 101
to visit. “When we had two places,
we’d be going home with double
the stress, in a way,” finishes David. “Having the place together
has been a real blessing. You can
just share the load. We’re good
partners. It just works.”
Find Pallett on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram at @pallettkaffi.

SHARE: gpv.is/pl18

2.100 isk

Our pan–fried fish is always
served with butter–fried
Icelandic potatoes & fresh salad

desserts
DATE CAKE
Walnuts, coconut,
cream cheese coffee cream,
blueberries and whipped cream

B E S T T HA I F O O D 2 0 1 6
also : 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015

BanThai

FOOD IS MADE FRESH FROM SCRATCH,

RESTAURANT

TOP TEN

1.400 isk

BEST RESTAURANTS IN ICELAND
DV. 17.07.11

lækjargata 6b, 101 rvk · 546 0095 · messinn@messinn.com

www.banthai.is

L a u g a v e g u r 1 3 0, v i ð H l e m m Tel : + 354 - 55-22-444, +354 - 692 - 0564

Find the best food in Iceland!
Download our free dining app,
CRAVING on the Apple and Android
stores
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Christmas Food

Don’t
Get
Fresh
With
Us!

Icelandic Christmas Foods:
A Guide
Words NANNA ÁRNADÓTTIR Photo ART BICNICK
You might be wondering: What
are the Icelandic family’s go-to
festive foods for the holiday season? Or, if you know already, you
may be wondering why we continue to suffer through these meals,
despite having established access
to fresh produce.
The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, without the means to
grow vegetables that need things
like, sunlight, warmth and shelter, Iceland has historically had
to rely on canned goods to make
vegetable feasts.
Secondly, traditions are compulsive for Icelanders. We must
do things exactly the same, year
in and year out, like vote against
our interests and begrudgingly
complain about the annual Comedy Review, aired on New Year’s
Eve.
So here’s a run-down of Icelandic Christmas food traditions explained, so that you might pass for
someone who knows what’s what
at this year’s Jól buffet.

Fermented Skate
Want to spend Christmas Eve
feeling thankful to be alive? Then
celebrate the feast of St. Thorlacius (the 23rd of December) by eating fermented skate and buttered
potatoes with a group of Icelanders, all pretending that the rot-

ting fish-flesh they’re spooning
into their mouths is delicious, and
that they’re not in fact training
to survive an impending dystopian hellscape. And no, that smell
doesn’t wash out.

Laufabrauð
An elaborate and visually pleasing attempt to class up what is essentially deep fried bread–yum!
Best enjoyed on Christmas morning, mindlessly eaten on the sofa
while hate-watching ‘Love, Actually’ and massaging your swollen
ankles.

Hangikjöt
Directly translated, hangikjöt
means “hung meat.” It’s a hunk
of smoked lamb, traditionally
served with potatoes, and a gloopy
flour-based sauce with Ora beans
liberally stirred in. This smoked
meat’s delightful f lavour is a
lucky coincidence. It was cured
to keep during the long Icelandic
winter during days of yore. The
unfortunate side effects of this
salty showstopper include unattractive water retention (take off
those rings!) and in some cases,
the runs.

are in fact peas, housed in a yellow tin with a design that hasn’t
changed since the 1950s. Ora green
peas are a vital part of any authentic Icelandic “white sauce.” Why?
Because nothing complements
the gelatinous texture of white
goo on smoked meat like grainy,
pale, sun-starved peas with a slippery skin that sticks between your
teeth! Behold how we criticise it,
and yet, it just wouldn’t be Christmas without it.

Jólaöl
Jólaöl, or “Christmas Ale,” is a
highlight of every Icelandic Jól
season. It is, in its purest form,
Icelandic malt extract and orange soda mixed together: sweet,
stout and charming. Each family
has their own recipe, so to proclaim one to be “proper” would
be wrong. Instead, we will share
the best method for mixing. Always pour the malt in first, then
follow with the orange soda while
holding the receptacle at an angle
of about 30 degrees to minimise
head or spillage.

Red Cabbage
It’s cabbage, it’s pickled, and it’s
always there to leave a festive red
stain your shirt.

Ora Beans

They’re called Ora beans, but they

#109

SHARE: gpv.is/yuk18

Dill is a Nordic restaurant with its
focus on Iceland, the pure nature and
all the good things coming from it.
It does not matter if it’s the
ingredients or the old traditions, we
try to hold firmly on to both.
There are not many things that make
us happier than giving life to old
traditions and forgotten ingredients
with modern technique and our creative
mind as a weapon.

Reykjavik

Est. 2012

FRENCH ONION SOUP

Icelandic Ísbúi cheese, croûtons
2.300.kr

MOULES MARINIÈRES

steamed mussels from Breiðafjörður
2.400.kr

FISH OF THE DAY
chef´s special
3.800.kr

Lífið er saltfiskur

Hverfisgata 12 · 101 Reykjavík
Tel. +354 552 15 22 · www.dillrestaurant.is

101 ÓÐINSTORG REYKJAVÍK ÍSLAND SNAPSBISTRO.IS
snapsbistro@snapsbistro.is +354 5116677
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Far East
Words JOHN ROGERS Photos ART BICNICK

A flying visit to Neskaupstaður,
Iceland’s easternmost town

Accommodation
provided by Hotel Hildibrand
- hildibrand.com
Seen from Iceland’s Ring Road, the
Eastfjords seem like a sparsely occupied stretch of undulating fjords
and mountainous wilderness,
punctuated by small towns, farms
and patches of reforested woodland. But Route One turns inland
one fjord before Reyðarfjörður—
the long, tendril-like inlet that

leads to the coastal towns of
Reyðarfjörður and Eskifjörður
and, across the Oddskarð mountain range, Iceland’s easternmost
town of Neskaupstaður.
We set out for Neskaupstaður
at 7pm, an hour after the sun
has left the sky. The glow of Egilsstaðir soon fades into the distance, plunging us into darkness
on the unlit road. Soon, my eyes
adjust, and the bright, almost-full
moon—closer to the earth than
any time this millennium—casts
a ghostly glow over the scenery
around us, hinting at the scale of
the mountains that flank Route 92.
To the west, the bright moonlight
glistens on the high, snowy slopes
and peaks. To the east, it haloes the
jagged mountaintops.
It comes as a surprise to round
a long bend and suddenly see the
lights of Reyðarfjörður spread out
in the fjord below. By Icelandic
standards, it looks like a hidden
metropolis. We cruise through
the town slowly past seaside in-

Car provided by
europcar.is
dustrial buildings, a large harbour area, and ranks of apartment
buildings, their lights glimpsed
through heavy mist. Twenty minutes of snowy mountain road later comes Eskifjörður. It looks like
a tiny village on the map, but it actually coats the fjord’s far coastline with glittering lights.

A f t er d r iv i ng a t reacherous mountain road and passing
through the gated single-lane
tunnel of Oddskarðsgöng, we arrive at Hotel Hildibrand in Neskaupstaður. The tourist season
has come to a close, and there’s
only one other guest in the hotel.
We’re alone in the restaurant,
where the dual receptionist and
waiter serves up hot seafood soup
and local lamb shanks, before
showing us into a large, luxurious
apartment for the night. I look out
the window at the vague mountainous shapes across the fjord,
and go to sleep eager to see the
morning view.

Flight provided by
airiceland.is

How to get there
Take Route 1 or fly to
Egilsstaðir, then take Route 92

The good life
It’s snowing heavily come daybreak, and the high peaks appear
only intermittently through the
thick flurries. I go for a morning
dip in the local pool, which has
perfect outdoor hot pots, a slide
for kids, and a view out across
the snowy fjord. A wall of steam
rises into the dark morning sky
as locals sit soaking and chatting,
preparing for their day. Life in
Neskaupstaður seems calm and
gently paced.
Back at the Hildibrand, the hotel’s owner—the locally born and
raised Guðröður Hákonarson—
offers to show us around town.
He moves aside a tray of fresh
eggs—”we have chickens to supply the hotel,” he smiles—and we
climb into his jeep to cruise past
the town’s harbour, hospital, a
snowed-in golf course and a local
history museum that’s closed for
the winter.
“1200 people live here,” says
Guðröður. “It's a big city, for Iceland. We have the biggest fish factory in the country, and 24% of
all Iceland’s aluminium and fish
exports leave from Eskifjörður,
Reyðarfjörður, Fáskrúðsfjörður
and Neskaupstaður.”
Guðrö ð u r i s a f a r mer by
trade—his lamb and potatoes are
on the menu in the Hildibrand—
but as we bounce along the track
to the mouth of a new, almostcomplete tunnel to Eskifjörður,
he explains that the hotel increasingly monopolises his time.
He hopes that, in the long term,
tourism will create jobs to keep
the town’s young people from migrating to Reykjavík, and further
afield.
"I love the tunnel,” he enthuses, as we climb out of the car and
tread around the tunnel’s dripping black mouth. “It’s good for
the hospital, the fishing industry,
the hotel, the Eistnaflug music
festival—it's good for everything
here. It helps mobility. People will

be able to move around and work.
The hospital employs 50 people,
and we have the a lum in ium
smelter, so there are jobs here.
Many of our young people go to
Reykjavík to school, and we want
them to come back with what they
have learned.”
“It's a good life here,” finishes
Guðröður. “The countryside is
great for hiking. Kids can go to
the harbour, pull out a fish, and
walk home safely. If there's any
problem, the parents just talk
to each other. I love this simple
small-town life."

Whiteout
Back in town, the snowstorm is
worsening. We check the weather
report, and notice an imminent
dip in the snowfall and wind
speed. It’s the only chance we’ll
have to head back inland and beat
the coming blizzard.

Distance from
Reykjavík
707 km
On the road, it quickly becomes
apparent quickly that we’ll see
even less of the fjord on our return journey than we did the night
before. The snowstorm is heavier
than anticipated, and we crawl
along the road at 20kmph with
the hazard lights on, often losing
sight of another car just ahead and
using the yellow roadside posts as
a guide. Visibility is close to zero.
It’s a harrowing drive, and I’m
relieved when the weather clears
around Egilsstaðir. The road is
closed not long after.

As we take off into the storm after
a short and teasing glimpse of life
in the Eastfjords, I’m left with a
heightened rather than sated curiosity about the twists and turns
of this remote and secretive part
of Iceland.

SHARE & MORE PICTURES:
gpv.is/nes18

Tank up at N1
on your way
around Iceland

HOT DOG
World renowned!

MeaT sOup
Classic Icelandic meal

At selected N1 service stations

COFFEE &
Croissant

Complimentary

Wi-Fi

Tasty breakfast

at selected N1
service stations

Stop for fuel, grab a quick and delicious bite,
a tasty cup of coffee, travel supplies, books and
magazines or anything else you need before hitting
the road again.

Complimentary

Wi-Fi

at selected N1
service stations

With 95 locations around Iceland,
N1 is always nearby. Find your
nearest location and plan your
trip at www.n1.is/en.

Keep moving

SOUTH SHORE, GLACIER WALK AND ICE CLIMBING
MAKE SURE IT’S MOUNTAIN GUIDES
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Spör ehf.

Departures from Reykjavík all year, every day at 9.00
Price: 25.900 ISK.
Tel: +354 587 9999 · info@mountainguides.is · MOUNTAINGUIDES.IS
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DRIVE-THROUGH TOWN

TRAVEL

As the winter descends on Iceland,
NEWS
the range of activities on offer for
IN BRIEF tourists changes
with the season.
Just as the Highlands come off the
menu as roads are closed to normal vehicles, other possibilities
open up. The Bláfjöll skiing area
near Reykjavík is due to reopen for
business soon, and it’s a matter of
time before cross-country skiing
becomes an option. It’s the season
for aurora-spotting, snowmobiling, ice caving, and other frosty
activities. Bearing the season in
mind when planning your activities will definitely help you make
the most of your trip.

Road conditions have been worsening all over the country recently,
particularly on minor routes and
on high ground. As such, there
has been a spate of accidents reported across Iceland due to high
winds and slippery surfaces. As
such, we recommend that visitors
to the country take a couple of
simple steps. When hiring a car,
make sure that it’s of sufficient
size and power to handle where
you’re going, especially if you plan
to leave the Ring Road. Check vedur.is for weather warnings before
setting out. Check road.is to make
sure your route is safe to travel,
especially if it’s windy or snowing.
Take warnings from locals seriously, and don’t be afraid of changing your itinerary to stay safe.

The Once Sky
Words PARKER YAMASAKI

A weekend in Rif and Hellissandur
Accommodation provided by
thefreezerhostel.com
The colour, I am certain, has never existed before, and will never
exist again. It has something to
do with blue, grey, purple, orange, and yellow and yet is none
of them. It coats the sky to our
left as we drive up Route One, appearing through the mist of a faroff thunderstorm, backlit by the
sun. It’s the whole sky, then it’s
gone—the colour of a moment.
Google Maps calculates the
route from Reykjavík to Rif at
about 2.5 hours. By the time we
approach the tiny town of Rif,
we’ve been on the road for nearly
five hours, moving at a deliberately easy pace between hot spring
soaks and wild mountain walks.
We float across the quiet northern
side of the Snæfellsnes peninsula,
through Grundarfjörður, Ólafsvík, and finally, to Rif.
In Rif, there are two roads that
join into one. On the harbour
side of the road is The Freezer, a
former fish factory turned hostel, theatre and artist residency
space, where we’ll be staying for
the next two nights. It’s tucked
back from the road, but the red
exterior and the word “FREEZER”
painted across the wall make it
easy to find.

Chick(en)s for free
Dóra, one of the managers at
t he F re ez er, i s e q ua l ly e a s y
to find. She sits in one of four
mixed-and-matched couch arrangements in the giant lounge
and lobby. She greets us like old
friends: “with a smile,” as the
owner of the Freezer, Kári, had
mentioned in our earlier correTravel agency Travel Republic
(@TravelRepublic on Twitter)
made an interesting infographic
recently, with the countries of the
world resized according to where
residents of the UK like to go on
holiday. The scale of Iceland went
from being a little speck in the
North Atlantic to being an island
roughly the same size as Spain, and
bigger than France, Germany, or
any of the other Nordic countries.
Maybe when Katla erupts, the landmass will grow to something similar. We’ll need the extra space for all
these tourists.

Photos TIMOTHÉE LAMBRECQ

Distance from
Reykjavík
195 km

Car provided by
gocarrental.is
spondence. At the coffee table
with her are two other women
busily clicking at their computers. They’re working on a production of ‘Journey To The Centre Of The Earth’, Jules Verne’s
1864 subterranean science fiction novel that begins in the

are!” she exclaims. “I’ve told them
you’re coming.” As we’ll continue
to discover, choice is overruled by
simplicity in these parts.
And so, it’s decided. We drive
to the restaurant, which is called
Hraun (“lava,” in English), and
eat pan-fried char and chocolate

Snæfellsjökull stratovolcano.
“I’ll show you around,” says
Dóra. “This is a chicken,” she
says, motioning to a caged plastic
animal that sits at the table. “We
borrowed it. I need to return it.”
She nudges a wad of newspaper
toward the front of the cage, “I’m
kind of scared of it.”
Next, she leads us through a
large door at the back. It opens
into a room t w ice as large as
the lobby space. The walls are
pa i nted black, a nd we st a nd
facing a stage. To the right is a
smaller room of stacked school
chairs. The “small theatre” is a
room that once functioned as the
hostel-theatre’s namesake—the
freezer.
After the tour, we ask for a
food recommendation and Dóra
immediately calls the restaurant
(the restaurant) in Ólafsvík to see
if they are open tonight. “They

cake. On the way back to Rif we
catch a glimpse of some northern
lights and decide to bypass the
town to seek more of the sky’s
mighty show. But, as usual with
the northern lights, as soon as we
go looking they’ve disappeared
behind the clouds. Instead, we
retreat to watch ‘Friday’ at the
Freezer.

Til Sölu
The next morning in Rif we head
down the street to get some coffee and tea from the local grocery
store. Or, what was the grocery
store. It still shows up on Google
Maps, but all that’s left of it now
are some cardboard cutouts of
ice cream cones taped to the windows.
After a walk through the cool,
salt-in-the-air streets we decide

to drive five minutes down the
peninsu la to the loca l coffee
shop in Hellissander. Or, what
was the local coffee shop. It too
still shows up on GoogleMaps.
W hat was once Kaffi Síf looks
promising on the approach—a
cosy detached cottage with lace
in the windows, and a giant sign
that looks like it was made in
Microsoft Paint. But instead of
ice cream, we find taped to its
windows two sheets of computer
paper: one reads “Til Sölu,” and
the other one “For Sale :).”
There’s a store in town that
seem s to double as the loca l
hangout for the shopkeeper and
friends. It carries ever y thing
from Stonewall Kitchen jams to
winter gloves. There’s also an N1
gas station where you can pick up
a slice of “happy marriage” cake
and a hearty bowl of vegetable
soup, or a handmade lopapeysa
“by Dagný.” Again, simplicit y
rules over choice.
R i f a n d Hel l i s s a n du r a re
towns that have what you need,
and not a thing more. They are
ambient with their surroundings—from the thick Atlantic on
one side to the glacial and volcanic mountain range on the other.
They have hot soup, warm beds,
and petrol to get between the
two. They are places where most
is left untouched and questions
are left unanswered. Like: Why
is the road painted in giant sections of blue, orange, and green?
And what do we call that strange
colour of sky?

SHARE & MORE PICTURES:
gpv.is/dtt18

Pre-booking required. Book online at bluelagoon.com
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Swimming
In Silence
Words HANNAH JANE COHEN Photos ART BICNICK

A scintillating snorkel
in the Silfra fissure
How to get there
Take Route 1 to Mosfellsbær, then take Route 36
Even in a tow n as sma l l and
quiet as Reykjavík, it’s still easy
to get caught up in daily urban

and North American tectonic
plates on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.
This means that, theoretically,

Distance from
Reykjavík
40 km

Trip provided by
adventures.is
the walls at once, you aren’t in
both Europe and America unless you have a 30km wingspan.
Of course, you needn’t tell your
Facebook friends about this: it’ll
still make a great profile picture!
The fissure is a deep, narrow
trench filled with clear, ice-cold
water, surrounded on both sides
by dark mossy stone. It looks
just a few metres deep at first
glance, but it ’s much deeper.
W h i le I on ly did some sc uba
diving, the location is also supposed to be one of the best in the
world for deeper dives.

current, which means you can
just relax and mosy along while
staring at the deep blue—there’s

trate on the view. At first glance,
there’s little wildlife—you won’t
see any fish or whales here, but

barely a need to swim. The suits
also make you float, creating a
sort of zero-gravity experience. I
splay out my arms and legs, and
every muscle in my body totally
relaxes. It’s incredible. Even my
neck, where I keep my tension,
completely loosens. It’s better
than any massage I’ve had.
Completely at ease, I concen-

rather a stony cavern. But as you
get used to it, you start to notice more captivating details.
Personally, I became obsessed
with this orange/pink plant life
on the tops of the stones. Was
it algae? Lichen? Coral? I have
no idea. Even so, these organisms float in the water perfectly
straight upwards, covered with
l it t le g l it ter i ng a i r bubbles.
They’re gorgeous. I desperately
wanted to reach out and touch
them, but I kept my guide Dav id’s words i n my head, “No
touching!” I wish I’d had an underwater camera so I could’ve
taken pictures.
In the days after the trip, I’ve
dreamed of going back. The daily stresses kicked in, and there
are some knots forming in my
neck—maybe it’s time for more
underwater therapy?
I’ll see you there.

Into the blue

stresses: Dri n k i ng too much
caffeine, stay ing up too late,
and djamming a little too hard.
What can a person do to wind
down and relax? Going into nature is one thing, but what does
one do there?

Water therapy
One fogg y Monday morning, I
found the answer to those questions about 40 minutes outside
Reykjavík, in Þingvellir National Park. I was there to finally try
out Arctic Adventures’s famed
snorkel ling tour through the
Silfra tectonic fissure. I don’t
know what I was expecting, but
I didn’t think it would be one of
the most relaxing afternoons
I’ve had in ages. Trust me, traveller: you don’t need therapy, or
a massage. Nope—just grab a
scuba mask and a wetsuit.
This tour is, first off, quite
novel: the sw im m ing area is
directly between the Eurasian

if you touch both sides of the
narrow scuba path at once, you
are in both Europe and America. Unfortunately, as our guide
humorously ex plai ned to us,
this gimmick is not technically true. The plates are actually
30km apart, so while you are, of
course, swimming in between
them, if you touch both sides of

Back at the park, we change into
our warm suits and wetsuits.
It’s still foggy and other attendees start voicing worries—will
the water be too cold? Will we
get sick? Our guide assures us
that we won’t feel chilly at all.
I feel doubtful—this is glacier
water, after all.
I’m the first one in the water,
and as I submerge myself in icy
glacial meltwater, I’m completely
toasty and dry. Throughout the
whole snorkel path there’s a soft

SHARE:
gpv.is/sis18

– VisitSkólavörðustígur
our stores:
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The Saga of
Sigurgarður
the Valiant

Open every day of the week
Aðalstræti 4-6

Enjoy delicious three course
Christmas menu with a spectacular
mountain view in the heart of
Reykjavík at SKÝ Restaurant & Bar.
www.skyrestaurant.is

It’s purely coincidence that “frækna,” the Icelandic word for “valiant,” looks a bit like the English
word for “freak,” but this saga is
chock full of some freaky motherfuckers. Sigurgarður himself is
normal bordering on boring but
his BFF is a literal ass-mutant. Not
a literal-ass mutant, like actually
someone with a mutant ass that
he uses for the forces of good. We’ll
go into details when we get there.

Armed to the teeth

Have a taste of our yummy Holiday
menu Jörgensen has cooked up in the
festive spirit of the Christmas season.
Welcome!
www.jorgensenkitchen.is

Of course there is some king, he
has some son named Sigurgarður,
who is hot and smart and strong
and all that shit. He is raised by this
foster family who have two sons,
Högni and Sigmundur (who also
fit the ideal of medieval Ken-dollness), but the king’s dudes don’t
like them because they’re always
winning the reindeer games or
whatever rich people did back then.
The king’s advisor tries to have
one of them killed. In the impending scuffle, Högni literally rips the
advisor’s arm off his body and hits
him in the face so hard with his
own arm that his skull cracks and

he dies. Sigurgarður sends his
foster-bros into the forest before
the king arrives and can take vengeance on them. He mad, but whatevs. Sigurgarður grows up to be a
well-respected womanizer.

... To hard ass
Ingi gives each of them a task in
exchange for her few months of
hospitality (which included several
murder attempts that were quickly
foiled by ass or sickle). Stígandi
must gather her pigs and bring
them back, Hörður her horses,
and “Knútur” her oxen, with one of
their horns filled with gold, as well
as her special eggs. So they set off
to find them. After another couple
of murder attempts, including one
by a werewolf, they see Hlégerður.
Knútur nicks her witchy ass just as
she turns into a crow and flies off.
They follow her blood-trail to
find a baby horse getting the shit
kicked out of it by other horses and
leave Hörður to deal with it. They
keep following and also find a pig
being literally suckled to death by
piglets and Stígandi stays to sort it

out. Knútur journeys on to find the
egg and the ox, take its horn, kill a
giant, the crow, and a dragon, and
then fill the ox horn with gold. He
returns to find Hörður butt-deep
in battle with one of Hlégerður’s
brothers and a troll-army and saves
his ass. Then he does the same for
Stígandi with the other brother.
They use the magic dust from the
bag to calm all the animals and
heard them home.
The three of them jump Ingi,
ass-to-sword, sickle-to-shield, and
then Knútur smashes the egg in
her face, breaking the curse. The
mother pig and baby horse turn
back into princesses and Hörður
and Stígandi are revealed to be
the foster-brothers Högni and
Sigmundur. Then everyone gets
married and Ingigerður tells all the
court that Sigurgarður can actually
get it up after all.
Morals of the story: 1. I like big butt
(jokes) and I cannot lie. 2. Decorate
your home with the corpses of men
who’ve wronged you.

SHARE:
gpv.is/sag17
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www.centerhotels.com

“Fara í geitarhús að leita ullar”
literally means to go to the goat
house for wool. It’s used in situations where you’re looking for
something in the wrong place.
The Icelandic goat has been native to the country for over 1000
years, but they have not proliferated as much as the Icelandic sheep.
In the 1960’s, there were less than
80 goats left in the entire country.
Jóhan na Berg man n Þorvaldsdóttir, a former nurse, was
alarmed by the dwindling population and set up a goat sanctuary,
Háafell Farm, to save what little
remained of the population from
slaughter. Thanks to her efforts,

the goat population is now up to
900 (still tiny compared to 800,000
sheep and lambs).
Wikipedia states that “the Icelandic goat is currently of little
economic value,” and Þorvaldsdóttir has struggled to keep the farm
open. Like sheep, the Icelandic goat
is capable of producing cashmere.
Under its coarse coat lies soft tufts
that can be spun into cashmere. Unfortunately, goat cashmere needs to
be sent off overseas to be processed,
and the economics don’t quite work
out to make it a profitable endeavor.
So technically, you could find wool
in a goat house, but it would just be
very rare and expensive.

Thanks to a successful Indiegogo Campaign, which saw donations
come in from all corners of the
world, Háafell Farm still remains
open. If you would like to see an
Icelandic goat in person, you can
visit the farm near Reykholt.
Every Single Word in Icelandic
(http://everysingleword.is) is a pictographic exploration of the Icelandic language. I find an interesting
compound word, then deconstruct
and illustrate it as icons. The goal
is to express how Icelandic can be
deadpan literal and unexpectedly
poetic at the same time.

NEW

CHRISTMAS WALKING TOUR
Experience Icelandic Christmas spirit
Contact Information - 24 hour booking service
Book now at www.grayline.is or call +354 540 1313
Sales office, Hafnarstræti 20, 101 Reykjavík, Iceland

#FindAReasonToGo

#GraylineIceland

#GraylineIceland

/GraylineIceland

grayline.is
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MONSTER OF THE MONTH

Tröllbotnaland
Land of Giants
"Monster of the Month" is a spin
off of ' The Museum of Hidden
Beings', by artist Arngrímur Sigurðsson. He delved into Iceland´s
mythological history, taking creature encounters from across the
centuries and bringing them to life
through painting in an act of creative cryptozoology. Find the book
at bookstores, or order it online at
arngrimur.com.

DON'T ASK NANNA ABOUT

The Yule
Lads

By NANNA DÍS ÁRNADÓTTIR
Hi Nanna,
Which Yule Lad do Icelanders like the
most?
Bah Hum Pug
Dear Bah Hum Pug,
We don’t like any of them per se, but
we can’t really have the holidays without them. Kind of like family, they’re
pretty weird, they eat all the food when
they think no one is looking and they
are brazen in their shameful and perverted habits. But what can you do but
drink, silently throw shade and wait
for it all to be over?
Nanna

Tales tell of a country northeast of Iceland and Greenland known as the Land
of Giants. Many have paid dearly for
attempting to explore the land and its
people, including Gorm the Old, King of
Denmark, whose mission was hindered
by heavy rain, raging storms and other
obstacles. Later, Harald Hardrada embarked on an expedition to the land but
had to deal with dangers, deceptions
and darkness on the way before sailing his ship into a peculiar whirlpool,
or vortex. He barely escaped and never
reached the habitat of the giants. Many
mocked Harald for his failure and presumed disappointment, and because of
this, men from Norway and Friesland
mounted another expedition to search
for the Land of Giants. Their luck was
not much better, as they endured countless unspeakable punishments meted
out by heaven, earth and sea. They also
sailed into the giant vortex, losing all
sight of the sun during the ordeal.

They finally landed on the shore of
the land and were met with high mountains and awesome cliffs. There were
no houses or constructs to be seen, but
many caves and holes had been dug into
the earth. The ground was covered with
gold and silver, which the crewmen began collecting and taking to their ship.
The natives saw this and descended
upon them, armed with spears and

SMJÖRFLUGA

Dear Nanna,
Really chuffed to be spending Christmas
and New Years in Iceland, any tips?
But Wait, There’s Myrrh
Dear But Wait, There’s Myrrh,
Keep in mind most shops – if not all –
will be closed from the 24th to the 26th,
so make sure you have food to eat. Or
starve, whatever it’s not my problem.
Merry Krampus!
Nanna

LÓABORATORIUM

Hi Nanna,
How do I tell my Icelandic girlfriend I’m
allergic to her cats? Do you think she’ll
break up with me when she finds out?
Santa Claws
Hey Santa Claws,
“Hello Icelandic girlfriend. I am allergic to your cats. Please don’t dump me.”
I can’t tell you if she’ll dump you over this
but I can tell you that I’m not especially
blown away by your weak constitution.
Meowy Christmas!
Nanna
Do you want to ask Nanna a question? Go ahead, but continue at your
peril. Shoot her an email on nanna.arnadottir(at)gmail.com or tweet her
using @NannaArnadottir

Don’t Fight the Power. Feel It.
Let’s see what some of the guests at our Geothermal Exhibition have to say on TripAdvisor about our clean energy production:

“A must see activity”, “Bucket List”, “... interactive and inspiring”, “Now I’m impressed!”
We hope to welcome you too on your trip to Iceland at the most powerful exhibition in the world.
The exhibition is open every day from 9am-5pm. Please direct any inquiries to exhibition@on.is Tel: (+354) 591 2880 www.onpower.is/exhibition

bows. The crew succeeded in escaping,
except for one man who was left behind
by accident and promptly torn limb from
limb in the most horrific manner. It is
said that bright daylight is never seen
in this land and that a great rumbling is
constantly heard from the sky and sea.
Gísli Oddsson, Annalium in Islandia farrago, p. 12-13, written in 1637.

Completing the Golden Circle

Geothermal Baths - Natural Steam Baths
Local Kitchen - Geothermal Bakery
Open daily 11:00 - 22:00, extended hours summertime

A unique contact with nature - come enjoy a steam bath
on top of a hot spring and afterwards relax
in the open air geothermal baths.
Akranes

Gullfoss

1

Geysir
Þingvellir
37
1

365

35

358

36

Mosfellsbær

36

359

37
31

Reykjavík
Kerið
1

Local Kitchen with our popular country style lunch
and dinner buffet available daily.

Flúðir

Skálholt

Experience our Geothermal Bakery, every day
at 11:30 and 14:30. Welcome!

35
30

Hveragerði
1

Selfoss
1

We‘re only one hour from Reykjavik and in the middle
of the Golden Circle, make sure to upgrade your
excursion to include a visit to us.

Geothermal Baths
TEL: +354 486 1400 • www.fontana.is
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RIP
Modernity

SHARE: gpv.is/last

in Iceland

BOOK YOUR TOUR AT

adventures.is

snowmobile.is

ATV • Caving • Combo tours • Diving • Glacier Hike • Golden Circle • Hiking • Horse Riding • Hot Springs • Ice Caves • Kayaking • Multiday
tours Northern Lights • Rafting • Snorkeling • Snowmobiling • Super Jeeps • Trekking • Volcano Hiking • Whale Watching

TOURIST INFORMATION AND
FREE BOOKING SERVICE
We are proud to be the first & only downtown Tourist Information fully
accredited by both the Icelandic Tourist Board and the Vakinn Quality System.

Spör ehf.

We don’t really know who
we want to be now. Some
of us want to be 18th century lumberjacks, on our
way back from a day at
the barber’s and haberdashery, others want to
be 90s Eastern European
gangsters slash extras
Sveinbjörn Pálsson from that decade’s many
hacker and cyberpunk
movies. Some of us want to return the US, to the
era before the inevitable influx of Latin American
workers; others want to return healthcare to the
time before the invention of vaccines.
— We all share the wish of not being right
here, right now, moving forward. Personally,
I want to return Downtown Reykjavík to the
time before the tourist influx. At least, that’s
what I want when I’m standing in a queue populated by tourists. We didn’t have those back then.
Where there are queues now, there were empty
storefronts, actually. But I still hate the modernity.
Except when I receive my paycheque from this
tourist-funded magazine. Then I’m willing to stop
biting your feeding hand. For a couple of days.
— This is true of all these nostalgic leanings of today. Pseudo-lumberjacks don’t actually
want to smell like lumberjacks, mock-hackers
wouldn’t switch out their shiny slim devices for
486 powered Windows 95 computer towers with
10 kg/20lbs CRT screens, American nostalgists
wouldn’t want to work the jobs that the Latin
Americans would vacate. And none of us are, when
it comes down to it, tuberculosis enthusiasts.
— But we want to fix our sights firmly on
something other than modernity. The promise
of modernity is fulfilled: we have the drones,
and they are annoying. We have the universal
communication devices to serve us Facebook,
and my god, how boring Facebook is. We’ve seen
the world from the comfort of our small screens,
and it is awful. It’s filled with wretched different
people with terrible ideas and views, and everyone has decided that now is the time to put your
foot down and stop trying to be nice to these
people. Modernity is mean and hateful, but at the
same time bland and uninspiring.
— So we all pick our era of nostalgia, because if the other people aren’t gonna look at
our problems in practical terms with common
ground solutions, and neither are we. So we’d
rather be cowboys then. Sexy robot cowboys.
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Bankastræti 2 - Downtown
itm@itm.is - www.itm.is
Tel: +354 522 4979
Summer: 08.00 - 21.00
Winter: 09.00 - 19.00

Drop by, we speak...

